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ABSTRACT

This study attempts to understand the nature of Case marking and agreement through the
detailed study o f Icelandic and Japanese. My investigation focuses especially on nominative
Case on certain objects and on non-finite subjects.
This dissertation addresses the question of how nominative case can surface on NPs other
than finite subjects. In addressing this question, I develop a new theory of Case and agreement
based on Chomsky’s (2000, 2001, 2004) recent theory of long distance agreement. I propose that
AGREE by a single Probe with multiple Goals can take place sequentially (Sequential AGREE).
Under the theory of Sequential AGREE, I make two significant assumptions: nominative is
uniformly licensed by T and the size of infinitival complement clauses varies (Wurmbrand
(2001b)).
By investigating Icelandic, I show that not only finite T but also non-finite T licenses
nominative. Evidence comes from the person restrictions in dative-nominative constructions,
Case-marked PRO, and intervention effects in Icelandic. Adopting Wurmbrand’s (2001b) idea, I
give a unified account for the distribution of embedded nominative NPs and optional agreement
facts between such NPs and the finite verb in bi-clausal dative-nominative constructions in
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Icelandic. I propose that the optionality comes from whether the infinitival complement is TP or
smaller than TP in Icelandic.
Based on Japanese facts of scope interactions among the nominative object, potential
verb, and negation, I argue that nominative is licensed only by T and not by any other category
between T and the nominative argument licenses nominative. Case alternation in potential
constructions in Japanese derives from Wurmbrand’s (2001b) idea: when the complement clause
is larger than v*P, accusative is licensed on the object by v*, when the complement clause is
smaller than v*P, nominative is licensed by the matrix T via Sequential AGREE.
Providing relevant data from Icelandic and Japanese, I attempt to argue that nominative
NPs in finite clauses are all licensed by the same T and that nominative NPs in non-finite clauses
can be licensed exactly in the same way as the ones in finite clauses. Throughout the dissertation,
I solidify the claim that regardless of its finiteness, only T licenses nominative Case.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in the examples in this dissertation:

ACC

accusative

N

neuter

CONJ

conjunct

NEG

negation

CPL

copula

NOM

nominative

DAT

dative

NOMINL

nominalizer

DFLT

default

OBJ

object

EXPL

expletive

PASS

passive

F

feminine

PL

plural

GEN

genitive

POT

potential

GER

gerund

PRES

present tense

INF

infinitive

PST

past tense

INSTR

instrumental

REFL

reflexive

LOG

locative

SG

singular

M

masculine

TOP

topic marker
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1,2,3

first, second, third person
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Chapter one
1. Introduction

This study attempts to understand the nature of Case marking and agreement
through the detailed study of two languages: Icelandic and Japanese. My investigation
focuses especially on nominative Case on objects in particular constructions and on some
non-finite subjects.

1.1

Discrepancies

There appears to be a correlation between nominative Case, agreement, subject,
and finiteness. Chomsky (1981, 1986) has argued that these are all manifestations of the
same relation. The idea is that nominative Case, agreement and other subject-hood tests
generally converge on the same NP. In English, for example, in a finite clause, we

1
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observe that only the subject bears nominative Case and triggers agreement with the
finite verb as shown in (1) below.

(1)

a.

They *has/have hired him.

b.

He has/*have been hired (by them).

Contrary to finite clauses, as illustrated in (2), a nominative Case bearing argument does
not appear in a non-finite clause.

(2)

Mary believes him/*he to be a genius.

Thus, this may suggest that nominative Case and agreement are properties of subjects and
that they co-vary with finiteness.
There are, however, discrepancies among these manifestations. For example,
Icelandic, which is a nominative-accusative language as example (3) shows, has
nominative non-subjects that control finite verb agreement as in (4).1

11 present some diagnostics in order to show these nominatives are in fact non-subjects in
chapter 3.

2
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(3)

Eg

hef

lesiQ }?essa

I .NOM have.lSG read this

bok.
book.ACC2

‘I have read this book.’

(4)

Honum mundu

(Sigurdsson 2000:67)

alltaf lika fseir.

him.DAT would.3 pl always like they.NOM.M.PL

[i.e. ‘He would always like them.’]

(Sigurdsson 2002:115)

Icelandic has all the familiar properties of nominative-accusative languages, while also
having numerous so-called quirky (or lexically selected non-nominative) subjects with
certain verbs. For instance, the subject in (4) is a dative NP honum and the object is a
nominative NP peir (See section 3.1 for arguments that quirky subjects are indeed
subjects and that nominative non-subjects are objects in Icelandic). Thus, the example in
(4) shows that nominative Case and finite verb agreement are not necessarily linked to
the subject. This clearly shows that bearing nominative Case and triggering agreement
are not properties of subjects. However, we still observe that there seems to be a
correlation between nominative Case and agreement with finiteness because the
nominative non-subject agrees with a finite verb in (4). Notice, however, that nominative
non-subjects can appear in a position where they are not related to finiteness or
agreement (they appear in non-finite clause).

2 1 use a uniform format for glosses throughout the dissertation. Therefore, some glosses
have different formats from the original reference sources. Some translations are added
by me.

3
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(5)

Eg

taldi

[ henni

ekki hafa leiQst jieir/*J)a

I.nom believed. 1so her.DAT not

].

have bored they.NOM/*them.ACC

‘I believed her not to have found them boring’

(Sigurdsson 2000:97)

Thus, although there is much overlap between nominative Case and agreement, it appears
that nominative Case is not always tied to agreement or fmiteness. As we have seen
above, Icelandic examples that challenge the claim that nominative Case is tied to subject
also raise questions about the idea that nominative Case is tied to agreement/finiteness.
Japanese is a nominative-accusative language as the example in (6) shows but it
also has nominative non-subjects with a stative verb as in (7).3

(6)

Taro-ga

kono hon-wo

yom-da

(koto)

Taro-NOM this book-ACC read-PAST

fact

‘Taro read this book.’

(7)

a.

Taro-ni/ga

waka-ru

eigo-ga

(koto)

Taro-DAT/NOM English-NOM understand-PRES fact
‘Taro understands English.’
b.

Taro-ni/ga

kono hon-ga

yom-e-ru

(koto)

Taro-DAT/NOM this book-NOM read-POT-PRES fact
‘Taro can read this book.’

3 Not all stative verbs in Japanese induce nominative non-subjects.

4
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In a language like Japanese, which does not morphologically exhibit finite verb
agreement, we observe nominative non-subjects in both finite and non-finite clauses as
we have seen in Icelandic.

(8)

a.

Hanako-ga

takkyuu-ga/*wo

uma-i

Hanako.NOM ping-pong.NOM/*ACC good.at-PRES
‘Hanako is good at ping-pong.’
b.

Taro-ga
Taro-NOM

[ Hanako-wo
Hanako-ACC

takkyuu-ga/*w o

uma-ku

] omow-ta4

pingpong-NOM/*ACC good.at-iNF think-PAST

‘Taro thought that Hanako was good at ping-pong.’

(Tanaka 2000)

In both Icelandic and Japanese, it is also the case that a nominative subject can appear in
a non-finite clause as illustrated in (9). The Icelandic example clearly shows that such a
nominative subject does not have to have agreement relation with the finite verb.5

4 The source of accusative Case on “Hanako” in (8b) is the matrix verb ‘omow-ta’.
5 It is possible to have agreement in an example like (9a) as in (i).
(i)

Mer
hafa
synst [ mennirnir
vera gagnryndir
omaklega ]
me.DAT have.SPL seemed the.men.NOM.PL to.be criticized.NOM.PL unjustly
‘It has seemed to me that the men are criticized unjustly.’
(Jonsson 1996:171)

What is important in the discussion above is that it is possible to have nominative
argument, which does not show agreement with finite verb, in the non-finite clause.

5
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(9)

a.

Mer

hefur

synst

me.DAT have.3sG
gagnryndir

[ menninrir

vera

seemed the.men.NOM.PL to.be
omaklega ]

criticized.NOM.PL unjustly

‘It has seemed to me that the men are criticized unjustly.’
(Jonsson 1996:171)
b.

Taro-ni/ga

[ mada Hanako-ga

Taro-DAT/NOM still

kodomo-ni ] omow-e-ta

Hanako-NOM child-CPL.iNF think-POT-PST

‘It seemed to Taro that Hanako is still a child.’

Thus, appearance of the nominative in a non-finite clause is unexpected if nominative
Case is tied to finiteness.
Despite the fact that we observe that there are some discrepancies between Case
and agreement, the theory that I will develop will accommodate the attested variation,
while as much as possible, making predictions about excluded configurations. With this
much as background, I would like to address the following research question in this
dissertation:

( 10)

How is it that nominative Case can surface on NPs other than finite subjects?

In addressing this question, I will develop a new theory of Case and agreement. Although
a survey of the literature reveals a wide range of possible analyses as to the source of the
morphological nominative case on noun phrases other than finite subjects, I will show

6
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that a unified analysis of nominative Case licensing is possible if it is assumed that
nominative Case is always licensed as an instance of structural Case, namely by T, in
syntax.
Providing additional relevant data from Icelandic and Japanese, I will argue that
regardless of their grammatical functions, nominative NPs in finite clauses are all
licensed by the same T and that nominative NPs in non-finite clauses can be licensed
exactly in the same way as the ones in finite clauses. Namely, when the complement
clause contains non-finite T, it licenses the nominative NP in the embedded clause.
Throughout the dissertation, I will solidify the claim that regardless of its finiteness, only
T licenses nominative Case.

1.2

Overview

The following ((11)-(15)) are the data that I focus especially on in this dissertation
in order to understand the nature of Case marking and agreement. Finite verb agreement
with a nominative NP is obligatory in mono-clausal dative-nominative constructions in
Icelandic as shown in (11), while finite verb agreement with a nominative NP is optional
in bi-clausal dative nominative constructions as in (12).

(11)

Mono-clausal dative nominative constructions in Icelandic:
a.

Henni

voru

gefnir

her.DAT were.3PL given

hattarnir.
the.hats.NOM.PL

7
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b. *

Henni

var

her.DAT was.SSG

gefiQ

hattarnir.

given

the.hats.NOM.PL

‘she was given the hats.’

(12)

(Sigur5sson 1996)

Bi-clausal dative nominative constructions in Icelandic:
a.

Mer

mundu

Ipa

virQast

me.dat wouId.SPL then seem
b.

Mer

mundi

Ipa

virQast

me.DAT would.3SG then seem

fjeir

vera

hema.

they.NOM.PL be

[ Jjeir

here

vera hema].

they.NOM.PL be

‘It would then seem to me that they are here.’

here

(SigurQsson 2002)

In bi-clausal constructions, when there is a dative NP between the finite verb and
nominative NP, intervention is observed as in (13a), while it is not when there is no
intervening dative NP as in (13b). An intervention effect is only observed in bi-clausal
contexts. Plural agreement obtains (and is obligatory) even though the dative occurs in
the intervention configuration as in (13c).

(13)

Intervention effect in bi-clausal constructions in Icelandic:
a.

Mer

hefur/*hafa

alltaf virst

me.DAT has.3sG/*3PL often

seem

honum

lika bsekur

him.DAT like books.NOM.PL

‘It has often seemed to me that he likes books. ’

(Schiitze 1997:108)

8
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b.

Mer

virSist/virdast [hafa

veriS

me.DAT seem.3sG/3PL

[to.have been

margir hestar

]

many

seldir
sold.NOM

horses.NOM.PL ]

‘It seems to me that many horses have been sold.’

c.

(Jonas 2004 and p.c.)

had ??mundi/mundu

einhverium

EXPL

someone.DAT like these socks.NOM.M.PL

wouId.3SG/3pL

lika Jjessir sokkar

‘Someone would like these socks.’

The object NP in the dative subject construction is marked nominative in the complement
clause of believe-type ECM verbs as in (14a), while it is marked accusative when there is
no dative NP in the embedded clause as in (14b).

(14)

Believe-type ECM in Icelandic:
a.

Eg

taldi

[ henni

leidast

I.nom believed. 1SG her.DAT to.bore

T believed her be bored by Harold.’
b.

Eg

tel

[ hafa

I.nom believe

verid

Haraldur

]

Harold.NOM

(Maling and Sprouse 1995:178)

selda

to.have been

sold.ACC.M.PL

marga

hesta.

]

many.ACC.M.PL

horses.ACC ]

‘I believe that many horses have been sold. ’

9
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(Jonas 2004)

Case alternation of an object NP (ACC -

nom )

is possible in potential constructions in

Japanese. This alternation is partially correlated with scope possibilities.

(15)

Potential constructions in Japanese:
a.

b.

Taro-ga

kono

hon-wo

yom-e-ru

(koto)

Taro-NOM

this

book-ACC

read-POT-PRES fact

Taro-ga

kono

hon-ga

yom-e-ru

Taro-NOM

this

book-NOM read-POT-PRES fact

(koto)

‘Taro can read this book.’

In order to give accounts for obligatory/optional agreement facts in Icelandic and Case
alternation of an object NP in Japanese, I develop a new theory of Case and agreement (I
call it Sequential AGREE) based on Chomsky’s (2000, 2001, 2004) recent theory of long
distance agreement. Under the theory of Sequential AGREE, I make two significant
assumptions.

(16)

Two major assumptions in this dissertation:
a.

Nominative Case is uniformly licensed by T.

b.

The size of infinitival complement clauses varies

(Wurmbrand (2001b)).

With these assumptions, all the data in Icelandic and Japanese that I present in this
dissertation are succinctly accounted for under the proposed theory of Sequential AGREE.

10
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In chapter 2, I will present some background of the theory of AGREE proposed
by Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2004). Then I will extend the theory of AGREE in the
following ways: (1) I propose that the operation AGREE by a single Probe with multiple
Goals can take place sequentially (Sequential AGREE), (2) I argue that the operation
Sequential AGREE respects locality (closest-c-command), and (3) I claim that Sequential
AGREE allows/restricts multiple Case checking.
In chapter 3, I show that not only finite T but also non-finite T licenses
nominative Case by investigating Icelandic. Evidence will come from the person
restrictions in dative-nominative constructions, Case-marked PRO, and the intervention
effect in Icelandic. Then, I will introduce Wurmbrand’s (2001b) view of selectional
differences among complement clauses. I will propose that the optionality of finite
agreement with embedded nominative arguments in the bi-clausal dative-nominative
constructions is a result of the selectional differences among the complement clauses of
the verb ‘seem’. I will claim that finite verb agreement with the embedded subject is
observed when the complement clause is smaller than TP, and no agreement is observed
when the complement clause is TP. Having these proposals, I will give a unified account
for Icelandic Case and agreement facts in mono-clausal dative-nominative constructions,
bi-clausal dative-nominative constructions (seem-type ECM) and some other related
constructions (seem-typQ raising, believe-type ECM) under the theory of Sequential
AGREE.
In chapter 4 , 1 will provide arguments that show nominative Case is licensed only
by T and not by any other functional head. In the first half, I will provide some new data
for the discussion of the scope of nominative objects in Japanese with respect to the

11
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scope interactions among the nominative object, the potential verb, and negation. The
scope facts in Japanese will show that a nominative object can be interpreted lower than
the potential verb

> can >

N

o m O b j),

higher than negation

not between negation and potential verb (*~i >

N om O bj

(N o m O b j

> -■ > can), but

> can). This fact will shed light

on the approach that the Case of the nominative objects is licensed by T and cast doubt
on the approach that nominative is licensed by verbs like the potential verb in Japanese if
we assume that NP can move to the Spec of Case-licensing heads and/or the edges of
phases. Then I will give an analysis of scope data of nominative objects, following
Wurmbrand (2001b) that a sentence with a nominative object involves a restructuring
verb which combines with a VP-complement, while one with an accusative object is a
non-restructuring verb which combines with a vP-complement. In the second half, I will
establish the syntax of the so-called “V-te or- constructions” in Japanese, which are
similar to the potential constructions in Japanese, and argue that this construction also
involves restructuring vs. non-restructuring. Importantly, both potential and V-te arconstructions are interesting with respect to nominative Case licensing of the object of
the embedded verbs. I will show that facts in both constructions are succinctly accounted
for under the assumption that nominative Case is uniformly licensed by T in Japanese.
Chapter 5 summarizes the dissertation and discusses some remaining issues.

12
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Chapter two
2. Theoretical framework

The theory that I will assume in this dissertation is a theory of AGREE. In this
chapter I will present some background of the theory of AGREE proposed by Chomsky
(2000, 2001, 2004). Then I will extend the theory of AGREE in the following ways: (1) I
propose that the operation AGREE can take place sequentially (Sequential AGREE), (2) I
argue that the operation Sequential AGREE respects locality (closest-c-command), and
(3) I claim that Sequential AGREE allows/restricts multiple Case checking.

2.1

Mechanisms of Long Distance Agreement (LDA)

In the Minimalist Program, Chomsky made significant conceptual shifts from
early minimalism (Chomsky 1991, 1993, 1995) to recent minimalism (Chomsky 2000,
2001, 2004) in terms of agreement phenomena. In early minimalism, agreement had been

13
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established under the Spec-Head relation. Namely, the controller (trigger) of agreement
had to move to the Spec of the agreement target and the Spec-Head configuration induced
agreement. In recent minimalism, however, agreement is established under a c-command
relation. Namely, the controller of agreement has to be c-commanded by the agreement
target and agreement takes place without movement of the controller into the Spec of the
agreement target. Therefore, it is assumed that the direct merge of a controller of
agreement to the Spec of the agreement target does not induce agreement because the
required c-command relation is not established.
Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2004) argues that feature checking, the mechanism of
syntactic licensing and movement, takes place via an abstract operation called AGREE.
In Chomsky’s system, syntactic elements enter the derivation with uninterpretable
features, which must be deleted prior to the derivation being sent to the interfaces. Under
the theory of AGREE, an agreement relation holds between two linguistic expressions:
the Probe and the Goal. For instance, an agreement relation holds between a functional
category that contains uninterpretable <j)-features and an argument NP that contains
interpretable ^-features and uninterpretable structural Case-feature. Uninterpretable
features of a probe a and a goal |3 are valued under the structural relation (17), based on
the assumptions for the probe-goal system in (18).

(17)

AGREE (cf. Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004)
a
i

>

(3
t

AGREE (a, (3), where a is a probe P and (3 is a matching goal G, ‘> ’ is a ccommand relation: a c-commands p.
14
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(18)

Probe-Goal System (Chomsky 2000:122)
a.

Matching is non-distinctness.

b.

D(P) is the sister of P.6

c.

Locality reduces to ‘closest c-command’.7

d.

Probe and Goal must be active.8

Matching is a relation that holds of a probe P and a goal G. To induce AGREE, G must
be in the domain of P and satisfy locality conditions. Thus, D(P) is the c-command
domain of P, and a matching feature G is closest to P if there is no G ’ in D(P) matching P
such that G is in D(G’). For the Case/agreement systems, the uninterpretable features are
^-features of the probe P and structural Case of the goal G. For instance, a functional
head which possesses uninterpretable <j)-features (specifications for person, number,
gender, etc.), must check against the cji-features of a noun phrase (NP). In order to check

6 This condition excludes an AGREE relation between a head FI and an element in the
Spec of F1P.
7 Closest c-command is basically the same as Minimal Link Condition (MLC).
(i)

Minimal Link Condition (MLC) (cf. Chomsky 1995:311)
K> (3 > a
K attracts a only if there is no |3, j3 closer to K than a , such that K attracts |3.

Thus, under AGREE, K AGREEs with a only if there is no (3, (3 closer to K than a, such
that K AGREEs with j3.
8 Active is defined as having uninterpretable features. If the element does not contain
uninterpretable features, or the uninterpretable features are deleted by Spell-Out/Transfer,
AGREE does not take place. If Probe and Goal bear uninterpretable features, they are
active until they are Spelled-Out/Transferred to the interfaces. (This is reminiscent of
deletion vs. erasure of earlier Minimalist Program.)

15
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its features, the head must find an NP with suitable features within its c-command
domain. By this operation, the ^-features of the functional head are valued by the co
features of the NP it AGREEs with. In the same way, an NP that possesses
uninterpretable features (Case-feature) must check them against a functional head via
AGREE. For instance, nominative Case of NP and <j)-features of T are valued under
AGREE (T, NP) and accusative Case of NP (and ^-features of v* (transitive v)) are
valued under AGREE (v*, NP). Under the theory of AGREE, the driving force for
movement is no longer Case or agreement since all licensing is done via AGREE. Unless
there is another reason that requires an element to leave its base position (such as the
EPP), movement will not occur.
In Chomsky’s (2000, 2001, 2004) series of works, he develops a theory of phases,
where the output of the syntax is sent to the interfaces (the conceptual-intentional
interface (LF) and the perceptual-articulatory interface (PF)) not all at once, but rather in
stages. Each such stage is called a phase; at least CP and vP are the phases of the
syntactic derivation (where CP is the highest projection of the clause and vP is the level at
which all arguments of the verb have been introduced), while TP and VP are not. Once a
phase has been sent to the interfaces, its contents are no longer accessible to the syntactic
derivation. One part of phase theory requires successive cyclic movement through phase
edges (a Spec of each phase head). Such successive cyclicity is derived from the
operation Transfer.

16
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(19)

Cyclic Multiple Spell-Out/Tmnsfer9
TRANSFER hands the narrow-syntactic derivation
phase-by-phase cyclically.

(20)

D ns

over to PF and to LF

(cf. Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004)

LA

3>(PF)

2 (LF)

= Phase

<E>(PF)

2 (LF)

- Phase

Y
D ns

Chomsky proposes that elements are shipped to PF and LF at each phase level and that
those Spell-Out domains are the complement domains of the head H of Phase P.

(21)

Spell-Out domain = the complement domain of the head H of Phase P.
(cf. Nissenbaum 2000, Chomsky 2001, 2004)

9 Uriagereka (1999) first introduces the notion of Multiple Spell-Out into the Minimalist
Program.

17
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(22)

“■ " C

CP/vP

Phase

XP
C/v (=H)

=£> Spell-Out/Transfeer

As we can see in (22), the operation Cyclic Multiple Spell-Out/Transfer SpellsOut/Transfers the complement domain of the head H to the interfaces and therefore, once
this operation happens, elements in the complement domain of H are no longer accessible
for operations outside the phase of H. However, the phase head and its specifier are still
accessible since they are not shipped yet. Thus, the effect of the Phase Impenetrability
Condition follows largely from the Cyclic Multiple Spell-Out/Transfer.

(23)

P hase- I m p c iic l r a b il ih ( o n d in o n (P IC ) KTi<-iiV-.ky 2(H)!): I OX)
In phase <i wi t h head i I. the d o m a in o f 11 is not a c c e s s ib le to o p e r a tio n s o utside ft.
o n h II and its e d g e are a c c e s s ib le to such op e r a ;io n s

Under the theory of AGREE, NPs can move to limited positions (the Spec of the
heads that check EPP). For instance, (i) NPs can A-move to phase edges (Specs of phase
heads).10 (ii) NPs can A-move to the Spec of their Case-licensing heads (T, v*). I assume

10 See Boskovic (1997a) who provides evidence that accusative w/i-phrases undergoing
syntactic w/i-movement must move to Spec of AgrOP (edge of vP in Agr-less theory) on
18
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that MOVE to the Spec of the Case-licensing heads is preconditioned by AGREE.11
Namely, if there are features that can be checked between a Probe and a Goal, they must
check as many features as possible. I also assume that only Case-licensing/phase heads
have optional EPP. Thus, under this approach, NPs do not A-move to the Spec of any
other heads (non-Case-licensing, non-phase heads).12,13

2.2

Sequential AGREE

2.2.1 Sequence o f A GREE

In this section, I propose a refinement of the theory of AGREE in order to give an
account for multiple Case phenomena that pose two significant challenges for the theory
of AGREE, namely the problem of multiplicity and the problem of locality. Chomsky
(2000) addresses the Icelandic fact in (24) where the nominative object shows agreement

their way to Spec of CP. But as I will discuss in appendix I in chapter 3, w/i-movement in
Icelandic seems to skip A-movement to the edge of vP on the way to Spec of CP.
11 Availability of MOVE to the Spec of TP should be parameterized. For instance, it can
be argued that English has obligatory EPP, German has no EPP, and Icelandic has
optional EPP to the Spec of TP. For an argument that German has no EPP to the Spec of
TP, see Wurmbrand (2004a). For an argument for optional EPP to the Spec of TP in
Icelandic, see the following section.
12 There can be other move-driving heads with EPP that are not phase heads such as
Top/Foe, which are A’-move-driving heads.
13 Under this approach, Successive Cyclic A-movement is through the edges of phases
and the Spec of Case-licensing heads.

19
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with the finite verb, by assuming that AGREE can take place with nominative element
after the dative quirky element moves.14

(24)

a.

Joni

likudu

Jiessir sokkar

John.DAT liked.3PL these

sock.NOM.PL

‘John liked these socks.’
b.

Joni

voru

(Jonsson 1996:143)

gefnir

John.DAT were.3PL given

jiessir sokkar
these

‘John was given these socks.’

sock.NOM.PL

(Jonsson 1996:144)

Icelandic has so-called quirky (or lexically selected non-nominative) subjects with certain
verbs. As we will see in chapter 3 in more detail, quirky subjects behave like nominative
subjects with respect to various syntactic phenomena. Cowper (1988) and Freidin and
Sprouse (1991), for example, present some arguments that quirky subjects must have
abstract structural Case in addition to (0-related) inherent Case (see also Belletti 1988
who first raises the possibility of combining inherent and structural Case.). Given the
assumption that quirky arguments have inherent Case and an additional structural Case,
Chomsky claims that quirky subjects are assigned abstract nominative Case in (24). Then
he argues that the subsequent AGREE by T is possible only because the quirky element is
defective in a sense that it cannot specify any ^-features. The ^-features of T still need to

14 The agreement with a nominative argument is obligatory in Dative Nominative
Constructions in mono-clausal contexts but not in bi-clausal contexts. In chapter 3 ,1 will
address these differences in detail.

20
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be checked so it looks for another Goal. As in (25), according to Chomsky, AGREE (T,
OBJ) must happen after MOVE (T, SUBJDAt)- By assumption the head of an A-chain
blocks AGREE but the trace of the A-chain does not by the locality condition.

(25)
s u b j dat

t

XP

OBJ

O AGREE (T, SUBJdat)

© MOVE (T, SUBJDAT)

© AGREE (T, OBJ)

I follow Chomsky’s essential idea of this but departing from Chomsky, I claim that it is
not the defective nature of the quirky element that drives the subsequent AGREE but it is
simply the existence of an unvalued Goal that drives it. Suppose that, as Chomsky
assumes, the subsequent AGREE takes place because the primary AGREE does not
satisfy the ^-features of Probe. Further suppose that Probe enters into another AGREE
relation with another target in order to fully satisfy its ^-features due to the principle
called Suicidal Greed (what Lasnik (1995a, 1995b) calls Enlightened Self-Interest). If
this is the case, we might expect that there always has to be a non-quirky argument when
the subject of the sentence is quirky in Icelandic because quirky argument cannot make
the Probe satisfied due to its defective nature. However, sentences with only quirky
subjects and no other NP are perfectly grammatical as shown in (26).

21
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(26)

a.

FerQunum

seinkaSi

the joumeys.DAT was-delayed.3sG

‘The journeys (were) delayed.’
b.

Stelpunum

hjalpaQ.

var

the girls.DAT.F.PL was.3so

helped.N.SG

‘The girls were helped.’

c.

heim

virSist

hafa verid

them.DAT seems.3SG have been

hjalpad.
helped.N.SG

‘They seem to have been helped.’

(Sigurdsson 1992:3)

Thus, these examples show that the reason why the subsequent AGREE takes place is not
because ^-features of Probe needs to be fully valued. Therefore, I claim that the
subsequent AGREE takes place not because Probe needs to be fully satisfied but simply
because an unvalued Goal needs to be checked and that failure to find a suitable goal
does not yield crash. Given this, I will argue that examples like (27) are also derived via
multiple application of AGREE by a single head, namely, both a dative/nominative
subject and a nominative object are licensed by a single head T.15,16

15 As in Icelandic, I assume that dative subjects in Japanese also have abstract Casefeature. Although dative subjects appear as dative, I simply assume that such dative
elements are also valued nominative by T. However, Jonathan David Bobaljik (p.c.)
points out that Marantz’s (1991) morphological approach can rule out multiple
appearance of nominative NPs in Icelandic, which I rule out by stipulation. Marantz’s
(1991) system does not derive the cases like Japanese in (27), where multiple appearance
of nominative NPs is possible. Possible ways to accommodate Japanese facts under a
Marantzian system would be to assume either that nominative objects have lexical Case
or that they are in a separate case domain.

22
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(27)

a.

Taro-ni/ga

eigo-ga

waka-ru

Taro-DAT/NOM English-NOM

(koto)

understand-PRES fact

‘Taro understands English.’
b.

Taro-ni/ga

kono

Taro-DAT/NOM this

hon-ga

yom-e-ru

(koto)

book-NOM read-POT-PRES fact

‘Taro can read this book.’

I propose that multiple application of AGREE takes place sequentially (Sequential
AGREE) and argue that AGREE never takes place crossing a potential closer Goal to
Probe that can enter into AGREE relation as in (28).

(28) * P

>

Gi >

G2

t______ t

AGREE (P, G2)

(‘> ’ is the c-command relation)

I will also argue that no simultaneous multiple AGREE operation as proposed by Hiraiwa
(2001a, 2001b, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2004) occurs (cf. (29)).17

16 See Bejar (2003) for the similar proposal.
17 Hiraiwa (2001a) proposes MULTIPLE AGREE to introduce derivational simultaneity
into syntactic operations as shown in (i).
(i)

MULTIPLE AGREE (multiple feature checking) with a single probe is a single
simultaneous syntactic operation; AGREE applies to all the matched goals at the
same derivational point derivationally simultaneously.
(Hiraiwa 2001a:69-70)
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(2 9 )

* P

>

t

G, >

0 2

t

t

MULTIPLE AGREE (P, Gi, G2 )

(‘>’ is a c-command relation)

Following Chomsky (2000), I assume that the unavailability of such AGREE relations
comes from Locality (closest c-command).18

(30)

Locality for AGREE
P

P

>

Gi >

G2

AGREEs with G2 only if there is no Gi, Gi closer to

P

than G2 , such that

P

AGREEs with Gi.

Gi is closer to

P

than G2 is and hence G2 cannot have AGREE relation with

P

due to the

presence of Gi. Thus, I propose that multiple application of AGREE takes place step-bystep as in (31).

(31)

a.

P

t

> Gi >

G2 AGREE (P, GO

t

b.

G, > P

> toi >

G2 M O V E(P,G ,)

c.

G, > P

> to, >

G2 AGREE (P, G2)

t______ t

181 will discuss locality issues in the following sections.
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First AGREE (P, Gi) takes place. Locality does not allow AGREE (P, G2 ). Second,
MOVE (P, Gi) takes place. Third, AGREE (P, G2) takes place. In (31c) a phrase with co
features intervenes between matrix T and G2 , namely, the trace of Gj. As Chomsky
argues, I assume that it is only the head of an A-chain but not the trace of the A-chain that
blocks AGREE under the locality condition. Hence, if the intervener displaces to a
position locally related to the Probe, its trace is rendered invisible, and a subsequent
AGREE by the same Probe may be established with another target. As Chomsky (2001)
proposes, I claim that an element is active as long as it is not Spelled-Out/Transferred to
the interfaces. Therefore, the Probe will not become inactive until it is SpelledOut/Transferred and hence it can in principle AGREE with multiple Goals. Therefore, I
argue that active Probe searches down and finds active Goals to have AGREE relation. I
propose that (the primary sequence of) AGREE obligatorily takes place with the closest
Goal (cf. Gi) if possible. Namely, if there is a Goal, AGREE must take place (to check
uninterpretable features of Probe) but if there is no Goal, AGREE will not take place. In
such a case, ^-features of Probe are not valued but still the derivation converges, resulting
in default agreement (3rd person singular).19 On the other hand, the subsequent AGREE

19 Irish, for instance, possesses a large class of verbs which only take a prepositional
phrase and entirely lack a structural subject. Some examples are presented in (i).
Examples are from McCloskey (1996).
(i)

a.

b.

Laghdaigh ar a neart
decreased on his strength
‘His strength decreased.’
Mheadaigh ar a neart
increased
on his strength
‘His strength increased.’
25
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takes place only when it is necessary. Namely if G2 has not entered into AGREE relation,
the subsequent AGREE must take place (otherwise, the derivation violates the Case
Filter20) but if G2 has already entered into an AGREE relation, the subsequent AGREE
does not take place (Last resort). I propose the following:

(32)

Sequential AGREE:
a.

Primary AGREE must take place if there is an active Goal.

b.

Subsequent AGREE (if any) takes place if there is an unvalued active
Goal.21

c.

d.

Bhreisigh
ar an ghluaiseacht.
increased
on the movement
‘The movement increased.’
Chuir
ar an stoirm
put
on the storm
‘The storm increased (in fury).’

McCloskey (1996) states that the verbs in (i) appear in the finite forms which encode no
information about person, number or gender, namely, default forms. Thus, this
grammaticality of (i) indicates that Probe does not need to have AGREE relation, if there
is no Goal, resulting in default agreement. Notice that even in Icelandic we observe
sentences that contain no subject as in (ii).
(ii)

ba5 var
dansaS
i kringum jolatred.
expl was.3sG danced.N.SG around
the.Christmas.tree
‘People danced around the Christmas tree.’
(Maling and Siguijonsdottir 2002:98)

As illustrated in (ii), an agentive intransitive verb may form a morphological passive; this
is the so-called ‘impersonal passive.’ The expletive pad is used to satisfy the V2
requirement; hence it is inserted in the Spec of CP. This example is also an instance of no
Goal, resulting default agreement.
201 will discuss Case Filter in section 2.2.3.
21 Different from Primary AGREE, Subsequent AGREE takes place only with an
unvalued active Goal. This distinction is important and will be discussed in section 3.6.
26
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(33)

c.

AGREE respects Locality.

d.

Cyclicity is based on highest head-by-head.

Locality of AGREE
P

>

G] >

77

(=(30))

G2

P AGREEs with G2 only if there is no Gi, Gi closer to P than G2 , such that P
AGREEs with Gi.

Let us consider the standard transitive sentence NOM. S U B J ~ V - ACC. OBJ. The schematic
derivation of the standard transitive sentence is illustrated in (34).

(34)

a.

[TPNOM

T [v*p NPi

v* [VP V NP2

b.

[tp NOM

T [V*P NP!

v* [Vp V NP2.aoc ]]

]]

AGREE (v*, NP2)
c.

[tp

NOM

T

[v *p

NPi

d.

[TPNOM

T

[v*p

NP I.nom

v* [Vp V NP2.acf]|
V*

|\p V NP2.ac,

[

]

=

Transferred

1]

AGREE (T, NPi)
e.

[tp

NPi.nomT
^

[v*p

tNPl.nom

V*

-------- ^

[v p

V

N P 2.atc

]]]
MOVE (T, NP!)

22 This means that as long as a Probe is the highest head in the derivation, subsequent
AGREE is not a counter cyclic operation.
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Under the proposed theory of Sequential AGREE, when v*P is complete, the complement
of v*P is Spelled-Out/Transferred and hence if NP 2 has not been moved out of the SpellOut domain, its Case-value is determined (accusative Case). In (34d), AGREE (I, NPi)
takes place and NPi then may undergo MOVE to the Spec of TP (by EPP). Since there is
no other Goal that Probe T can AGREE with, the subsequent AGREE does not take place.
Under the proposed theory, it is important to assume that NPi always precedes
NP2 when NPi enters into an AGREE relation.23 Under the proposed theory, if MOVE

23 Jonathan David Bobaljik (p.c.) points out that under the proposed mechanism, it is not
clear how we can capture the examples that Bobaljik and Jonas (1993) and Jonas (1996)
observed, that is that quantified or quantificational transitive subjects may appear lower
than the position of the (shifted) objects as in (i) and (ii), while examples such as (iii) are
ungrammatical even with quantificational subjects.
(i)

a.

b.

(ii)

a.

b.

(iii)

had stingur [ smjorinu [ einhver 1 vasann
]]
expl put
the.butter
someone in the.pocket
‘Someone put the butter in the pocket.’
had sagdi [ Sveini
[ einhver
sogu ]]
expl told
Sveinn
somebody a. story
‘Somebody told Sveinn a story.’
(Bobaljik and Jonas 1993:93)
had stungu [ smjorinu [ stundum [ einhverjir studentar 1
expl put
the.butter
sometimes [ some
students in
vasann
]]]
the.pocket
‘Sometimes some students put the butter in their pockets.’
had stungu [ smjorinu [ aldrei
[ neinir
studentar 1
EXPL put
the.butter
never
[ any
students in
vasann
]]]
the.pocket
‘Some students never put the butter in their pockets.’
(Jonas 1996:38)

* had lauk
expl finished

[ verkefninuj
[ alveg
[ einhver
f ]]]
the.assignment completely somebody
(Jonas 1996:35)

The examples are uniformly bad when non-quantificational subjects appear lower than
the objects.
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(v*, NP2 ) takes place, NP2 (which is base-generated lower than NPi) must move below
NPi. Let us consider the scenario where NP 2 moves over the base-generated position of
NPi. Under the proposed theory, as long as Probe and Goal are active, AGREE can take

(iv)

a. * 3>ad setti
EXPL put
b. * bad sagdi
expl told

[ smjoriQ
the.butter
[ Sveini
Sveinn

[ strakur \
a.boy in
[ student
a. student

vasann
]]]
the.pocket
sogu ]]]
a. story
(Bobaljik and Jonas 1993:93)

Bobaljik and Jonas (1993) note that for many speakers the examples with quantified
subjects are completely unacceptable, with the same distributional restrictions holding for
both quantified and non-quantified subjects. Putting aside why non-quantified subjects
cannot remain in their base-generated positions, Jonas (1996) claims that the
ungrammaticality of (iii) is because adverbs like 'alveg' prefer to come at the end of the
clause. But I believe that this account is not tenable given that there are grammatical
cases where 'alveg' is not at the end of the clause.
(v)

Pad luku
sennilega einhverjir studentar alveg
verkefninu
EXPL finished probably some
students completely the.assignment
‘Some students probably completely finished the assignment.’
(Bobaljik and Jonas 1996:212)

Thus, I strongly suspect that subjects in general must precede objects. However, only in
the very limited circumstances quantificational subjects may follow the objects. I suppose
that Object Shift in Icelandic is movement into the Spec of a certain projection between T
and v. Thus movement should take place as in (vi).
(vi)

[tp NPi

T[xp tNP] NP2

X[v*ptNPj tN?2 v*

[v p

V t? ^ ]]]]

I assume that the definiteness/specificity restrictions on shifted objects are tied to the
structural position (cf. Diesing 1996, 1997, Bobaljik 2002). In this way, we can maintain
the analysis that movement takes place in Tucking-in fashion. Under this view, in some
cases where quantificational subjects follow the objects (to the extent that they are
grammatical), I suspect that the copy of the subjects are pronounced and interpreted in
their base-generated position (See Bobaljik 2002 for some relevant discussions). I have
no speculation as to why this is possible. The exact nature of Object Shift is not
uncontroversial and must be addressed. However, since Object Shift shows no relation
with agreement (see section 3.5), I will not discuss the nature of Object Shift in the
dissertation. See Thrainsson (2001) and references sited there in for detailed discussions
of Object Shift.
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place. In principle, an element can enter into multiple AGREE relations as long as it is
dislocated out of a Spell-Out/Transfer domain. Therefore, if NP2 can move above NPj in
the Spec of v*P, the first Goal that T finds would be NP 2 . Nothing would prevent NP 2
from AGREEing with T and moving to the Spec of TP. Moreover, the subsequent
AGREE would also take place with NPj because NPi has not entered into an AGREE
relation. Hence, the sentence would be NOM.NP2 - V-NOM.NPj, which is not what we
expect to generate. Furthermore, under the assumption that the first Goal which enters
into an AGREE relation with T functions as a subject of the clause, the NP that is base
generated lower would become a subject if the lower NP can move across the higher NP
before entering into an AGREE relation with T.24 Again, this is not what we expect.
Because of this, I propose that internal Merge follows the Shortest Move (Tucking-in:
Richards 1997). Now let us consider the case of MOVE (v*, NP 2 ) in this view.

(3 5 )

a.

[tp

b.

[TP NOM

N OM

T

[V*P

N Pi

v* [VP

T

[v*p

N Pi

v* [Vp V

V

NP2

]]

N P 2.aCc

]]

t___ t
[v*p

NPi

[v*p

NPi

c.

[tp

NOM

d.

[t p

NOM T

e.

[TP NOM T [V*P

T

N P 2.acc

v* [vp V

AGREE (v*, NP2)

tNP2.acc

]]

MOVE (v*, NP2)
N P 2.acc

N P 1Jlom N P 2.acc

t__

v* [vp V
V*

[v p

In P2.,wi: II

V 1NP2 acc ]|
AGREE (T, N P i )

24 There is a case in German that the NP that is base-generated lower becomes a subject. I
will discuss such a case in section 2.2.2.
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f.

[tp

NPl.nomT

[v*P

tNPI.nom

N P 2 .a c c

P*

f.VP

V

t\i>2.acc J |]

^

MOVE (I, NPO

In (35c), the object tucks-in under the subject position. In (35e), T AGREEs with the
subject NPj and then NPi moves to the Spec of TP as in (35f). Although NP2 is active,
our theory does not allow T to AGREE with NP2 because NP 2 has already been valued
and hence the secondary cycle of AGREE does not take place. The above derivation
correctly generates (36a) but excludes (36b), as expected.

(36)

a.

Hun

elskar

she.NOM love.3sG

[m
them.ACC

‘She loves them .’

b. *

Hun

elska/elskar

Jaeir

she.NOM love.3PL/3so they.NOM

‘She loves them.’

(Taraldsen 1995:318)

Now let us come back to see how we can handle multiple Case in Japanese and Dative
Nominative Constructions in Icelandic. Examples are repeated below.

(37)

Hanako-ga

takkyuu-ga/*wo

uma-i

Hanako.NOM ping-pong.NOM/*ACC good.at-PRES

(koto)
fact

‘Hanako is good at ping-pong.’
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(38)

Hermi

leiQist Haraldur/*Harald

her.DAT bored Harold.NOM/*ACC

‘She is bored by Harold. ’

(Maling and Sprouse 1995:177)

Under Sequential AGREE, nominative Case licensing is not a simultaneous operation,
but rather it has several steps as illustrated in (39).

(39)
NP,

T’
XP

© \A A

n p2

O AGREE (T, NP,)

© MOVE (T, NP,)

© AGREE (T,N P2)

First, T AGREEs with NP, as a primary AGREE and NPi moves to the Spec of TP. As
we have discussed, the subsequent AGREE only takes place if there is an unvalued Goal
available. Here, since NP2 has not been valued, the subsequent AGREE takes place. I
assume that accusative Case licensing head v* is not present in these constructions.
Icelandic dative nominative constructions may contain v but such a v only takes an
external argument but does not license accusative Case. Hence, T AGREEs with NP2.
Under our proposed theory, it is crucial that locality is respected, that is, AGREE (T,
NP2) never happens unless NP, is displaced. In the next section, I address this locality
issue.
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2.2.2 Locality fo r AGREE25

One might think that under the proposed theory, AGREE (T, NP 2) may take place
after AGREE (T, NPi) even though NPi does not move, given that the subsequent
AGREE simply looks for an unvalued active Goal (see (40)).

(40)

Subsequent AGREE without displacement (to be rejected)
a.

T

NPi
np2
i<j)
i<|>
uCase [valued] uCase [valued]
t
t
AGREE (T, NPO
unvalued]

b.

T
^ [ valued]

np2
NPi
i(J)
i<(>
uCase [valued] uCase [valued]
t
t
AGREE (T, NP2)

The uninterpretable Case-feature of NPi has been valued by the primary AGREE. Thus it
may not participate the subsequent AGREE and T may look for an unvalued active Goal
other than NPi. However, although NPi has been valued, it still bears an uninterpretable
Case-feature (though valued) because it has not been deleted by sending off to the
interfaces. It is important to assume that Probe always finds Goal that bears an
uninterpretable Case-feature and cannot ignore it. Hence, locality will always be violated

251 have benefited here in particular from discussion with Susanne Wurmbrand.
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if AGREE (T, NP 2 ) occurs across NPi. If this is the case, then we should predict that
AGREE (T, NP 2 ) is possible if NPi does not bear uninterpretable Case-feature.

(41)

T

NPi

NP2

U ( j) [ VALUED ]

i<t>

i<t>

uCase [v a l u e d ]

t_____________ t

AGREE (T, NP2)

This prediction is in fact borne out in German.
In the dative nominative constructions in Icelandic, it is the dative argument that
is the subject of the constructions. German also has constructions that are strikingly
similar to Icelandic quirky constructions. However, the German dative argument does not
behave as a subject.26 One question is what determines “subject”. One might argue that
the thematic hierarchy (base-generated positions) determines it If so, then it should be
the case that the nominative argument is structurally higher than the dative argument with
respect to their base-generated positions in dative nominative constructions in German.
However, as I will discuss below, the German dative argument is base-generated higher
than the nominative argument in a certain unaccusative construction and nevertheless the
nominative argument behaves as a subject.
I claim that the primary AGREEd Goal is the one that functions as subject in the
sentence. This means that in German the dative NP must not enter into an AGREE
relation with T at all even when it is base-generated higher than the nominative NP. This

261 will discuss these differences in detail in chapter 3.
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can be easily accounted for if we assume that in German the dative NP does not bear an
uninterpretable structural Case-feature.
Wurmbrand (2001a, 2003, 2004a) argues that the nominative argument originates
in a position lower than the dative argument in a certain unaccusative construction in
German. One piece of evidence for this claim comes from variable binding. She
compares the variable binding properties in unaccusative nominative/dative constructions
with those in transitive nominative/dative constructions (e.g., constructions with verbs
like help). Her conclusion is that the dative argument is generated in a position higher
than the nominative argument in unaccusative constructions, whereas the nominative
argument is the higher argument in transitive constructions. Relevant examples are given
in (42) and (43). All examples involve a bound variable embedded in the first argument
and a quantified NP as the second argument (in the linear order). In (42), the verb is an
unaccusative verb, while in (43) the verb is a transitive verb. In (42a) and (43a), the
nominative precedes the dative. As can be seen in (42a) and (43a), a bound variable
interpretation is only possible in this configuration when the verb is an unaccusative verb;
the structure is ungrammatical when the verb is a transitive verb. In contrast, if the dative
precedes the nominative as in (42b) and (43b), a bound variable interpretation is possible
in the transitive construction and prohibited in the unaccusative construction.

(42)

Unaccusative verb
a.

jedem

weil

Iseinej

Enkelinnen|

since

jhisj.NOM grand daughters!

Grossvatert

every.DAT g ra n d fa th e r t

‘since every grandfather likes his granddaughters’
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gefallen
please.3PL

ihrerrij

Grossvater

[jede

h e r DAT

grandfather

[every.nom grand daughter pleases

b. ?* weil
since

Enkelinj

‘since her grandfather likes every granddaughter’

(43)

gefallt

(Wurmbrand 2004a)

Transitive verb
a. ?* weil
since

[seine;

Eltero]

je d e m

pisj.NQM parentsl

Sohnt

vertrauen/helfen
trust/help

every.DAT son.

‘since his parents help/trust every son’
b.

weil

seinentt Sohn

jeder______ VaterverJ

traut/hilft

since

his,.DAT son

every.NOM father|

trusts/helps

‘since every father trust/helps his son’

(Wurmbrand 2004a)

Wurmbrand argues that a standard account explains asymmetries of this sort, which is
that in the orders that allow a bound variable interpretation, the arguments embedding the
bound pronouns do not occur in their base positions but have been moved to their surface
position from a position lower than the quantified arguments. Assuming that the
nominative NP in (44a) and the dative NP in (45b) reconstruct to their base positions at
LF, they end up in positions where they are c-commanded by the quantifiers, and hence
bound variable interpretations are licensed in (44a) and (45b).

97

In (44b) and (45a), on the

other hand, the arguments appear in their base positions, and hence no reconstruction
sites are available for the NPs embedding the pronouns. Since the pronouns are not in the

27 Another possible assumption is that bound variable interpretations are licensed
derivationally (on line).
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scope of a quantifier (neither in their surface positions nor at LF), bound variable
interpretations are impossible in (44b) and (45a).

(44)

Unaccusative verb: DAT
a.

-

NOM

hisjNOM [yp everyjDAT

tNOM

[vp his jD A T

b.

(45)

Transitive verb:

NOM

-

V (like, manage)
unaccusative V (like, manage) ]

[everyjNOM| unaccusative V (like, manage) ]

-

DAT

-

everyjDAT

a.

[vp [hiSiNOMl

b.

his jDAT [vp leveryjNOM tDAT

V (help, trust)
transitive V (help, trust)

transitive V (help, trust)

Thus, Wurmbrand concludes that in this type of unaccusative construction, the base
position of the dative argument is higher than the base position of the nominative
argument, whereas the nominative argument is the higher argument in transitive
constructions.
In order to show that the dative NP in fact does not block AGREE relation
between T and the nominative NP, we need to look at an example where both NPs are in
VP. The following example shows that both dative NP and nominative NP can remain in
VP for example, when the VP undergoes topicalization.28

28 See Wurmbrand (2001a, 2004a) for arguments against a TP fronting analysis.
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(46)

[v p

Einem Kritiker amerikanische Filme
a.DAT critic

American

gefallen]

haben

movies liked

hier noch nie

have.PL here yet

never

‘It never happened here that a critic liked American movies.’

Susanne Wurmbrand (p.c.)

In (46), it is possible for the nominative NP to AGREE with finite verb even when the
dative NP has not been displaced. Notice also that agreement on the finite verb is
matched with the nominative NP and hence the dative NP does not block agreement
between the finite verb and the nominative NP. This fact supports the claim that German
dative argument does not block AGREE relation between T and the nominative NP and
hence the dative NP never enters into AGREE relation with T in German. Moreover,
Sequential AGREE correctly captures the difference between Icelandic and German in
the dative nominative constructions. Sequential AGREE also gives us a uniform way to
determine “subject”.29

29 William B. Snyder (p.c.) raises the question how the child will/can learn whether their
dative NP is Icelandic-like or German-like. Syntactically, the difference between
Icelandic dative NP and German dative NP is whether it has an abstract structural Casefeature or not: Icelandic dative has one but German dative does not. One key type of
evidence that the child may rely on are the data related to subject-hood tests (see section
3.1). For example, in Icelandic but not German the child will hear sentences of the form
in (i):
(i)

Eg
vonast til a5 _________ verba hjalpab t.DAT
I.nom hope for to PRO.dat be
helped
‘I hope to be helped’

cf. * Ich

hoffe

I.NOM hope

________ geholfen zu werden
PRO.DAT

helped

(Icelandic)

(German)

to be

‘I hope to be helped.’
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2.2.3 Case Filter

We have a good reason to assume that AGREE has sequential applications when a
single Probe AGREEs with multiple Goals. However, I have not addressed why MOVE
of the higher Goal must take place prior to AGREE with the lower Goal, as a matter of
observation. If the proposed theory is correct, then we should observe that the higher
Goal must not stay in between Probe and the lower Goal. Double object passive expletive
constructions in Icelandic is an instance of obligatory displacement of the higher Goal for
the subsequent AGREE. The examples in (47) illustrate that the dative NP must move out
of its base-generated position. The example in (47a) where the dative NP moves out of its
base-generated position is grammatical, while the example in (47b) where the dative NP
remains in the base-generated position is not grammatical.

(47)

a.

EaQ hofSu

einhverjum student veriQ gefnar tolvumar

EXPL had.3PL some student.DAT

been

given the.computers.NOM

‘Some student had been given the computers.’

If the default is for languages to lack true non-nominative subjects, then the child
acquiring German will simply never posit them. The Icelandic-leaming child will posit
them only on hearing positive evidence such as (i). When the child gets an input that
dative NP can function as a subject in the relevant data, they will learn that it is Icelandiclike dative. But if not, they will learn that their dative does not have structural Case
(German dative).
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b. *

Ta5 hof5u/haf5i verid gefnar einhverjum student tolvurnar
expl

had.3PL/3sG been given some student.DAT

the.computers.NOM

‘Some student had been given the computers.’

(cf. SigurSsson 2002:141-142)

It is controversial in which position the expletive pad in Icelandic is inserted. It
has been analyzed as being in the Spec of CP (see, for instance, Thrainsson 1979,
Sigurdsson 1989, Holmberg and Platzack 1995). On the other hand it has been argued
that pad occupies the Spec of TP (see, for instance, Rognvaldsson 1990, Homstein
1991

) 30 s ince Thrainsson (1979) it has been observed that pad does not undergo subject-

aux inversion when there is XP-fronting as in (48a), nor can it undergo raising to object
as shown in (48b).

(48)

a.

A

bokasafninu hafa (*j)a5) veriS skildar eftir margar baskur.

in the.library
b.

Eg tel
I

have (expl ) been left

many books

(*f)a5) hafa verid skildar eftir margar baekur a

believe (expl ) have been left

bokasafninu.

many books in the.library
(Jonas 1996:30)

30 This approach assumes that V2 can also be established in TP (a verb moves to T)
without having obligatory movement of a verb to C.
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Under the analysis that pad is inserted in the Spec of CP, it can be analyzed that
einhverjum student is in the Spec of TP. For instance, the example in (47a) may have the
structure shown in (49).

(49)

[Cp expl C

[TP DATi

f»aQ hofdu

T

einhverjum student

[ .......
veriS

t,
gefnar

NOM

]]]

tolvumar

Given that Icelandic is a Verb 2nd language, the finite verb hofdu moves to C for the V2
requirement. In the derivation prior to (49), when T merges, T AGREEs with DAT and
DAT moves to the Spec of TP. Prior to the movement of the finite verb to C, T AGREEs
with NOM. One might argue that the ungrammaticality of (47b) is due to obligatory EPP
in Icelandic and hence the Spec of TP must be filled. If this is the case, then it may be
that displacement of the higher argument is not a necessary condition for the subsequent
AGREE and hence the obligatory movement is not due to subsequent AGREE. However,
as SigurQsson (1996) shows, Icelandic does not exhibit obligatory movement to the Spec
of TP as exemplified in (5Q).31

(50)

a.

had mundu

fjorir bflar

EXPL would

four

hafa veriQ seldir

cars.NOM have been

sold

31 One might argue that the expletive pad is inserted in the Spec of TP and then moved to
the Spec of CP in (50b), in which case we would not have here evidence for nonobligatory EPP on T in Icelandic. As in (50c), however, an adverbial expression can be in
the sentence initial position and still the nominative NP can stay below. Since adverbs are
never in the Spec o f TP, this shows that EPP is not obligatory in Icelandic.
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b.

bad mundu
expl

would

hafa veriQ

seldir fjorir bilar

have been

sold

‘Four cars would have been sold.’
c.

four

(Sigur5sson 1996:4)

bess vegna hafa ekki veri5

margir nemendur her

therefore

many

have not been

cars.NOM

students

‘Therefore, not many students have been here.’

here
(Wurmbrand 2004a)

As in (50b), when there is only one NP in a sentence, a subject NP can remain in its base
generated position. Notice also that obligatory movement of the dative NP out of its base
generated position in (47) is nothing special about quirky subjects. A quirky subject can
also be located in the same positions as a nominative subject if that is the only NP in the
sentence. This is illustrated in (51).

a.

b.

bad mundi

fjorum bilum

hafa verid

stolid

EXPL would

four

have been

stolen

bad mundi

hafa verid

stolid fjorum bilum

EXPL would

have been

stolen four

cars.DAT

‘Four cars would have been stolen.’

cars.DAT

(Sigurdsson 1996:4)

Thus these facts clearly show that movement of the NP out of its base-generated position
is not obligatory in Icelandic. Therefore, we cannot claim that the ungrammaticality of
(47b) is due to the obligatory EPP, given that Icelandic does not show obligatory EPP in
(50) and (51). Hence, the displacement of the first NP in (47) must be forced for some
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other reason.32 It is important to note that MULTIPLE AGREE (cf. (29)) does not predict
the ungrammaticality of sentences like (47b). According to MULTIPLE AGREE, both
dative NP and nominative NP are licensed by T simultaneously. Given that Icelandic
does not have obligatory movement of a subject NP out of its base-generated position, the
ungrammaticality of (47b) is mystery under MULTIPLE AGREE. On the other hand, the
fact in (47) can be explained if we assume that the dative NP that AGREEs with T must
be displaced in order for T to have another AGREE relation with a lower target. Under
the proposed theory of Sequential AGREE, due to the locality condition, the lower NP
gets a Case via subsequent AGREE only if displacement of the higher NP takes place.
Thus it can be claimed that the sentence in (47b) is ungrammatical because the Case of
the lower NP is not valued due to the presence of the NP intervening between T and the
lower NP, namely, the violation of the Case Filter.

32 Maling (1988) argues that only the theme argument can remain VP internal in the
expletive passive/unaccusative construction in Icelandic. Maling points out that the
argument cannot be a goal or experiencer.
(i)

a. ?* Ea9 var
hjalpa5 gamalli manni yfir
gotuna
expl was
helped old
man.DAT across the.street
b.
Ea9 var gamalli manni hjalpaS
yfir
gotuna
expl was old
man.DAT helped
across the.street
(Maling 1988:180)

There are some cases where arguments need to move out of the base-generated positions
and some cases where arguments need to remain in the base-generated positions. See
Jonsson (1996:184ff) for those cases. Under Maling’s theta-theoretic approach, the
obligatory movement in (47) is due to the fact that the dative NP is a goal. One
interesting question that we should ask is whether all the goal/experiencer arguments
must move out of VP, regardless of their Cases. Icelandic has nominative and accusative
goal/experiencer argument in addition to dative one. Although I do not know the facts
here, it is important to explore these facts. But what is important here is that there is no
obligatory movement into the Spec of TP required by EPP in Icelandic.
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(52)

Case Filter: Every NP needs Case.33

Thus, under Sequential AGREE, we can maintain the idea that Icelandic does not have
obligatory EPP. In (47), EPP is optional but the derivation that does not have EPP on T
causes a violation of Case Filter and hence only the derivation that has EPP on T
converges. Therefore, the example in (47) supports the proposed theory of Sequential
AGREE.34 Schematic derivations of (47) are illustrated below:

(53)

A schematic derivation of (47a) (EPP on T):
a.

b.

T [ ... N P i.d a t NP2
t
t
AGREE (T, NPi)
[tP

NPi.dat T [ ...

tNPl.dat

NP2

]

]]

MOVE (T, NP,)

The original Case Filter was the following:
(i)

*NP, where NP has a phonetic matrix but no Case.

As one can see, “having a phonetic matrix” is not in the definition of my version of the
Case Filter. I will argue later that even PRO, which is a phonologically null element,
needs to have Case. Hence, PRO must also satisfy the Case Filter. See the appendix of
this chapter for further discussion of the Case Filter.
34 Susanne Wurmbrand (p.c.) points out that I might predict locality violation in
ditransitive. If the displacement of the higher NP is obligatory to have an AGREE
relation between a Probe and the lower NP, the indirect object (the higher NP) should
block an AGREE relation between v* and the direct object (lower NP). As is obvious,
this is not a welcome result because under non-Object Shift context, AGREE between v*
and the direct object (accusative licensing) is possible. I assume two layered vPs in
ditransitive constructions. Then, the lower v licenses accusative Case to the lower object,
so that blocking by the indirect object does not occur.
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c.

[ t p N P j.d a t

T[

...

N P2.nom

tNPl.dat

t_______ t

]]

AGREE (T, NP2)
d.

(54)

[cp EXPL C [tp

N P i.d a t

T[

...

N P 2 .nom ] ] ]

tNPl.dat

A schematic derivation of (47b) (no E P P on T):
T[

a.

...

N P i.d a t N P 2

]

t

t

AGREE (T, NPi)
b.

[tp

T[

...

N P i.d a t

N P2

]]

t_______
t
*AGREE (T,
N P 2)

c. *

[CP expl C[TP

T [ ...

NPi.dat

NP2

]]] (*Case Filter)

2.2.4 Multiple Case checking

Under the proposed theory of Sequential AGREE, uninterpretable features do not
become inactive immediately after they are valued. Probe can enter into AGREE relation
with multiple Goals because Probe is active, even when it is valued. An immediate
question is what happens to valued Goals which are still active. Given the assumption
that both Probe and Goal are active until they ship to the interfaces, the system should
allow a Goal to have an AGREE relation with multiple Probes. The proposed theory in
fact allows multiple Case marking if the conditions are met. Namely, the primary
AGREE with a valued active Goal is possible, while the subsequent AGREE is not. Since
the primary AGREE takes place with an active Goal (by assumption), it does not matter
whether the Goal has been valued or not. On the other hand, a valued active Goal is never
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multiply Case marked via subsequent AGREE since subsequent AGREE is an instance of
a last resort operation.
Let us consider schematic derivations in (55) step-by-step.

(55)

a.

[z p

NPi

Z

[ ...

t

NP2

]]

t

AGREE (Z, NP2)
MOVE (Z, NP2)
b.

[z p

NPi

np2

Z

[ .

tNP2

]]

c.

Y [z p NP i

n p

2

Z

[.

tNP2

]]

d.

Y

n p

2

Z

[ .

tNP2

]]

[z p

t

NP!

t

A G R E E (Y , N P i)

M O V E (Y , N P i)

e.
f.

[yp N P i Y
[

x p

...

X [yp N P i

t

,

Y

[z p

t>jpi

NP2 Z

[ ...

tNP2

]]]

[zp

tNPi

NP2 Z

[ ...

tNp2

]]]]

,.t

A G R E E (X , N P i)

(where X, Y and Z are Case licensers and X and Z are phases)

In (55a), NPi does not AGREE with Z because it is in the Spec of ZP. In (55b), NP2
moves to the Spec of ZP (Tucking-in). In (55c), Y merges with ZP. In (55d), Y AGREEs
with NPi. In (55e), NPi moves into the Spec of YP but the subsequent AGREE does not
take place with NP2 given that the subsequent AGREE does not happen with valued Goal.
In (55f), X merges and X AGREEs with NP], Under the proposed theory this is possible
because the primary AGREE takes place as long as Goal is active and it does not matter
whether the Goal has been valued or not. Hence under the situation in (55), NPi can
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multiply AGREE with X and Y. This will give us a new approach to believe-type ECM in
Icelandic by virtue of Sequential AGREE and solves a long-standing puzzle of
nominative objects in ECM in Icelandic. I will discuss this in detail in chapter 3.

Appendix: (Non-)obligatory movement out of expletive passive
construction

In this appendix, I discuss a possible counterexample for the argument that the
higher Goal must be displaced for the subsequent AGREE with the lower Goal and give a
possible solution for it.
It is well-known that Icelandic shows relatively fixed word order. For instance,
the following double object verbs do not allow inversion of 10 DO order as shown in
(56)-(58).

(56)

a.

Mannraeninginn
the.kidnapper

skiladi

foreldrunum

bornunum.

returned

the.parents.DAT the.kids.DAT

‘The kidnapper returned the kids to the parents.’
b. *

Mannraeninginn

skiladi

bornunum

foreldrunum.

the.kidnapper

returned

the.kids.DAT

the.parents.DAT

(Intended meaning: ‘The kidnapper returned the kids to the parents.’)

(Collins and Thrainsson 1996:417)
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(57)

a.

Eg

lofadi

bilnum.

Olafi

I .NOM promised Olaf.DAT the.car.DAT
‘I promised O laf the car.’
b. *

Eg

lofadi

bilnum

Olafi.

I.n o m promised the.car.DAT Olaf.DAT

(58)

a.

Forstjorinn svipti
the.boss

deprived

manninn

(Ura 2000:138)

vinnunni.

the.man.ACC the.work.DAT

‘The boss deprived the man o f the work.’
b. *

Forstjorinn svipti

vinnunni

the.boss

the.work.DAT the.man.ACC

deprived

manninn.

(Collins and Thrainsson 1996:416)

Under the proposed theory, we predict that only the closer NP can move to the Spec of
TP when the examples like (56), (57), and (58) are passivized, because subsequent
AGREE takes place only when the closer NP is displaced. Without the displacement of
the closer NP, there is no AGREE relation with the lower NP. Hence, MOVE of the
lower NP cannot take place.35 This is shown in (59)-(61).

35 Remember that MOVE of an NP to the Spec of a Case-licensing head requires AGREE
relation between the head and the NP. See section 2.1.
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(59)

a.

Eg

skiladi

peningunum.

henni

I.NOM returned. I sg her.DAT the.money.DAT
‘I returned her the money.’
b.

Hennij

var

tj peningunum.

skilaQ

her.DAT was.DFLT returned

the.money.DAT

‘She was returned the money.’
c.

* Peningunumj

veriQ skilaQ

hefur

the.money.DAT has.DFLT

been

henni.

returned her.DAT
(Van Valin 1991:151)

‘The money was returned to her. ’

(60)

a.

Henni;

var lofaQ

her.DAT

was promised

tj

tj

bilnum.
the.car.DAT

‘She was promised the car. ’

b. * Bilnunij

var lofaQ

henni

tj.

the.car.DAT was promised her.DAT

Lit. ‘The car was promised her.’

(61)

a.

(Andrews 1982:480)

Forstjorinn svipti

manninn

vinnunni.

the.boss

the.man.ACC

the.work.DAT

deprived

(=(58a))

‘The boss deprived the man of the work.’
b.

Madurinnj

var

sviptur

h

the.man.NOM.SG was.3sG deprived.NOM.M.SG

vinnunni
the.work.DAT

‘The man was deprived o f the work (by the boss).’
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c. *

madurinn

Vinnunnij

var

sviptur

the.work.DAT

was.3SG deprived.NOM.M.SG the.man.NOM.SG

tj

(Halldor Armann Sigurdsson p.c.)

Interestingly, however, either the direct or indirect object can be moved into subject
position with a verb such as ‘give’ or ‘show’ as in (62) and (63).

(62)

a.

Konunginum

voru

gefhar

ambattir.

the.king.DAT

were

given.F.PL

maidservants.NOM.F.PL

‘The king was given maidservants.’
b.

Ambattin

var

the.maidservant.NOM.SG was

gefin

konunginum.

given.F.SG

the.king.DAT

‘The maidservant was given to the king.’

(Zaenen, Maling and Thrainsson 1985:460)

(63)

a.

Henni
her.DAT

voru syndir

bilarnir.

were shown.NOM.PL the.cars.NOM

‘She was shown the cars.’
b.

Bilarnir

voru syndir

henni.

the.cars.NOM were shown.N.PL

‘The cars were shown to her.’

her.DAT

(Van Valin 1991:183)
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Different from the verbs that we have seen above, it has been observed (see for instance,
Collins and Thrainsson 1996) that these Icelandic double object verbs allow both the
(normal) order 10 DO and the (exceptional) order DO IO as in (64) and (65).36

(64)

a.

Hann

gaf

konunginum

he

gave the.king.DAT

ambattina.
the.maidservant. ACC

‘He gave the king the maidservant.’
b.

Hann

gaf

ambattina

konunginum.

he

gave the.maidservant.ACC the.king.DAT

‘He gave the maidservant to the king.’

(Collins and Thrainsson 1996:415)

(65)

a.

Eau syndu

foreldrunum

krakkana.

they showed

the.parents.DAT the.kids.ACC

‘They showed the parents the kids.’

36 Inversion is not dependent on verb movement to T. The examples in (i) indicate that
both the non-inverted order DAT-ACC and the inverted order ACC-DAT are possible,
even if the verb has not moved to T.
(i)

a.

b.

Eg hafSi gefiS konunginum j ambattina
sinaj.
I had given the.king
the.maidservant his.REFL
‘I had given the king his maidservant.’
Eg hafbi gefiS ambattinaj
konungi sinum;.
I had given the.maidservant king
her.refl
‘I had given the maidservant to her king.’
(Collins and Thrainsson 1996:418)

See Collins and Thrainsson (1996) for detailed discussion that inversion does not involve
object shift.
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b.

Tau syndu

krakkana

foreldrunum.

they showed

the kids.ACC

the.parents.DAT

‘They showed the kids to the parents.’

(Collins and Thrainsson 1996:416)

Given these, let us consider the double object passive expletive constructions again. We
have observed in the example in (47) that dative NP cannot stay in its base-generated
position and must move out of it. The examples are repeated here in (66).

(66)

a.

Tab hofdu
expl

einhverjum student verid

had.3PL some student.DAT

been

gefnar tolvumar
given the.computers.nom

‘Some student had been given the computers.’
b. *

had hofdu/hafdi verid gefnar einhverjum student tolvumar
EXPL had.3PL/3sG been given some student.DAT

the.computers.NOM

‘Some student had been given the computers.’

(cf. Sigurdsson 2002:141-142)

The verb in these examples is a verb ‘give’ which allows both the (normal) order 10 DO
and the (exceptional) order DO 10. The examples in (66) are the expletive constructions
of passives of 10 DO order (cf. (62a) and (63a)). Now the question is what happens in the
expletive constructions of passives of DO 10 order (cf. (62b) and (63b)). If the reason
why the dative NP has to be displaced is due to the subsequent AGREE, we should
predict that both arguments cannot stay in their base-generated positions in the expletive
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constructions of passives of DO 10 order. The prediction is not borne out as shown in
(67).

(67)

had voru
expl

were

gefnar gjafir

ollum litlu krokkunum

given gifts.NOM

all

little the.kids.DAT

‘All the little kids were given gifts.’

(Holmberg 2002:98)

The example in (67) is grammatical. Under the proposed theory, AGREE takes place
between T and the higher NP gjafir. When the NP does not move out of its base
generated position, subsequent AGREE will not

take place due to Locality. In the caseof

(66b), the sentence becomes ungrammatical due to a Case Filter violation (noCase on the
lower NP). The question is why (67) is possible. Remember that an Icelandic quirky
argument has structural Case and inherent Case. If we assume that the Case Filter is not
only for structural Case but for any Case, then we may expect that a quirky argument can
appear where structural Case cannot be licensed because it bears at least inherent Case
and will not violate such Case Filter. Therefore, a sentence will be grammatical even if
quirky elements fail to be Case-licensed. In (67), the lower NP is a quirky NP, which has
inherent Case. Case Filter will only filter out NPs that have no Case. Although the lower
quirky NP does not get a structural Case valued, it still has inherent Case. Therefore, if
this analysis is on the right track, the example in (67) is not an instance of a Case Filter
violation. Importantly, this is not possible with a nominative NP in (66b). Different from
a quirky NP, a nominative NP must be licensed by T. In (66b), the lower NP is not a
quirky NP but a nominative NP. Therefore, it must be licensed by T, which in turn
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requires displacement of the higher quirky NP. Such an explanation is available under the
assumption that AGREE takes place sequentially. If multiple application of AGREE
takes place simultaneously, it is not clear how we can implement the difference between
(66b) and (67).
To summarize, there are five possible scenarios for NPs with respect to structural
Case and inherent Case. Whether these NPs violate or do not violate the Case Filter is
summarized below:

(68)

a.

NP (valued structural Case): tolvumar in (66a), gjafir in (67)

b.

NP (valued structural Case, inherent Case): einhverjum student in (66a,b)

c. * NP (unvalued structural Case): tolvumar in (66b)
d.

NP (unvalued structural Case, inherent Casel: ollum litlu krokkunum

in

(67)
e.

NP (inherent Case): Einem Kritiker in (46) (dative NPs in German)

More generally, assuming that inherent Case is valued Case, we can conclude that NPs
that have no valued Case at the end of the derivation cause the Case Filter violation.
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Chapter three
3. Nominative Case licensed by non-finite
T

In the following two chapters, I present evidence that supports the idea that
nominative Case is uniformly licensed by T via AGREE. In this chapter, I show that not
only finite T but also non-finite T licenses nominative Case by investigating Icelandic. In
doing so, I introduce Wurmbrand’s (2001b) view of selectional differences of
complement clauses and give a unified account for Icelandic Case and agreement facts in
mono-clausal dative-nominative constructions, bi-clausal dative-nominative constructions
(seem-type ECM) and some other related constructions (seem-type raising, believe-type
ECM) under the theory of Sequential AGREE.
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3.1

Overview of dative-nominative constructions in Icelandic

Icelandic has all the familiar properties of nominative-accusative languages, while
also having numerous so-called quirky (or lexically selected non-nominative) subjects
with certain verbs. This can be illustrated with dative subjects as in (69).

(69)

a.

Joni

HkuQu

jiessir sokkar

John.DAT liked.3pl these

sock.NOM.PL

‘John liked these socks. ’
b.

Joni

voru

(Jonsson 1996:143)

gefnir

John.DAT were.3PL

fiessir sokkar

given

these

sock.NOM.PL

‘John was given these socks.’
c.

Stelpunum

var

the girls.DAT.F.PL was.3SG

(Jonsson 1996:144)
hjalpaS.
helped.N.SG

‘The girls were helped.’

(Sigurdsson 1992:3)

Andrews (1990b, originally published in 1976) first argued that Icelandic had non
nominative subjects, and this conclusion was accepted and the arguments improved and
extended by Thrainsson (1979:462-476). Since then, it has been shown in detail by many
authors (e.g. Zaenen, Maling, and Thrainsson 1985, Sigurbsson 1989) that Icelandic
quirky subjects behave like nominative subjects with respect to various syntactic
phenomena including familiar subject-hood diagnostics. The literature has extensively
established that quirky dative subjects are indeed subjects. Representative diagnostics are
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Raising-to-Object (ECM), Reflexivization, Subject-Verb Inversion, Indefinite Subject
Postposing, Subject Ellipsis (Conjunction Reduction), Control, and Raising-to-Subject
(Raising) (Examples are from Zaenen, Maling, and Thrainsson 1985:452-453, SigurSsson
1992:5-6). These diagnostics pick out nominative subjects in “normal” clauses (‘a’
examples), but quirky elements (here, datives) are picked out in quirky subject
constructions (‘b ’ examples).

(70)

Raising-to-Object (ECM)
a.

Eg tel
I

[ hanna

hafa se5 myndina]

believe her.ACC have seen picture

‘I believe her to have seen the picture’
b.

Eg tel
I

[ henni

hafa leidst bokin]

believe her.DAT have bored book

‘I believe she found the book boring’

(71)

Reflexivization
a.

Hun*

sa

she.NOM saw

myndina slnaj
picture

self s

‘She saw her own picture’
b.

Hennij

leiSist bokin

her.DAT bores book

sinj
self s

‘She finds her own book boring’
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(72)

Subject-Verb Inversion
a.

Hefur hun
Has

sed

she.NOM seen

myndina?
picture

‘Has she seen the picture?’
b.

Hefur henni
Has

leiQst bokin?

her.DAT bored book

‘Has she found the book boring?’

(73)

Indefinite Subject Postposing
a.

had hefur

Jjjofur

stolid

hjolinu

rninu

e x p l has

a-thief.NOM

stolen

bicycle.DAT mine.DAT

j)6tt

Olafur

‘A thief stole my bicycle’
b.

had hefur

einhverjum

e x p l has

someone.DAT thought Ofaf.NOM

leidinlegur
boring.NOM

‘Someone found Olaf boring’

(74)

Subject Ellipsis (Conjunction Reduction)
a.

Hun

horfdi

She.NOM looked

og

(hun)

sa

and (she.NOM)saw

myndina
picture

‘She looked and saw the picture’
b.

Hun

var

syfjud og

(henni)

leiddist bokin

She.NOM was sleepy and (her.DAT) bore

book

‘She was sleepy and found the book boring’
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(75)

Control
a.

Hun

vonast til [ aQ PRO

She.NOM hopes for

sja

to P R O .n om see

myndina]
picture

‘She hopes to see the picture’

b.

Hun

vonast til [ aQ PRO

She.NOM hopes for

leiQast ekki bokin]

to P R O .d a t bore

not

book

‘She hopes not to find the book boring’

Note that Icelandic is a V2 language. Therefore, the fact that the datives occur before the
verb in (69) does not establish that they are subjects, because initial/pre-verbal position
cannot be a subject-hood diagnostic.37
German has constructions that are strikingly similar to Icelandic quirky
constructions, for example, certain passives.

(76)

a.

Uns

wurde

geholfen

(German)

b.

O kkur

var

hjalpaQ

(Icelandic)

us. dat

was.SsG helped

‘We were helped (by someone). ’

(SigurQsson 1992:11)

37 In particular, it does not distinguish these datives from topicalized non-subject datives.
This was the main point of Zaenen, Maling, and Thrainsson (1985).
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As argued by Zaenen, Maling, and Thrainsson (1985), however, German “quirky-like”
constructions crucially differ from Icelandic quirky constructions: while the non
nominative argument is a subject in Icelandic, it is not in German.
Remember that German is also a V2 language. Bobaljik (2005) shows that
German allows word-for-word translations of (69a-c) [up to the OV word order in the VP
in (69b)] but in which the datives systematically fail all applicable subject-hood
diagnostics. A representative minimal contrast set is given from Control. Compare (77:
Icelandic) and (78: German). In control infinitivals, the subject is replaced by PRO. Non
subjects cannot be replaced by PRO. In Icelandic, the NP that is replaced by PRO in a
control infinitive is the NP that would have (quirky) dative in a finite clause. In addition,
the nominative NP is not eligible to become PRO and remains overt in the control
infinitive. In German on the other hand, the NP that is replaced by PRO is the NP that
would have nominative in a finite clause and the dative NP is not eligible to become PRO
and remains overt in the control infinitive.

(77)

a.

Eg
I.nom

vonast til [ ad _______
hope

for

verda hjalpad t.DAT ]

to PRO.dat be

helped

‘I hope to be helped’

b.

Jon

vonast til [ ad ______

J.nom

hopes for

lika Jtessi

to PRO. dat like this

‘Jon hopes to like this book.’

bok

]

book.NOM

(Jonsson 1996:115)
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c. *

Maria

vonast til [ a5 ______

M.nom hopes for

lika Joni

to PRO.nom like Jon.DAT
(Jonsson 1996:116)

‘Maria hopes that John likes her. ’

(78)

a.

*

Ich

hoffe

I.nom hope

]

[ ______

geholfen

PRO.dat helped

zu werden]38
to be

‘I hope to be helped. ’

b.

* Ich

hoffe [ ______

I.nom hope

der

Peter

PRO.dat the.NOM Peter

zu gefallen ]
to like

‘I hope to like Peter.’

c.

Ich

hoffe [ ______

I.nom hope

dem

Peter

PRO.nom the.DAT Peter

zu gefallen ]
to like

‘I hope that Peter likes me / to be liked by Peter.’

(Bobaljik 2005)

The examples in (77) and (78) also show that nominative NPs in this construction are not
subjects in Icelandic while they are in German since nominatives in Icelandic do not pass
this subject-hood test but nominatives in German do. Harley (1995) and Jonsson (1996)
have carefully established that the nominative objects in this construction in Icelandic are
indeed objects, and systematically fail the corresponding subject-hood diagnostics. For
example, the nominative argument of Uka Tike’ can undergo Object Shift as other objects
if there is no auxiliary or modal in the clause.

38 Notice that German is a head final language with the verb second phenomenon. In the
embedded clause, verbs in German appear at the right edge.
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a.

Jon

las

John.NOM read
b.

Jon

las

John.NOM read
c.

*

Jon

baekurnar

not

the.books.ACC

baekurnar

ekki

the.books.ACC

not

hefur baekurnar

John.NOM has

ekki

(ekki) lesiS

the.books.ACC

(not)

read
(Collins and Thrainsson 1996)

a.

b. *

Joni

likadi bokin

ekki

John.DAT liked

the.book.NOM

not

Joni

bokin

(ekki) likaS

the.book.NOM

(not)

hafdi

John.DAT had

liked

(Jonsson 1996:118)

Thus, we can conclude that such quirky elements are subjects, while nominative non
subjects are objects in Icelandic.
Two interrelated facts make Icelandic quirky subject constructions particularly
interesting:

(81)

a.

Quirky subjects never control finite verb agreement as in (83), whereas
nominative subjects obligatorily do so as in (82).

b.

Icelandic has nominative non-subjects that control verb agreement as
shown in (84).
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(82)

a.

b. *

Strakarnir

voru

the.boys.NOM.3PL.M

were.3PL not

elected.NOM.PL.M

Strakarnir

var

ekki

kosid.

the.boys.NOM.3PL.M

was.3sG

not

elected, sg .n

ekki

kosnir.

(Sigurdsson
(83)

a.

b. *

Strakunum

var

ekki

hjalpad.

the.boys.DAT.3PL.M

was.3sG

not

helped, sg .n

Strakunum

voru

ekki

hjalpudum.

the.boys.DAT.3PL.M

were. 3PL not

helped.DAT.PL.M

(Sigurdsson 1993:38)
(84)

Henni

mundu

her.DAT would. 3pl

alltaf

lika |>eir.

always

like they.NOM.M.PL

[i.e. ‘She would always like them.’]

(Sigurdsson 2002:115)

Given the Icelandic facts in (81), Sigurdsson (1996) describes the following for an
inherent relationship between nominative case and agreement in Icelandic:39

39 The example in (i) seems to be a counterexample to assert (85) as a matter of
observation, given the agreement between the finite T and the nominative NP that seems
to be outside of the domain of T.
(i)

Jonf
virdast
[tj hafa
likad fjessir sokkar
]
John.DAT seem.3PL
to.have liked these sock.NOM.PL
‘John seems to have liked these socks.’
(Jonsson 1996:157)

Later, I will argue that Sigurdsson’s descriptive generalization is correct as long as the
domain of T is defined relative to whether the clause contains T or not. Thus I will argue
that the embedded nominative NP in (i) is in the domain of the finite T (hence there is no
(non-finite) T in the embedded clause) when it shows agreement with the finite T.
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(85)

The finite T, which controls finite verb agreement, only agrees with nominative
NP; if there is no nominative NP in the domain of T, a default non-agreeing form
is triggered.

(Sigurdsson 1996)

If the domain of T is based on a clause, then this descriptive generalization seems to be
confirmed in (86), where there is a nominative NP that is in the embedded clause and
does not agree.

(86)

Mer

hefur/*hafa alltaf virst

me.DAT has.3SG/3PL

often

honum

lika

baekur

seemed him.DAT to.like books.NOM.PL

‘It has seemed to me that he likes books’

(Schiitze 1997:108)

This descriptive generalization will be important when we discuss the difference between
mono-clausal

dative-nominative

constructions

(MDNCs)

and

bi-clausal

dative-

nominative constructions (BDNCs). As we will see in a later section, many prior analyses
have glossed over these differences and were not successful in extending to both MDNCs
and BDNCs.
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3.2

The Person restrictions in Icelandic

3.2.1 The person restrictions and nominative “objects”

One piece of evidence that supports the idea that AGREE takes place even with
non-finite T comes from a person restriction in Icelandic. In mono-clausal dativenominative constructions (MDNCs) in Icelandic, there is a restriction onnominative
objects to 3rd person (1st and 2nd person objects are impossible). Data illustrating the
person restriction are given in (87). (Examples are from Sigurdsson 2002:117.)

(87)

a.

Honum mundu
him.DAT

alltaf

lika jjeir.
always like

would.3PL

they.NOM.M.PL

‘He would always like them.’
b.

* Henni

mundum

alltaf

lika vid.

her.DAT would.lPL always

like we.NOM.PL

‘She would always like us.’
c.

* Henni

mundud

alltaf

lika vid/]ud.

her .DAT would.2PL always

like you.NOM.PL

‘She would always like you. ’
d.

?* Henni

mundi

alltaf

lika vid/jwd.

her.DAT would.3sG always

like we.NOM.PL/you.NOM.PL

‘She would always like us/you.’
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SigurSsson (1996, 2002) observes that the same restriction on nominative NPs to
3rd person applies in the bi-clausal dative-nominative constructions (BDNCs) as shown in
(88).

(88)

a.

* Henni

mundum

her.DAT w ould.lPL

f>a vir5ast
then seem

[ v)5
we.NOM.PL

vera
be

herna].
here

‘It would then seem to her that we are here. ’
b. * Mer

mundud

Ipa virbast

me.DAT would.2PL then seem

[ ]ai6
you.NOM.PL

vera
be

herna],
here

‘It would then seem to me that you are here.’
c.

Mer

mundu

J?a

vir5ast

me.DAT would.3PL then seem

freir

vera

they.NOM.PL be

herna.
here

‘It would then seem to me that they are here.’

Interestingly, however, this restriction appears to be tied to agreement in BDNCs. As
shown in (89), 1st and 2nd person nominatives are fully grammatical in BDNCs if the
finite verb bears the default non-agreeing (^unspecified) form.

(89)

a.

Mer

mundi

\>k virdast

me.DAT wouW .Ssg then seem

[ vid

vera herna].

we.NOM.PL be

here

‘It would then seem to me that we are here.’
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b.

Mer

mundi

Ipa

virQast [ jud

me.DAT would.SsG then seem

vera herna].

you.NOM.PL be

here

‘It would then seem to me that you are here.’
c.

Mer

mundi

Ipa

virdast [ foeir

me.DAT would.SSG then seem

vera herna],

they.NOM.PL be

here

‘It would then seem to me that they are here.’

As Sigurdsson (2002) summarized, the agreement pattern for first or second person
nominatives and third person plural nominatives in MDNCs and BDNCs is as follows:

(90)

MDNC: DAT -V(agr )-NOM

BDNC: DAT -V(agr )-[NOM-pred ]

V(AGR)

NOM.1/2

NOM.3 pl

NOM.1/2

NOM.3PL

FULL AGR

*

✓

*

S

DFLT (3SG)

7*

7*

✓

S

Thus, while 1st and 2nd person nominatives are unacceptable in MDNCs, they are allowed
in BDNCs if the finite verb bears the default non-agreeing form.
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3.2.2 Previous analyses

The purpose of this section is to briefly review previous analyses on the person
restrictions in Icelandic. I will review Taraldsen (1995), Sigurdsson (1996) and Schiitze
(1997) as representatives from early Minimalist accounts. Their works are important in a
sense that they are the first attempts to account for the person restrictions in Icelandic.
Importantly, I will adopt their basic insights that nominative Case is licensed in the
nonfinite clause in this dissertation, as we will see in this chapter. Then I introduce
Anagnostopoulou (2003), Bejar (2003), and Bejar and Rezac (2003) from recent
Minimalist accounts for the person restrictions in Icelandic. It is important to introduce
them because their approach is compatible with my Sequential AGREE and as we will
see later in this chapter, blending the early minimalist analysis and the recent minimalist
analysis will give us a nice view on the person restrictions in Icelandic. I also review
Boeckx (2003) as a representative view that not T but v licenses nominative Case in the
dative nominative constructions in Icelandic in the recent Minimalist framework and
point out some problems.40

40 Watanabe (1993) is the first who argues that verbal functional projection (Agro in his
theory as in Sigurdsson (1996)) licenses nominative Case. I will review Watanabe’s
theory in section 3.4, where I discuss intervention effects in Icelandic.
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3.2.2.1 Taraldsen (1995) and Sigurdsson (1996)

In the framework of early Minimalism, Taraldsen (1995) and Sigurdsson (1996)
account for the Dative Nominative Constructions in Icelandic, under Spec-Head
agreement (e.g., Chomsky 1991).41 They propose that two different functional categories
are in charge of checking number (#) features and person-features. Taraldsen claims that
the functional head commonly represented as AgrS should be split into two autonomous
heads AgrN (#-agreement) and AgrP (person-agreement) and that the nominative object
moves into the Spec of AgrNP, which is the lower AgrP.42

(91)
AgrP

AgrNP

AgrsP

AgrN

fobj

41 Under the early minimalist approach, Case and agreement are not dependent upon each
other, given that separate functional heads are responsible for Case and agreement (e.g.
Agr for agreement, T for nominative Case).
42 Taraldsen (1995) is not fully analyzing the Dative Nominative Constructions under
Spec-Head agreement. He proposes his own Case-licensing system K/k-licensing and
argues that nominative Case can also be licensed by government by AgrN. See Taraldsen
(1995) for the detailed analysis.
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By hypothesis, person-features cannot be represented on AgrN and the Spec of AgrpP is
taken by the dative subject; person-agreement with the nominative object is excluded
(hence, it has to be unspecified for person value: 3rd person). Sigurdsson, on the other
hand, assumes that Agro licenses #-feature and the nominative object checks its #-feature
in the Spec of AgroP. Hence, he basically derives the same result that Taraldsen does.

(92)

AgrsP

S p e c ^ ^ -^ ^ ^
AgsP
TP
[ P e r s o n l ^ '" " \ ^

INOM

They give an account for the contrast between MDNCs and BDNCs, assuming that the
movement of the nominative argument into the Spec of AgrNP/AgroP in BDNCs is not
obligatory. This means that there is no person restriction when the dative NP and the
nominative NP are not in the same clause and hence no # agreement with NOM in such a
case. This approach requires the additional assumption that person features on a
nominative must be checked. Without this assumption, we will expect partial agreement,
contrary to fact.43 Now, the structure of BDNCs with respect to the person restriction is
roughly as follows:

43 Sigurdsson (1996) discusses that partial agreement is not fully unacceptable. See also
footnote 49.
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(93)

a. *

DAT

V .I pl

b.

DAT

V.3 sg

N O M I pl

[ tNOM

...

[ N O M .I pl

One question for their approaches is how the non-agreeing embedded NP gets licensed
for nominative Case. Sigurdsson (1996) hinted that infinitives in the relevant examples
can be activated as a nominative Case assigner. Therefore, under his approach, the
nominative NP in MDNCs must be checked by only the finite infl (and has a person
restriction), while the nominative NP in BDNCs can be checked by the nonfmite infl (no
restriction) and when it moves to the higher clause it is checked by the finite infl (the
restriction). Although I believe that the basic insight that non-fmite infl (ex. T) licenses
nominative Case is on the right track, the movement based approach to derive the
optionality of agreement in BDNCs is not tenable as I will argue shortly. Thus, in section
3.5, I will show that there is no correlation between agreement and movement of the
embedded subject to the higher clause.

3 .2.22 Schutze (1997)

Schutze (1997) has a similar idea that nonfinite T must be able to check
nominative Case (which I will also pursue in this dissertation). Schutze argues that there
is a single syntactic relationship between a pair of elements that has case and/or
agreement as its reflection and proposes that this relationship involves the checking of
particular features in a local (Spec-Head or Head-Head) configuration. He called this
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relationship Accord and proposes a principle called Accord Maximization Principle
(AMP)U This principle basically says that as many case and agreement features should
be put into a sentence as possible. Given the fact that agreement is not possible when the
embedded nominative NP is 1st or 2nd person, he argues that checking with the matrix T
cannot be strictly obligatory, but rather, it can fail to occur if its occurrence would violate
the 3rd person constraint on such a checking configuration. Since he claims that Accord
is maximized only up to what other constraints allow, the fact can be considered as a
supporting evidence of his approach. However, his theory allows 1st and 2nd person
nominative objects in MDNCs with default agreement under the same line of reasoning.
Moreover, his theory does not predict that the sentence in (89c) is grammatical due to
AMP. Whatever relation the nominative argument has in the embedded clause, AMP
forces feature-checking to be maximized as long as it does not violate any constraints.
Therefore, AMP never derives sentences like (89c).45

44 Schutze (1997) defines Accord as follows:
(i)

Accord is a local feature-checking relationship in which both case and cf>-features
of a nominal projection are checked against those of a predicate-related head.

45 Schutze (1997) in fact judges the BDNCs with default agreement as ungrammatical.
Therefore, his theory correctly captures the facts he presents. Although he presents the
BDNCs with default agreement as ungrammatical, the original datum in Sigurdsson
(1989:99) where he cites is not judged as ungrammatical. I do not know why he cites it as
ungrammatical but this is enough to disagree with the judgments that he presents.
Although it is generally the case that many speakers prefer agreement cases to default
agreement in the relevant examples, there is a robust difference between obligatory
agreement in MDNCs and optional agreement in BDNCs for these speakers. Therefore, I
will propose an alternative approach in order to explain the difference between MDNCs
and BDNCs with respect to the optionality of agreement, while maintaining Schutze’s
proposal that non-finite T licenses nominative Case.
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3.2.23 Anagnostopoulou (2003), Bejar (2003), and Bejar and Rezac (2003)

Anagnostopoulou (2003), Bejar (2003), and Bejar and Rezac (2003) propose that
a single functional head T checks verbal <j>-features separately: the person-feature is
checked followed by the checking of the #-feature.46 The basic idea is that dative
argument first gets a relation with T and checks person-feature. After the displacement of
the dative NP, the lower argument (nominative) enters into the relation with T and checks
#-feature. In other words, the subsequent relation with T is limited to the #-feature
checking.

(94)

DAT

T

tDAT

...

NOM

[person]
[#]

Bejar (2003) and Bejar and Rezac (2003), however, have no discussion of the
difference between mono-clausal and bi-clausal contexts with respect to the person
restriction. Anagnostopoulou (2003), on the other hand, concludes that even in monoclausal constructions, just as in bi-clausal constructions, the person restriction is canceled
when the nominative does not enter agreement with the verb. This means that she claims

46 Note that they also need to assume that person-feature ( l st/2nd person-feature) of NPs
must be licensed. They call such a condition Person Licensing Condition axiom: An
interpretable l st/2nd person-feature must be licensed by entering into an AGREE relation
with a functional category (cf. Nichols 2001).
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that there is no person restriction in MDNCs if the finite verb appears as default. Namely
she argues that 1st and 2nd person nominative NPs can appear if the finite verb shows
default agreement (3rd person singular) in MDNCs. As Anagnostopulou herself notes,
Sigurdsson (1996) reports that lack of agreement is exceptional and largely limited to
clauses with either leidast (bored) or lika (like). As we have seen in the above examples,
Sigurdsson (2002) uses mundi (would) and indicates a clear grammatical difference
between monoclausal and biclausal examples with respect to the default ‘agreement.’
Default agreement in MDNCs is considerably worse than default agreement in BDNCs. I
suspect that the marginal acceptance of the default agreement in MDNCs is a result of
syncretism. See footnote 49 for the discussion on syncretism.

3.2.2.4 Boeckx (2003)

Boeckx (2003) tries to account for the contrast between MDNCs and BDNCs with
respect to the person restriction. Boeckx (2003) argues that v assigns nominative Case to
its object only if it assigns a theta-role realized as quirky case to an NP in its specifier (he
calls v in such contexts vQ).

(95)

a.

Ext 0
ACC
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vQ

'VP

Quirky 0
NOM

Boeckx also assumes that agreement in the “v”-domain in Icelandic is limited to #, to the
exclusion of person. Hence, his account is basically the same as Sigurdsson (1996), who
claims that AgroP licenses # and AgrsP licenses person.
As can be seen in (96), the experiencer in raising constructions is optional in
Icelandic.

(96)

a.

Hafdi Olafuri
had

virst

[t;

Olaf.NOM seemed

vera gafadur
be

]?

intelligent

‘Did O laf seem intelligent?’
b.

Hafdi {>eim
had

virst

[ Olafur

vera gafadur

them.DAT seemed Olaf.NOM be

]?

intelligent

‘Did it seem to them that O laf was intelligent?’

(Sigurdsson 1996:29)

In order to account for the optional agreement in BDNCs, Boeckx (2003) formulates the
following hypothesis:

(97)

Since Quirky 0 is optionally assigned, nominative Case (and concomitant
agreement) on vQ is also optionally present.
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Once he assumes such a hypothesis, however, he needs to adopt (and he does adopt) the
existence o f default nominative case assignment in order to explain why nominative
argument can appear in the non-finite clause without agreeing the finite verb. I believe
this is not a desired direction because it seems that he claims that it is default since it
cannot be explained. Moreover, it is not clear why vQ obligatorily assigns nominative
Case in MDNCs. It is true that the experiencer in the raising constructions is optional in
Icelandic. However, what he needs here is that nominative Case and concomitant
agreement on vQ is optional even when the experiencer is in a sentence. The only way to
capture the facts in Icelandic that I can think of under his analysis is that there are at least
two different vQs in Icelandic: vQ in MDNCs (Case and agreement obligatory) and vQ in
BDNCs (Case and agreement optional). This is merely a descriptive generalization but
not an explanation. As I will argue later, there is a good reason to believe that nominative
objects in Japanese are in fact licensed by T but not any other projection.47 Thus, I will
not pursue the account that non-T projection licenses nominative Case in Icelandic
either 48

47 There are some literatures that argue that the Case of nominative objects in Japanese is
licensed by Agro !v as Boeckx proposes for Icelandic (See the references in chapter 4).
However, my findings show that there should not be any Case licensing heads in between
T and the nominative object in Japanese. I will discuss this in chapter 4.
48 Although I do not accept Boeckx’s account for how the Case of nominative objects is
licensed in Icelandic, I will follow his insight that defective intervention is inadequate in
capturing intervention effects in Icelandic. See section 3.4 for more detailed discussion
on intervention effects in Icelandic.
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3.2.3 The generalization on person restrictions

In section 3.2.1, we observed person restrictions when a nominative argument is
in an agreement relation with a finite predicate (monoclausal, biclausal), while there is no
restriction when the embedded nominative subject is not in the agreement relation with
finite predicate (biclausal). In this section, I will give the generalization on person
restrictions in Icelandic adding some data relevant to person restrictions.
It has been well known in the Icelandic literature that one class of ditranstive
verbs allows two passives: either internal argument can become the structural subject.
This fact is evidenced by all the standard subject-hood tests for Icelandic (See, for
instance, Zaenen, Maling and Thrainsson 1985). Now let us consider the examples in (98).
As in (98), a person restriction is also attested in Double Object Passives. This fact is
observed in Sigurdsson (1996).

(98)

a. *

b.

Honum

var/varst

gefinn |iu.

him.DAT

was.3sG/2sG

given you.NOM.SG

M

varst

gefinn honum.

you.NOM.SGwere.2sc

given him.DAT

(Schutze 1997:117)

Interestingly, the nominative argument that is promoted from the direct object of the
ditransitive verb to the subject does not show the person restriction as in (98b), while the
nominative object shows the restriction as in (98a). Notice that no such restriction is
attested with accusatives in Icelandic as shown in (99).
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(99)

Eg

gaf honum

i

J)ig

I.NOM gave him.DAT

you.ACC

jolagjof

as Christmas-gift

‘I gave him you as a Christmas present’

(Schutze 1997:117)

Thus these facts strongly indicate that the person restriction in Icelandic is limited to
nominative “objects”.
We have observed that a nominative argument in the infinitival clause does not
show a person restriction if it is not in an agreement relation with a finite predicate. The
examples are repeated here as in (100).

(100) a.

Henni

mundu

her.DAT would.3PL

J>a

virQast

then seem

foeir

vera

they.nom .pl be

herna.
here

‘It would then seem to her that they are here.’
b.

* Henni

mundum

her.DAT w o uld.I pl

j)a

virQast [ viQ

then seem

we.NOM.PL

vera

herna],

be

here

vera

herna].

‘It would then seem to her that we are here.’
c.

* Mer
me.DAT

mundud
womM.2 pl

j>a

virQast [ £iQ

then seem

you.NOM.PL be

here

‘It would then seem to me that you are here.’
d.

Mer

mundi

me.DAT would.SsG

]?a

virQast [ viQ

then seem

we.NOM.PL

vera

herna].

be

here

‘It would then seem to me that we/you are here.’
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e.

Mer

mundi

\>h

virQast

[ JuQ

me.DAT would.3SG then seem

vera

you.NOM.PL be

herna],
here

‘It would then seem to me that we/you are here.’

Strikingly, however, a person restriction is observed even in infinitival clauses if the
nominative element is in the object position as shown in (101).49

Raising infinitives

(101) a.
*

Joni

virtist [ Bjama

hafa likaQ eg/vid/Jud

John.DAT seemed Bjarni.DAT have

liked

I/we/you.NOM.PL

‘It seems to John that Bjami likes me/us/you’
b.

]

(Boeckx 2003)

Control infinitives
ViQ

vonumst til [aQ leiQast

we.NOM hope.PL

for [to

bore.inf

hun/*jjid

ekki ]

she.NOM/you.NOM.PL

not

‘We hope not to be bored with her/*you. ’

]

(Bobaljik 2004 lecture)

49 Schutze (2003) discusses that this is “weaker” unacceptability. He follows
SigurQsson’s (1996) observation that as long as all three singular forms (1st, 2nd, 3rd) of
the verb are syncretic they are essentially fine. That is that when the 1st plural form
sounds nothing like the 3rd singular form, the sentence is completely out, while it will be
marginally possible if the 2nd plural verb form is partially syncretic to the 3rd singular
form. It seems that there is some kind of morphological salvation effect when all three
singular forms of the verb are syncretic. Thus, I will put aside this effect and treat the
examples in (101) as ungrammatical.
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c.

ECM infinitives
Eg

taldi

I.nom believed

[ Joni

lika

John.DAT to.like

‘I believed John to like me/us/you. ’

*eg/*vid/*?|>id

]

I.NOM/we.NOM/you.NOM.PL

(Halldor Armann Sigurdsson p.c.)

Notice that the verb in (101b) is a control verb and it never licenses any case to the
argument in the embedded clause so that there is no matrix verb that can ever agree with
the embedded nominative object in this construction. Now, the generalization on person
restrictions seems to be as follows:

(102)

a.

There is a person restriction on embedded nominative subjects that agree
with the matrix predicate,

b.

There is a person restriction on nominative objects (agreeing and non
agreeing).

Thus, the agreement relation with a finite predicate is not crucial to the person restrictions
but some Case-licensing limited to nominative is crucially relevant.

3.2.4 Proposal

The fact that there is a person restriction on nominative objects in infinitives
suggests that even in a non-fmite clause the same mechanism is required to account for
the person restriction, namely, the same AGREE operation works for non-fmite verbs if
80
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this person restriction derives from the operation AGREE. In order to capture the
generalization in (102), I propose the following:

(103) (Non-fmite) T licenses nominative Case via AGREE.50

Contrary to the theory that nominative Case is always licensed by finite T (Chomsky
2000, 2001, 2004, Ura 2000, Hiraiwa 2001a), I propose that regardless of finiteness, not
only finite T but also non-fmite T licenses nominative Case via AGREE.51
Now, let us consider the following schemas.

a. *

DAT

b.

NOM1/2 T1/2
I

¥
c. * DAT

d.

DAT

Ti/2/dflt •'■• toAT
.... .t ©
ft

•• tNOM
_ _ f®

..

NOM i/2
t®

cf.

..

(DAT)

cf.

"

Tm
•• tDAT
+*------- .. t ©
Tdfit

... toAT

.. [ NOM i/2

... ]

••• [ NOM 1/2 mT
Inom
if!
i-NQM •••• ]

cf.

cf. (lOOd)

t_ T ®

501 hope this could be the case for any language. If it cannot be, I must say that there is a
parametric variation here. As far as Icelandic is concerned, whenever there is a non-fmite
T, it licenses nominative Case via AGREE. In Appendix II of this chapter, I will discuss
some speculation for other languages with respect to raising constructions, maintaining
the assumption that non-fmite T licenses nominative Case via AGREE.
51 For arguments that infinitival subjects are licensed Case in infinitives (at least control
infinitives), see Sigurdsson (1991), Landau (2000) and references therein.
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e. *

DAT

mT

... toAT

ft

NOMi/2

To

fe

cf. (101)

The arrows indicate AGREE relations with T. As I will address later, I assume that there
is no non-finite T in the embedded clause in (104c) and hence the argument needs to
AGREE with the finite matrix T, while the nominative argument in the embedded clause
in (104d) AGREEs with non-fmite T in the embedded clause. As the numbers indicated,
it seems that we find the person restriction whenever an NP enters into subsequent
AGREE relation with T but there is no restriction when the NP has Primary AGREE with
T.

(105) a.

Person Restriction

[t p

DAT

T

ft

...

tpA T

T

••. NOM ]

f

Subsequent AGREE (T, NOM)
b.

No Person Restriction

[ tp

NOM T

...

...

tjvjoM ]

1------------------------

Primary AGREE (T, NOM)

As we have seen in this section, DAT plays some role in restricting person
agreement of NOM when they are in the same clause (when they share the same T for
AGREE). If we adopt the basic idea of Bejar (2003) and Bejar and Rezac (2003), this fact
is straightforward. They argue that when T has two cycles (sequences) to have relations
with arguments, the subsequent relation with T always has a restriction on person. While
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such a restriction never happens when T AGREEs with a single Goal. Now if we assume
that non-finite T licenses nominative Case and that there is no T in the embedded clause
when the embedded nominative argument AGREEs with the matrix T, their analyses can
capture the fact provided above. Namely, the subsequent AGREE has a restriction on
person. Since the exploration of detailed mechanism of the person restriction is not core
aim of this section, I will leave it as it is. More important is that we observe binary
patterns with respect to the person restriction in (105), under the assumption that nonfmite T licenses nominative Case. Hence, the facts of the person restriction support the
assumption that non-finite T licenses nominative Case.

3.3

PRO in Icelandic

In addition to the fact that nominatives can appear in non-finite clauses and that
the same person restriction on nominative objects can be observed in non-finite clauses as
well as in finite clauses, the fact that Icelandic PRO is case-marked supports the idea that
AGREE takes place with non-fmite T (cf. Landau 2000). Sigurdsson (1991) has argued
that the evidence that Icelandic PRO is case-marked comes from morphological case
chains in infinitives. Icelandic lexical NPs head morphological case chains, for instance,
involving floating quantifiers, as shown in (106).

(106) a.

Strakarnir

komust allir

the.boys.NOM got

l

skola

all.NOM.PL.M to school

‘The boys all managed to get to school.’
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b.

Strakunum

leiddist dllum

the.boys.DAT bored all.DAT.PL.M

1

in

skola
school

‘The boys were all bored in school’

As we see in (107), the quantifier must show up in exactly the same form in the
infinitives as in the corresponding finite clauses. Thus, Icelandic PRO heads
morphological case chains in the same way as lexical subjects do. It seems obvious that it
does so by virtue of being case-marked.

(107) a.

Strakarnir

vonast til [ aQ PRO komast

the.boys.NOM hope
skola

for

allir

to NOM get

i

all.NOM.PL.M to

]

school
b.

Strakarnir

vonast til [ a5 PRO leiSast

the.boys.NOM hope
skola

for

to DAT bore

ekki ollum
not

all.DAT.PL.M

i
in

]

school

fSieurSsson 1991:331)

It is important to note that agreement of participles is controlled by a nominative NP in a
finite clause in Icelandic. Therefore, when the nominative NP is absent in a finite clause,

the participle shows up in a non-agreeing default form. The examples are given in (108).
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(108)

a.

Strakarnir

voru

the.boys.NOM were

adstodadir/*adstodad
aided.n o m .p l.m /* d flt

‘The boys were aided.’
b.

Strakunum

var

hj alpad/*hj alpadir/*hlj alpudum

the.boys.DAT was helped.dflt /*n om .pl .m/* dat .pl .m

‘The boys were helped.’

(Sigurdsson 1991:335)

Now we should expect that predicate agreement behaves exactly the same in control
infinitives as it does in the corresponding finite clauses. As Sigurdsson (1991) observes,
this is borne out.

(109)

a.

Strakarnir

vonast til [ ad PRO verda adstodadir/* adstodad ]

the.boys.NOM hope

for

to nom be

aided.NOM.PL.M/*DFLT

‘The boys hope to be aided (by somebody).’
b.

Strakarnir

(Sigurdsson 1991:335)

vonast til [ ad PRO verda

the.boys.NOM hope

for

to d a t be

hj alpad/*hj alpadir/*hj alpudum

]

helped.dflt/*nom .pl.m /*dat.pl.m

‘The boys hope to be helped (by somebody).’

(Sigurdsson 1991:336)

If non-fmite T does not license nominative Case and there is no nominative NP, we
should expect that the participle in the non-fmite clause in (109a) shows up in a non
agreeing default form as the one in (108b).
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Thus, it is natural to conclude that non-fmite T licenses nominative Case, in exactly the
same way as corresponding finite T does.32 One immediate question is what happens in
English. Let us consider (110).

(110)

a. * It was believed [John to be smart].
b. *

[John to be smart] was believed.

c. *

[John to park there] is illegal.

First, I assume that an expletive it takes CP clause(s) as its associate(s).531 also assume
that a non-fmite C head assigns Null Case and hence when there is a non-finite C, an NP

52

See Sigurdsson (1991) for additional compelling arguments that PRO is case-marked in
Icelandic.
53

One might appeal to McCloskey’s (1991) observation that, in contrast to the associate
of there (cf. (i)), the putative associate of it does not agree with T, as illustrated by the
contrast between (iia) and (iib-c).
(i)

(ii)

a.
b.
c.

No solutions exist for this problem.
There exist no solutions for this problem.
There exists no solutions for this problem.

a.

That he’ll resign! and [that heTl stay in office| seem at this point equally
possible
It seem at this point equally possible [that he’ll resign) and [that heTl stay in
office
It seems at this point equally possible [that he’ll resignj and [that he’ll stay
in office
(cf. McCloskey 1991:564-565)

c.

(cf. McCloskey 1991:563)

The contrast is not conclusive given that, as argued by Boskovic (1997b), the
grammaticality of (iic) (and its contrast with (iib)) may be due to first conjunct agreement.
In fact, as is well-known, there also exhibits first conjunct agreement. This is shown in
(iii).
(iii)

a.

A man| and |a woman| are/* is in the house
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in the Spec of non-finite TP must be PRO.54 This gives an appearance of Inverse Case
Filter effects for Null Case. Notice, however, that under my analysis, it is assumed that a
Probe must AGREE with a Goal only when there is a Goal. Thus, if there is an NP
governed by the non-finite C, it must be PRO but it does not mean that a Probe must
always enter into AGREE relation with a Goal. Now, given these assumptions, we can
account for the examples in (110). It has been argued that believe takes non-fmite TP or
finite CP but not non-finite CP as its complement (see for instance Boskovic (1997b) for
detailed discussions.).

In (110a), the verb believe takes non-finite TP. However, it

requires a CP associate. Therefore, the example in (110a) is ungrammatical. In (110b),
the fronted phrase has to be TP but not CP given that believe takes non-finite TP but not
non-finite CP. However, it is standardly assumed that TP fronting is not possible (see for
instance Abels (2003) and Wurmbrand (2004b) for discussion of immovability of TP). As
for (110c), as standardly assumed, illegal takes a CP complement, so there is no problem
with the ban on moving TPs in (110c). However, (110c) is ungrammatical due to the
failure of the non-fmite C to assign null Case to the NP in its Spec of TP. This obligatory
licensing is predicted under my analysis: Primary AGREE must take place if there is an
active Goal. If this is the case, then it is not surprising why a lexical NP cannot appear in

b. *
c.

There are a man and a woman in the house
There is a man and a woman in the house

(cf. Boskovic 1997b)

In light of this, following Boskovic (1997b) I conclude that McCloskey’s data are not
strong counterexamples to the claim that it takes a CP as its associate. See Boskovic
(1997b) for discussion why for some speakers first conjunct agreement is optional with
there.
34 Note that “for” complementizer, which in some cases may be deleted in PF, takes a
lexical NP, but not PRO.
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the Spec o f the non-finite TP in examples like (110c). Most importantly, we can now
allow non-finite T to (in principle) assign nominative in English as well as Icelandic.

(Ill)

a.

[c p

C

[tp

John T [vp

t___ f
[c

p

C

[t

p

nom

PRO T [vp tpRo v ...]]] is ....

t _________t

^N ull Case

3.4

v ...]]] is ....

t_ t

*Null Case
b.

t j 0hn

t

t

nom

Intervention effect

In this section, we will review a well-known defective intervention effect in
Icelandic; that is, the dative NP is inaccessible for agreement, but nevertheless blocks
agreement with the nominative NP when it occurs between the finite verb and the
nominative NP. Then I will point out that the famous defective intervention is not really
defective but merely an instance of a standard locality violation (as we have seen in
chapter 2). Moreover, I will show that even in non-intervention contexts, a nominative
NP in the embedded clause does not have to be in an agreement relation with finite verb
(default agreement is possible). I claim that when we observe default agreement, nonfinite T participates in AGREE and licenses nominative Case in the embedded clause. In
such a case, the NP that has AGREE relation with non-finite T has no relation with finite
T.
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3.4.1 Defective Intervention is not defective

It has been claimed in the literature (Taraldsen 1995, Schutze 1997, Boeckx
2000a, 2000b, 2003, Chomsky 2000, 2004, 2001, Frampton and Gutmann 2000, Hiraiwa
2001a, 2002c, 2004 among many others) that the dative NP is inaccessible for agreement,
but nevertheless blocks agreement between the finite verb and a lower NP when it occurs
between the finite verb and the nominative NP as in (112).

(112) a.

Okkur

virtist/*virtust

us.DAT seemed.3sG/3PL

henni

hafa likaS foeir

her.DAT

have liked they.NOM

‘She seemed to us to have liked them’ (Halldor Armann Sigurdsson p.c.)
b.

Mer

vir5ist/*?vir5ast

[ straknum

me.DAT seem.3sG/3PL

lika jiessir bllar

the.boy.DAT like these

]

cars.nom

‘It seems to me that the boy likes these cars.’ (Watanabe 1993:417-418)
c.

Mer

hefur/*hafa

me.DAT has.3sG/3PL

alltaf virst
often

honum lika

baskur

seemed him.DAT to.like books.NOM.PL

‘It has seemed to me that he likes books’

(Schutze 1997:108)

Chomsky (2000, 2004, 2001) has formulated such an intervention effect as in (113).
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(113) The Defective Intervention Constraint (DIC)
*a > (3 > y
(“> is c-command, |3 and y match the probe a , but (3 is inactive so that the effects
of matching are blocked” (Chomsky 2000:123))

This roughly says that an element j3 blocks the establishment of an AGREE relation
between two other elements a and y even if (3 itself could not agree with a. Interestingly,
movement of the dative NP to clause-initial position bleeds intervention as shown in
(114) and (115).55’56

(114) Jonij

virdast

John.DAT seem.SPL

t* hafa

likad foessir sokkar

to.have liked

‘John seems to have liked these socks.’

(115) a.

Straknum

virdist

these

socks.NOM.PL

(Halldor Armann Sigurdsson p.c.)

lika pessir bilar

the.boy.DAT seem.3sG like these

cars.NOM

55 Unfortunately, I do not have V2 controlled examples here. I take these to be Amovement.
56 Not all movement of the dative NP to clause-initial position bleeds intervention. See
Holmberg and Hroarsdottir (2003) for the cases where the trace of the moved dative NP
blocks agreement between the finite verb and the nominative NP. Although I am limiting
discussion to A-movement paradigms in this dissertation, I will give some speculation
why intervention is obligatory in paradigms in A’-movement such as w/i-movement in
chapter 5.
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b.

Straknum

virdast

lika j?essir bilar

the.boy.DAT seem.SPL like these

cars.nom

‘The boy seems to like these cars.’

(Watanabe 1993:414)

Such an intervention effect can be characterized as follows:

(116) a.

T-V.PL

NOM.PL
A
*

DAT

1
b.

DAT

T-V.PL

^

agreement

NOM.pl
A
—
V agreement

toAT

t

As you can see, this is very reminiscent of what we have seen in chapter 2. Namely, the
dative NP blocks AGREE between T and the nominative NP if it is not displaced.
Moreover, the dative subject in the embedded clause should not be inactive when T
searches for its goal(s). Remember that the finite verb can agree with the embedded
subject if it is not a quirky argument as in (117).

(117) Mer

m undu

j>a

virdast

me.DAT womW.Spl then seem

f»eir

vera hema

they.NOM.M.PL be

here

‘It would then seem to me that they are here.’

This means that the embedded subject is active when the matrix T looks for goal(s). If
this is the case, the quirky arguments in (112) can also be active at the time the matrix T
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looks for goal(s). Therefore, I will consider the intervention effect in Icelandic to be an
instance of ‘direct’ intervention, namely, a standard locality violation (the one that we
have seen in chapter 2).
Interestingly, the intervention effect is only observed in bi-clausal contexts. Plural
agreement obtains even though the dative occurs in the intervention configuration as in
(118) and (119).

(118)

a.

had
expl

??lika5i/liku5u einhverjum

fcessir sokkar

liked.3sG/3PL someone.DAT

these socks.NOM.M.PL

‘Someone liked these socks.’

b.

bad ??mundi/mundu

einhverjum

expl

someone.DAT like these

wouW.3sg/3 pl

lika j?essir sokkar
socks.NOM.M.PL

‘Someone would like these socks.’

(119)

einhverjum gefnir

bad

voru

foessir sokkar

expl

were.PL someone.D given.NOM.M.PL these

‘Someone were given these socks. ’

socks.NOM.M.PL
(Jonsson 1996:153)

At first glance, we cannot distinguish between (112) and (118) & (119) because it looks
like an agreement relation with the nominative NP across the dative. Hence, one might
conclude that the number agreement between the finite verb and the nominative NP is not
expected in (118) and (119). We, however, should not hasten to conclude that Locality
constraint does not hold in (118) and (119). Remember that Icelandic is a Verb 2nd
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language. If we adopt the analysis that pad is inserted in the Spec of CP and the dative
subject is in the Spec of TP, we now can circumvent the Locality problem in (118) and
(119). For instance, as we have seen in chapter 2, the example in (119) under the given
analysis may thus have the structure illustrated below in (120).

(120) [Cp ex p l
had

C

T

[Tp DAT;

voru

[vP t;

einhverjum

v ...

NOM

]]]

gefnir

joessir sokkar

In (120), T AGREEs with DAT and the DAT moves to the Spec of TP. Then T
subsequently AGREEs with NOM. For the V2 requirement, the finite verb voru moves to
C. Thus this configuration is exactly the same as we have seen in (116b). Intervention
occurs only when DAT is between T and NOM. Hence, no intervention occurs in the
examples of (118) and (119).
One might wonder why this is not possible for (112a) as well. It is possible for the
embedded dative NP to move to the matrix clause (ex. edge of the matrix vP), given that
the embedded dative NP can undergo so-called Object Shift as shown in (121) (ekki in
(121) is a matrix adverb). However, this movement is simply an instance of Object Shift
and thus the movement of the embedded dative NP to the Spec of the matrix TP is not
possible as shown in (122), which are non-Object Shift contexts.

(121) Mer

vir5ist/*?vir5ast Joni

Me.DAT seem.3SG/3PL

John

ekki

[ t,

neg

‘It does not seem to me that John like the horses. ’

lika

hestarnir

].

to.like the.horses.NOM

Hiraiwa (2004)
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(122) a.

Mer

hefur/?*hafa

Me.DAT have.3sG/3PL

ekki virdist [ Joni lika
neg

seem

hestamir

].

John to.like the.horses.NOM

‘It does not seem to me that John like the horses.’
b. *

Mer

hefur/hafa

Jonij ekki virdist [ f

Me.DAT have.3sG/3PL John NEG seem

‘It does not seem to me that John like the horses.’

lika

hestamir

].

to.like the.horses.NOM

Hiraiwa (2004)

As in (122), when the Object Shift is not possible, the embedded subject cannot move to
the matrix clause. Therefore, I assume the embedded subject does not move into the Spec
of TP and hence it will always be in between T and the nominative object. I suspect that
movement into the Spec of TP is available for only one argument in Icelandic (no
multiple specifiers of TP (cf. Japanese)). The experiencer dative is in the Spec of CP but
it first moves to the Spec of TP and hence, the embedded dative NP in (112a) cannot
move into the Spec of TP.57
It is now clear that there is an intervention effect in Icelandic but it is not clear
how the Case of the embedded nominative argument is licensed. In the next section, I
will show that default agreement facts in (112) are nothing related to the intervention
effect.

57 There is a case that the embedded subject moves to the Spec of the matrix TP. Such an
example is related to wA-movement of the dative NP. I will discuss this instance in more
details in chapter 5 and give some possible speculation.
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3.4.2 N o intervention hut still default agreement

Number agreement between the finite verb and the lower NP in the embedded
clause is possible in (123) - (126).58

(123) a.

Manninumi

vir5ist/vir8ast

the.man.DAT

seem.3SG/3PL

t, [hestamir

vera seinir. ]

[the.horses.NOM be

slow ]

‘The man finds the horses slow. ’ (Holmberg and Hroarsdottir 2003:1000)
b.

M er;

mundi/mundu

J)a

me.DAT wouW.3sg/3 pl then

ti virdast
seem

[jeir

vera hema.

they.NOM.M.PL be

here

‘It would then seem to me that they are here.’

58 Holmberg and Hroarsdottir (2003) report that the examples in (i) and (ii) with plural
agreement are ungrammatical.
(i)

(ii)

bad vir5ist/*virdast einhverjum manni [h estam ir
vera seinir. ]
expl seem.3sG/*3PL some
man.DAT [the.horses.NOM be
slow ]
‘A man finds the horses slow.’
(Holmberg and Hroarsdottir 2003:1000)
* bad finnast morgum studentum
tolvan
ljot
expl find. 3pl many
students.DAT the.computer .nom ugly.NOM
‘Many students find the computer ugly. ’
(Holmberg and Hroarsdottir 2003:1006, fn6)

However, as we have seen, Icelandic is a V2 language. Thus under my account, the
example in (i) is predicted to be good with plural agreement. Note that although
Holmberg and Hroarsdottir treat (i) as another instance of the same intervention effect in
(112), this does not seem to be entirely correct, for the simple reason that there are
speakers who agree with the judgments in (112), but find no intervention effect (Halldor
Armann Sigurdsson p.c.) (or a weaker one (Johannes Gisli Jonsson p.c.)) in (i) (see also
Sigurdsson 2004, n.39). Although we should look into why number agreement is not
acceptable in (i) for some speakers, I will not consider the ungrammaticality of number
agreement in (i) to be an instance of the intervention effect.
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(124) a.

I>aQ vir5ist/vir5ast
expl

seem.3SG/3PL

hestamir

einhverjum manni
some

man.DAT the.horses.NOM

vera seinir
be

slow

‘The horses seems to some man to be slow.’
b.

bad mundi/mundu

einhverjum manni

expl wouW.3sg/3 pl

some

virdast hestamir

man.DAT seem

the.horses.NOM

vera seinir
be

slow

‘The horses would seem to some man to be slow.’

(125) a.

Straknum

virdist

lika |>essir bilar

the.boy.DAT seem.3sG like these
b.

Straknum

virdast

cars.NOM

lika Jjessir bilar

the.boy.DAT seem.3PL like these

cars.NOM

‘The boy seems to like these cars.’

(126) a.

had virdist/virdast einhverjum;
expl

(Watanabe 1993:414)

t; lika

seem.3sG/3PL someone.DAT

j)essir sokkar

to.like these

socks.NOM.PL

‘Someone seems to like these socks.’

b.

had hafdi/hofdu einhverjum;
expl

virst

had.3sG/PL someone.DAT seemed

t; lika

Jtessir sokkar

to-like these

socks.NOM.PL

‘ Someone had seemed to like these horses’
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Under the proposed theory of Sequential AGREE, agreement between the finite verb and
the embedded nominative element is predicted if we assume that the dative experiencer
of ‘seem’ verbs moves to the Spec of TP (or higher) and hence the examples in (123) (126) have the same configuration as (116b). Sequential AGREE further predicts that not
only is agreement possible but also agreement is obligatory because the dative NP no
longer intervenes between T and the lower NP (nominative NP) and nothing prevents T
from AGREEing with the lower NP. In fact, if the lower NP does not enter into an
AGREE relation, it will violate the Case Filter. Interestingly, however, all the examples
in (123) - (126) also allow default agreement (3rd person singular). This means that the
agreement between the finite verb and the lower NP does not obligatorily take place,
contrary to what we expect.59 Remember that we have observed an intervention effect
only when the dative argument is linearly intervening between T and the nominative NP.
It is Locality that prevents T from AGREEing with the lower NP in the relevant examples.
As far as default agreement is possible even in non-intervention contexts, Locality should
play no role. As we have seen in (118) and (119), agreement between the finite verb and
the lower NP is obligatory when the dative moves to somewhere above T in mono-clausal
contexts. Thus, there is an obvious difference between mono-clausal sentences and biclausal sentences with respect to the default agreement. Therefore, the locality approach

59 Watanabe (1993) claims that optionality of agreement with the matrix verb in a matter
of PF agreement realization and assumes that the nominative NP always checks with the
matrix functional head (the matrix Agro in his theory). In the next section, I will come
back to this point and argue against Watanabe’s claim.
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can tell us nothing about the default agreement in (123) - (126) and the optionality should
come from the bi-clausal status.

3.4.3 Generalization on agreement with an embedded nominative NP

First let me summarize what we have observed so far (“L” indicates Locality):60

60 It is worth mentioning that there are at least three dialectal variations in Icelandic with
respect to agreement. In dialect 1, finite verb agreement with nominative non-subjects has
completely disappeared. Hence, for dialect 1 speakers, finite verbs always show default
form. In dialect 2, finite verb agreement with nominative non-subjects is always optional
as far as locality is not violated. In dialect 3, which we are investigating and I am most
interested in, optionality is only observed in bi-clausal constructions. As far as I can see,
if the theory is based on the data from dialect 1 or 2, it is not easy to accommodate the
speaker of dialect 3. This is why I am most concerned with dialect 3. Now the question is
how I can accommodate the speakers of other dialects. Remember that a quirky NP
AGREEs with a finite verb in the dative-nominative constructions in Icelandic but does
not show morphological agreement. This means that even though dative does not show
any morphological agreement with the finite verb, the finite verb has AGREE relations
with two goals. In dialect 3 , 1 claim that the failure of morphological realization of finite
verb agreement can be circumvented by another AGREE relation (with nominative NP).
However, in dialect 1, we can assume that although there are another AGREE relation
(with nominative NP), the primary AGREE relation is sufficient to determine the
morphological realization of finite verb agreement. Therefore, as a syntactic operation,
AGREE anyway takes place but this does not immediately mean the finite verb
agreement is controlled by the subsequent AGREE. Lastly, we can assume that dialect 2
is simply the mixture of dialect 1 and 2. Unfortunately, at this point, this is merely a
speculation. Thus, I do not know what kind of parameter this might be. Another question
is whether the deficiency o f dative NPs a universal or language particular property. As far
as datives in Icelandic or German are concerned, I expect no agreement with datives. But
I have no speculation with respect to whether there is a language that allows agreement
with datives.
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(127)

Mono-clausal Dative Nominative Constructions

L

pl

a.

XP

V/Aux

... DAT

NOM.pl

*

*

*

b.

DAT

V/Aux

... tDAT

NOM.PL

X

X

*

L

pl

dflt

(128)

Bi-clausal Dative Nominative Constructions
a.

DAT

V/Aux

. •■ toAT [ NOM.PL..

b.

DAT

V/Aux

.

[ tDAT

. NOM.pl ]

c.

DAT

V/Aux

. •• tDAT [ DAT

. NOM.pl ]

]

V

*

dflt

V
V

V

*

V

Whether finite verb agreement is possible is corresponding to whether the Locality is
violated or not. When the locality is not violated, finite verb agreement is always possible
in both mono-clausal constructions and bi-clausal constructions. Moreover, agreement is
in fact obligatory in mono-clausal environments. Whether or not the locality is violated,
default agreement is always possible in bi-clausal constructions. Thus, the generalization
on agreement with a nominative NP in the embedded clause in non-intervention contexts
seems to be as follows:

(129) Under non-intervention contexts (no locality violation),
a.

finite verbs obligatorily agree with a nominative NP in mono-clausal
constructions.

b.

finite verbs do not obligatorily agree with an embedded nominative NP in
bi-clausal constructions.
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Watanabe (1993:417ff), who, to my knowledge, first discusses the intervention
effect in Icelandic, argues that Agro is in charge of licensing nominative Case in the
dative nominative constructions in Icelandic in the early Minimalist approach. He claims
that the following generalization seems to hold:

(130) Distribution of Nominative objects (in Icelandic)
Spec of Agro can check nominative iff Spec of AgrsP immediately above it hosts
a quirky dative argument in overt syntax.

(Watanabe 1993:414)

This says that if a quirky dative argument is in the Spec of AgrsP in overt syntax, then
the Spec of AgroP can check nominative Case. The structure is illustrated in (131).

(131)

AgrP

D

NOM
Agro

VP

This can explain cases of nominative objects in mono-clausal sentences (cf. (127b))
because nominative Case is licensed by Agro when the sentence contains the dative
argument in the Spec of AgrsP. As for bi-clausal sentences in (128a, b), he claims that
optionality of agreement with the matrix verb in bi-clausal constructions is a matter of PF
realization and that the embedded nominative argument always checks Case in the Spec
of the matrix AgroP because nothing is in between (cf. (128a)) or the embedded clause
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only has a trace of the dative subject in the Spec of AgrsP (cf. (128b)). Under this
approach, he correctly predicts that the embedded nominative object does not move to the
Spec of the matrix AgroP in (128c) because the embedded dative subject will be in that
position. Therefore, there is no room left in the matrix clause for the nominative object.
Since the embedded dative subject will end up in the Spec of the matrix AgroP, the
nominative object must check Case in the embedded AgroP, unable to agree with the
matrix verb.
Once Watanabe (1993) assumes that the optionality of agreement is a matter of
PF realization, he should not expect obligatory agreement in the mono-clausal
constructions.61 Since the nominative Case licenser in Watanabe’s system is Agrs in non
dative nominative constructions or Agro in the dative nominative constructions, it is only
the matrix Agro that licenses the Case of the embedded nominative subject. Because of
this reason, the optionality of agreement has to be a matter of PF realization. If this is the
case, however, optionality should also be in mono-clausal dative nominative
constructions because the way that the nominative Case is licensed is exactly the same
and the PF realization process should also be applicable in mono-clausal constructions.
Therefore, Watanabe’s analysis cannot capture the generalization in (129).
It is obvious that there is no source to license nominative Case to the lower NP in
the mono-clausal intervention contexts as in (127a) because it is ungrammatical. It is also
obvious that there must be some source to license nominative Case to the NP in the
embedded clause in the bi-clausal intervention contexts as in (128c) because it is

61 To the best of my recollection, Watanabe did not discuss the obligatory/optionality of
agreement in mono-clausal constructions.
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grammatical. As we have seen in section 3.2 and 3.3, if the non-fmite T can check
nominative Case, we have a way to account for the facts of optional agreement in (123) (126); that is, when the finite T shows default agreement, a nominative NP in the
embedded clause is licensed by the non-finite T, while it is licensed by the finite T when
the finite T shows agreement with it.62 Thus, I here again conclude that AGREE takes
place with non-finite T and licenses nominative Case.

(132) (Non-finite) T licenses nominative Case via AGREE.

(= (103))

Now the question is how the optionality of agreement derives. One obvious approach is a
movement approach, which I will reject. In the next section, I will discuss the relation
between movement and agreement and show that movement approach is not tenable.
Then in section 3.6, I will present the approach that infinitival complements do not all
have the same functional architecture above VP to account for the optional agreement
facts in bi-clausal dative-nominative constructions (BDNCs) in Icelandic. Claiming that
the optionality of agreement in the BDNCs derives from the selectional differences of the
complement clauses, we can also correctly account for why agreement is obligatory in
mon-clausal dative-nominative constructions.

62 Thus, I claim that verbal agreement is not morphologically realized on non-finite
predicate in Icelandic. See the appendix in this chapter.
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3.5 Movement and agreement
In this section, I will discuss a relation between movement of embedded subjects
to the matrix clause and agreement, and show that optional agreement facts that we have
seen are not related to the movement of the embedded subjects to the matrix clause.
Remember that under the analyses of Taraldsen (1995) and Sigurdsson (1996), the
contrast between mono-clausal dative-nominative constructions (MDNCs) and bi-clausal
dative-nominative constructions (BDNCs) with respect to the person restriction is
accounted for if we assume that the movement of the embedded nominative argument
into the higher clause is not obligatory in BDNCs. This analysis can also capture the
obligatory agreement facts in MDNCs and the optional agreement facts in BDNCs in
exactly the same way.
Let us assume that the difference between MDNCs and BDNCs is that nominative
in MDNCs must be checked by only the finite T (finite verb agreement), while
nominative in BDNCs can be checked by the non-finite T (default agreement) and
optionally moves to the higher clause and is checked by the finite T (finite verb
agreement). The relevant examples are repeated below.

(133) a.

had ??mundi/mundu
expl

wouM,3 sg/3 pl

einhverjum

Ilka jiessir sokkar

someone.DAT like these

socks.NOM.M.PL

‘Someone would like these socks.’
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b.

Mer*

mundi/mundu

J)a

tj virdast

me.DAT wouM.3sg/3 pl then

seem

J>eir

vera hema.

they.NOM.M.PL be

here

‘It would then seem to me that they are here.’

Suppose that the NPs in the embedded clauses are doubly licensed nominative Case by
the non-finite T and the finite T when they show morphological agreement with the finite
T, while they are licensed only by the non-finite T when the finite verbs bear default
agreement because the matrix T fails to agree with an NP other than a quirky NP. If an
embedded NP can optionally enter into agreement relation with the higher Case licensing
head, we might predict that the same optionality can be observed in the believe-type
ECM contexts, namely, if an NP is licensed by the non-finite T and the matrix v*, then
the NP should be marked with accusative Case as a result of the relation with v*, while if
the NP is only licensed by the non-finite T, then it should be marked as nominative Case.
However, this is not borne out as shown in (134) and (135).

(134) a.

Vid

toldum

hana

elska

we.nom believed. 1pl her.ACC to.love

Harald.
Harold.a c c

‘We believed her to love Harold.’
b. * Vid

toldum

we.NOM believed. 1p l

elska

hun

her.NOM to.love

‘We believed her to love Harold.’

(Taraldsen 1995:323)
Harald.
Harold.a c c
(Taraldsen 1995:324)
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(135) a.

b. *

Eg tel

gestina

hafa

I

the. guests, acc

to.have taken the.dried.fish.ACC

Eg tel

gestirnir

hafa

I

the.guests.NOM to.have taken the.dried.fish.ACC

believe

believe

tekid

tekid

hardfiskinn.

hardfiskinn.

(Jonas 1996:72, fn20)

Remember that Schutze (1997) assumes that embedded subjects in (133b) and (134)
always enter into agreement relation with the higher functional head due to Accord
Maximization Principle (AMP). Schutze follows Marantz (1991) that by Case Realization
Disjunctive Hierarchy, when an NP is in a relation where it can be realized either
nominative or accusative, the NP will be realized with accusative. Hence, he will not face
the problem that I am pointing out. However, his theory does not derive the optionality of
agreement in BDNCs as we have seen in 3.2.2.2. Therefore, AMP does not give us an
account for the obligatory relation with the matrix functional head v in believe-type ECM
and optional relation with the matrix functional head T in seem-type ECM.
One might claim that different from seem-typQ ECM contexts, in the believe-type
ECM contexts, the NP in the embedded clause obligatorily moves to the higher clause to
enter into agreement relation with the higher functional head (v* in the believe-type, T in
the seem-type). An immediate question is how we can get such a difference. It may be the
case that v* requires an obligatory movement of the agreeing NP, while T does not.
Taraldsen (1995) observes that in the believe-type ECM contexts, an embedded
accusative pronominal subject cannot be coreferential with a matrix nominative subject,
while in the seem-type ECM contexts, an embedded nominative pronominal subject can
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be coreferential with a matrix nominative subject when the matrix verb shows default

agreement. These examples are given in (136) and (137).63

(136) Maria

taldi

hana

vera gafada.

Mary .nom believed.3sG her.ACC to.be gifted.ACC.F.SG
‘Mary; believed hery*; to be smart.’

(137) a. *

b.

Konunum

fundust

(Taraldsen 1995:315)

f)asr

vera

gafadar.64

the.women.DAT seemed. 3pl they .n o m to.be

gifted.NOM.F.PL

Konunum

gafadar.

fannst

J)®r

vera

the.women.DAT seemed. 3SG they.NOM to.be

‘The womenj thought they; were smart.’

gifted.NOM.F.PL

(Taraldsen 1995:317)

or ‘It seemed to the women; that they; were smart.’

Thus the difference may be accounted for by claiming that the movement of the
embedded subject NP to the matrix clause is obligatory in the believe-type ECM contexts,
while it is optional in the seem-type ECM contexts. The fact that an embedded
nominative pronominal subject can be coreferenctial with a matrix dative subject implies

63 It turns out that these binding paradigms did not work out so nicely as reported.
Halldor Armann Sigurdsson (p.c.) points out that the binding and agreement correlation is
very subtle. He only found a very slight difference that is compatible with what Taraldsen
has observed but he does not think that the difference is grammaticality. I suspect that it
is merely a preference.
64 (137a) is grammatical if the embedded nominative pronominal subject is noncoreferential.
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that the embedded nominative NP does not have to move to the higher clause (no binding
condition B violation) and the matrix T does not enter into agreement relation with it
(default agreement).65 Although the interaction between agreement and binding seems to
support this view, I will show that this is not the case.
It has been known since Thrainsson (1979) that the ECM subject of non-fmite
clauses can be raised overtly to the matrix clause in Icelandic. As illustrated in (138),
when adverbial expressions are inside the embedded clause, they modify the embedded
clause, while when they are outside the embedded clause, they modify the matrix clause.

(138) a.

Jon telur
John believes

[ a5

eg hafi 1

that I

barnaskap mmum/*smum

have in foolishness my/*his

eti6
eaten

hakarlinn ]
the.shark ]
‘John believes that in my/*his foolishness I have eaten the shark.’

65 Movement of the embedded NP to the matrix clause in (136) and (137) is in fact
obligatory. As I will come back to this point below, Jonas (1996) observes that
movement of the embedded subject NP to the matrix clause shows the same
characteristics of object shift and it is well-known that pronominal object shift tends to be
obligatory in Icelandic (and also in other Scandinavian languages) as shown in (i) and (ii).
(i) * Nemandinn las
the. student read
(ii)

[ ekki
not

Nemandinn las hanai [ ekki
the. student read it
not
‘The student didn’t read it. ’

hana ]
it

tj

]
(Thrainsson 2001:150)
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b.

Jon telur

i

barnaskap smum/*mmum

John believes in foolishness his/*my

[ a5

eg hafi etiQ

[ that I

have eaten

hakarlinn ]
the. shark ]
‘John believes in his/*my foolishness that I have eaten the shark. ’
(Thrainsson 1979:390-391)

As has been shown by Kuno (1976:24-26) (for Japanese) and Postal (1974:146ff) (for
English), Thrainsson also uses the facts of this sort to test the location of clause
boundaries.66 The prediction is that if the ECM subject of the non-finite clause has been
raised, then an adverbial expression immediately following it should be able to modify
the matrix clause. This prediction is borne out as shown in (139). The embedded subject
mig precedes the matrix adverbial expression / barnaskap smum. This clearly indicates
that the embedded subject is raised overtly higher than i barnaskap smum and therefore
the embedded subject must be in the matrix clause.

(139) Jon telur

mig \

John believes me

barnaskap

smum hafa

in foolishness his

etid

hakarlinn

to.have eaten the.shark

‘In his foolishness, John believes me to have eaten the shark.’
(Thrainsson 1979:391)

66 See also Lasnik and Saito (1991) and Lasnik (1995b, 1995c, 1999a) for discussion on
raising of the ECM subject in English.
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However, the movement of the embedded subject NP to the matrix clause is not
obligatory. If the movement into the matrix clause is necessary for the embedded subject
NP to be licensed accusative Case, the Case of the embedded subject NP should not be
accusative when it does not move to the matrix clause. Contrary to what one might expect,
even when the embedded subject is in the embedded clause, it is licensed accusative Case.

(140) Eg hafditalid
I

hafa

lesid

baekurnar

students.ACC to.have read

the.books

marga studenta

had believed many

‘I had believed many students to have read the books.’

(Jonas 1996:74)

As is well known, Object Shift is dependent on verb movement out of VP (Holmberg’s
Generalization). In (140), Object Shift is not possible because the verb believe does not
move so that the object also cannot move. Thus this clearly shows that the embedded
subject can be licensed accusative by the matrix v even when the embedded subject does
not move to the matrix clause. Thus, the obligatory accusative licensing in the believetype ECM is not corresponding to the movement of the embedded subject NP into the
matrix clause.
One might argue that Object Shift may take place covertly even in non-Object
Shift environment as Chomsky (1993) assumes and that the embedded subject always
needs to move to the higher clause to have a relation with the higher functional head. In
order to show the movement of the embedded subject to the higher clause and
Case/agreement have no correlation in the relevant examples, we need to find a case that
agreement does not occur even when the movement to the higher clause takes place, in
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addition to the case that agreement does occur even if the movement does not take
place.67
The seem-type ECM demonstrates this point. Namely, if there is a correlation
between movement of the embedded subject and the finite verb agreement, we expect
that the moved embedded subject NP to the matrix clause shows obligatory agreement
with the matrix finite T.
The examples in (141) show that ekki is not an adverb for the embedded clause
but a matrix adverb.68 In (141a), ekki appears higher than the matrix verb virst. This
means that ekki is a matrix adverb in (141a) because ekki adjoins to the position higher
than the matrix predicate. As is (141b) is ungrammatical, ekki cannot appear lower than
the embedded subject. This means that ekki cannot be interpreted as an embedded adverb
in (141).

67 As I have pointed out in the previous section, a claim that default agreement is a matter
of PF realization is not a correct characterization for the optionality of agreement in
BDNCs because it cannot explain why the agreement is obligatory in MDNCs. Hence, I
take the finite verb agreement as a signal of whether the embedded subject has a relation
with the matrix functional head.
68 The judgments are from Halldor Armann SigurSsson (p.c.) and it is important to note
that there are speakers who allow ekki to modify an embedded clause. For such speakers,
this test is not valid. We should be able to test the correlation between the movement of
the embedded subject to the matrix clause and agreement by using an adjunct that only
modifies the matrix clause but not the embedded clause.
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(141) a.

b. *

Okkur

hafSi

ekki virst

US.DAT

had

not

Okkur

hafSi

virst

US.DAT

had

seemed the.horses.NOM not

hestarnir

vera seinir

seemed the.horses.NOM
hestarnir

be

slow

ekki vera seinir
be

slow

‘It had not seemed to us that the horses are slow.’
(Halldor Armann SigurSsson p.c.)

Thus, we can use this to test whether there is a correlation between the movement of the
embedded subject to the matrix clause and agreement. If there is a correlation, we predict
that overtly moved embedded subject must always agree with the matrix finite T, namely,
a sentence should not show the default agreement. However, this prediction is not borne
out as shown in (142) and (143).69

Okkur

virtust

ekki [hestarnir

US.DAT

seemed. 3pl

not

Okkur

virtust

US. DAT

seemed. 3PL the.horses.NOM not

hestarnirj

vera seinir]

the.horses.NOM be

ekki [ tj

slow

vera seinir]
be

slow

‘It did not seem to us that the horses are slow.’
(Halldor Armann SigurSsson p.c.)

69 Halldor Armann SigurSsson (p.c.) indicates a preference of agreement over non
agreement. However, this preference is not relevant for the point that I am making here.
See footnote 63 for this point.
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Okkur

virtist

ekki [hestarnir

US.DAT

seemed. 3 sg

not

Okkur

virtist

US. DAT

seemed.3so the.horses.NOM not

hestamirj

vera seinir]

the.horses.NOM be

ekki [ tj

slow

vera seinir]
be

slow

‘It did not seem to us that the horses are slow.’
(Halldor Armann SigurSsson p.c.)

Interestingly, even when the embedded subject moves to the matrix clause, the default
agreement is available, while finite verb agreement with the embedded subject is also
available even when it does not move over ekki.70 Remember that when the object is a
pronoun, object shift is obligatory. The same rule applies to the embedded subject here.
The pronominal embedded subject must overtly move to the matrix clause as in (144) and
(145). However, a shifted embedded subject does not have to agree with the finite T as
shown in (145b).

70 The examples in (142) may not show that the embedded subject remaining in the
embedded clause can agree with the matrix functional head. It may move to the higher
clause but simply lower than the adverb ekki. However the example in (133b) has already
proved that the embedded subject which remains in the embedded clause can agree with
the matrix functional head. But again these cases may be simply the cases of covert
movement. What is most important here is that the default agreement is possible even
when the embedded subject overtly moves to the matrix clause.
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(144) a.

* Okkur

virtust

ekki [ Jjeir

us.DAT seemed.3 pl
b.

Okkur

virtust

not

f)eir,

us.DAT seemed.3PL they.NOM

lesa bokina

]

they.NOM read the.book

ekki [ t,

lesa bokina

not

read the.book

]

‘It did not seem to us that they read the book.’

(Halldor Armann SigurSsson p.c.)

(145) a.

b.

*

Okkur

virtist

ekki [ J)eir

us.DAT

seemed.3SG

not

Okkur

virtist

us.dat

seemed.3sG they.NOM not

{jeirj

lesa bokina

]

they.NOM read the.book

ekki [ t;

lesa bokina

]

read the.book

‘It did not seem to us that they read the book.’

(Halldor Armann SigurSsson p.c.)

I have shown in this section that movement of embedded subjects to the matrix clause
and agreement do not show any correlation (ex. Object Shift is not Case/agreementdriven). Therefore, we need a mechanism that does not require movement in order to
explain why Case/agreement with a higher functional category is obligatory in some case
{believe-type ECM) but not obligatory in others {seem-type ECM). In the next section, I
will argue that sizes of complement clauses play crucial roles for their differences.
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3.6

The sizes of infinitival complements in Icelandic

In this section, I will show how the sizes of the complement clauses play an
important role in accounting for the existence of default agreement in well-known (non-)
intervention effect configurations in Icelandic. First, I introduce Wurmbrand’s (2001b)
discussion that restructuring infinitives and non-restructuring infinitives have different
clausal architectures. Then, I discuss Bhatt (2003) and Boeckx (2004) who both argue
that the apparent optionality of long distance (object) agreement (LDA) in Hindi is
accounted for, adopting Wurmbrand’s view. I will propose to extend Wurmbrand’s
selectional differences to account for the optionality of agreement in Icelandic: the
optionality is ascribed to the different architectures of the infinitival complements in
Icelandic. 71

3.6.1 Restructuring infinitives and non-restructuring infinitives

Recently, Wurmbrand (2001b), followed by Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (To
appear), has provided evidence in favor of viewing that infinitival complements do not all
have the same functional architecture above VP.72 For instance, the matrix predicate may
select a bare VP, vP, TP, or CP.

71 A similar proposal has already been made in SigurSsson (1989).
721 refer the reader to Wurmbrand (2001b) for detailed discussion.
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Wurmbrand (2001b) proposes that restructuring infinitives (RIs) are reduced
structures which lack their own Case-assigning functional projections and that the Case
of the object in RIs depends on properties of the selecting matrix predicate. In German,
for instance, the Case o f the embedded object depends on the voice properties of the
matrix predicate.

When the matrix restructuring predicate is active, the embedded

object obligatorily occurs with accusative Case, while it bears nominative and controls
agreement on the matrix predicate when the matrix restructuring predicate is passivized
(or unaccusative) and combines with an RI. These are illustrated in (146).74

(146) a.

Traktor versucht hat [toBJ zu reparieren ]

weil

er den/*der

since

he the.ACC/*the.NOM tractor

tried

has [t0Bj to repair

]

‘since he tried to repair the tractor’
b.

weil

die

Traktoren

zu reparieren

since

the

tractors (nom ) to repair

versucht

wurden

tried

were.PL

‘since they tried to repair the tractors.’

(Bobaljik and Wurmbrand To appear)

73 In addition to German, Wurmbrand (2001b) argues that in Dutch, Spanish, Italian, and
Japanese, there is no source for the licensing of accusative case within the restructuring
infinitive.
74 Note that nominative arguments obligatorily agree with the finite verb in German.
However, plural noun phrases do not distinguish between nominative and accusative and
singular agreement is the default agreement. The fact that nominative case and agreement
indeed go together can be shown by using coordinated noun phrases as in (i).
(i)

dass der Traktor und der Lastwagen
zu reparieren versucht wurden
that [the tractor and the truck
] (nom) to repair
tried
were
‘that they tried to repair the tractor and the truck’
Wurmband (2001b: 19)
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As argued in Wurmbrand (2001b), the fact that the Case of the embedded object is
dependent upon the Case-assigning properties of the matrix functional domain suggests
that it is that higher functional head that is responsible for Case. RIs, therefore, must be
smaller than vP, the functional projection associated with accusative Case, and the
embedded NP must be associated with a matrix functional head in order to check Case (v
in active clauses, T in passives). The structures of the relevant examples are given in
(147).

(147) a.

Active RI: (146a) (without extraposition)
TP
NOM
he

ACC
the tractor

to repair
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b.

Passive RI: (146b)
TP
NOM
the tractors
VP

' T

'T
were/*was
'V ’
'V
tried

VP
'V ’
to B J

'V
to repair

Wurmbrand (2001b) also argues that whenever there is reason to assume that the
embedded object receives Case in the embedded predicate, the construction does not
allow restructuring properties (ex. anti-reconstruction effects) at all and hence has to be
considered as a non-restructuring infinitive (NRI).75 The following is a minimal pair: the
verb vergessen ‘forget’ selects a restructuring infinitive in (148a) and a non-restructuring
infinitive in (148b).

(148) a.

weil [ alle Fenster
since

all

zu schliefien]Ri

windows (nom ) to close

‘since they forgot to close all the window’

vergessen wurden
forgotten were
V

> forget, *forget > V

75 Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (To appear) conclude that anti-reconstruction effects arise in
restructuring clauses and not in non-restructuring clauses. They argue that the scope
property of RIs is that the VP complement of a lexical verb is an induced agreement
domain, blocking the object from an AGREE relation in its base position and forcing
movement.
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b.

weil [ alle Fenster
since

all

zu schliefien]NRi vergessen wurde

windows (acc) to close

forgotten was

‘since it was forgotten to close all the window’

OK

forget > V

(Bobaljik and Wurmbrand To appear)

As in (148a), when the verb selects a restructuring infinitive, the argument alle Fenster
must take wide scope over the verb ‘forget’ and cannot take narrow scope, while in
(148b) the NP alle Fester can take narrow scope. Wurmbrand claims that it is the
selection of an RI or an NRI complement that is optional. Whereas RIs involve truncated
clauses, containing no projections higher than a VP, an NRI is at least a vP (possibly TP
or CP). From the structural difference between RIs and NRIs, it follows that in
restructuring configurations, the Case of the embedded object is determined by the
properties of the matrix predicate as discussed above. As in (148a), for instance, in
contexts with passive matrix predicates, the embedded object agrees with the matrix verb
and move to the Spec of TP (high scope). In non-restructuring configurations, on the
other hand, the embedded object gets Case inside the infinitive and does not agree with
the matrix verb. Since the embedded object satisfies all Case/agreement licensing within
the infinitive, it does not move to the matrix predicate (low scope).
Recently, Bhatt (2003) and Boeckx (2004) extend Wurmbrand’s selection-based
account to long distance (object) agreement (LDA) in Hindi and capture the apparent
optionality of LDA. The optionality of LDA is illustrated in (149).
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(149) a.

LDA:
Raam-ne
Ram.M.ERG

[ roTii

(T is a retroflex t)

khaa-nii ] chaah-ii

bread.F eat.iNF.F want.PFV.F.SG

‘Ram wanted to eat bread. ’
b.

Non-LDA:

Raam-ne
Ram.M.ERG

[ roTii

khaa-naa] chaah-aa

bread.F eat.iNF.M want.PFV.M.SG

‘Ram wanted to eat bread.’

(Mahajan 1989:234)

They claim that when LDA takes place, the infinitival complement is a restructuring VP,
which lacks a projection that licenses Case (ex. v-layer) and thus the internal argument
enters into AGREE relation with the matrix predicate. On the other hand, when no LDA
takes place, the infinitival complement contains a phrase larger than VP (at least vP).
Having discussed this much, I propose to adopt Wurmbrand’s (2001b) selectional
differences to account for Icelandic optional agreement facts: the optionality is ascribed
to the different architectures of the infinitival complements.76 The relevant examples are
repeated here as in (150) and (153).

(150)

a.

Manninumj

vir5ist/vir5ast

the.man.DAT

seem.3sG/3PL

U [hestarnir

vera seinir. ]

[the.horses.NOM be

slow

]

‘The man finds the horses slow.’ (Holmberg and Hroarsdottir 2003:1000)

76 Polinsky (2003) examines several cases of apparent long distance agreement crosslinguistically, concluding that restructuring results in structural locality and creates a
canonical agreement configuration.
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b.

mundi/mundu

Merj

|>a

t,

me.DAT would.3sG/3PL then

virdast

j>eir

vera herna.

seem

they.NOM.M.PL be

here

‘It would then seem to me that they are here.’

(151) a.

bad virdist/virdast
expl

seem.3sG/3PL

einhverjum manni
some

hestarnir

vera seinir

man.DAT the.horses.NOM be

slow

‘The horses seems to some man to be slow.’
b.

bad mundi/mundu
expl

einhverjum manni

would.3sG/3PL some

virdast

man.DAT seem

hestarnir
the.horses.NOM

vera seinir
be

slow

‘The horses would seem to some man to be slow.’

(152) a.

Straknum

virdist

lika Jjessir bilar

the.boy.DAT seem.3sG like these
b.

Straknum

virdast

cars.NOM

lika |?essir bilar

the.boy.DAT seem.3PL like these

cars.NOM

‘The boy seems to like these cars.’

(153) a.

bad virdist/virdast einhveijum;
expl

seem.3SG/3PL someone.DAT

(Watanabe 1993:414)

t; lika

j)essir sokkar

to.like these

socks.NOM.PL

‘Someone seems to like these socks.’
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b.

bad hafSi/hofdu einhverjumj
expl

virst

U lika

had.3sG/PL someone.DAT seemed

jiessir sokkar

to-like these

socks.NOM.PL

‘Someone had seemed to like these horses’

As I have argued in section 3.4, the results of default agreement of the finite verbs is not
related to the intervention effect. I have shown that the dative experiencer does not
intervene between T and the lower NP even in (151) and (153) (viz. V2 phenomenon)
and no locality violation occurs. Thus, finite verb agreement with the embedded
nominative arguments is observed as it is expected. Nevertheless, as in the examples of
(150) - (153), the default agreement is also observed in bi-clausal dative nominative
constructions (BDNCs) even though there is no intervention. The default agreement in
BDNCs is always the option, different from mono-clausal dative nominative
constructions (MDNCs). Thus I have concluded that the optionality of the finite verb
agreement with the embedded nominative argument is related to bi-clausal status.
I propose that the optionality comes from whether the infinitival complement
contains TP or not.77 Thus, when agreement takes place, the infinitival complement does
not contain TP. The embedded subject is Case-licensed via AGREE by the matrix
predicate. On the other hand, when no agreement takes place, the infinitival complement
does have TP projection, whose head licenses nominative Case, and the embedded
subject which agrees with the embedded T does not enter into another AGREE relation
with the matrix T. One might immediately say that having TP does not ensure that the

77 As Wurmbrand (2001b) correlates presence/absence of TP with tense properties, I also
assume that there should be independent evidence for complement selection. See section
5.2.2 with respect to this point.
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embedded subject does not enter into AGREE relation with a higher predicate because in
principle multiple Case marking is possible in the system that I have proposed (see
section 2.2.4). I will explain how the proposed theory and Wurmbrand’s (2001b) view of
selectional differences live together in the remaining sections of this chapter.

3.6.2 Seem-type ECM

In the previous sections of this chapter, I have been proposing that non-fmite T
licenses nominative Case. In the following sections, adopting Wurmbrand (2001b), I
argue that the sizes of the complement clauses vary. With these assumptions, under the
proposed theory of AGREE, we can account for the optional agreement facts in Icelandic.
Let us start to see how the proposed systems work to derive the agreement
optionality in Icelandic in (150) and (151). I will call these types seem-type ECM. First,
let me summarize the proposals.

(154) Sequential AGREE:
a.

Primary AGREE must take place if there is an active Goal.

b.

Subsequent AGREE (if any) takes place if there is an unvalued active
Goal.

c.

AGREE respects Locality.

d.

Cyclicity is based on highest head-by-head.

(155) Nominative Case is licensed by (non-)fmite T.
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(156) The sizes of complement clauses vary.

Given the assumption that the sizes of complement clauses vary, I assume that the
complement clause of the verb seem can be either TP or smaller than TP (ex. vP/VP). In
case that we observe the occurrence of agreement between the embedded nominative
argument and the matrix finite verb in seem - type ECM, the complement clause is smaller
than TP and hence the nominative element in the embedded clause must be licensed by
the matrix T. For instance, the derivation of (150a) with finite verb agreement is
illustrated as in (158), where V) is corresponding to the verb ‘seem’ and VP2 is the
complement clause [vp2 hestarnir vera seinir].

(157) Finite verb agreem ent with the em bedded nom inative argum ent in (150a)
Manninunij

virdast

the.man.DAT

seem.3PL

t, [h estarn ir

vera seinir]

[the.horses.NOM be

slow ]

[vP2

n p

2

v2 ., . ] 78

Vi

[vP2

n p

2

v 2 .• • ] ] ]

Vj

[vP2

n p

2

v 2 .. . ] ] ]

Vi

[vP2

n p

2

v 2 .• • ] ] ]

(158) a.
b.

d.

T [vP N P i.dat V [ v p

t

t

A G R E E (T , N P i)

78 Note that the lower clause can also be vP and can assign accusative but importantly it
must lack the projection that license nominative (TP).
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M O V E (T , N P i)

[ t p N P l.d a t T [vp t>jpi.dat V [ v P l

f-

Vi

[vP2

N P j.n o m

V 2 ■■■]]]]]

t______________ t
A G R E E ( T , N P 2)

g.

[c p

N P i .dat C [ x p

tNPl.dat T [vp tNPl.dat V [y p i

Vl

[vP2

N P z .n o m

V 2 ...] ] ] ] ] ]

M O V E (C , N P i)

Following Chomsky (2000), I assume that quirky Case is (0-related) inherent Case with
an additional structural Case feature and thus different from dative arguments in other
languages such as a dative argument in German (see section 2.2.2 for this point), AGREE
takes place and the quirky argument moves to the Spec of TP (via MOVE). However, the
quirky elements are assumed to be defective in a sense that they do not trigger
morphological agreement with T. In (158d), T AGREEs with NPi.dat and MOVE (T,
NP i.dat) takes place as in (158e). Since there is no TP in the embedded clause, NP2 needs
to be licensed by the matrix T (not by the matrix v since it is not a Case assigner) and
otherwise it violates Case Filter. Via Sequential AGREE, NP2 can enter into AGREE
relation with T, given that NP2 has not been valued (i.e., its Case). Thus we derive the
occurrence of agreement of (150).
Now let us consider non-agreement case in (150). The derivation of non
agreement case of (150) is illustrated in (160), where Vi is corresponding to the verb
‘seem’ and the lower TP is the complement clause

[tp

hestarnir vera seinir].
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(159) Default agreement in (150a)
Manninum;

virdist

the.man.DAT

seem.3sG

tj [hestarnir vera seinir]
[the.horses.NOM be

slow ]

(160) a.

NP2

V2 ...]

b.

T [ v p 2 NP2

V2 ...]

c.

T [vP 2 NP2 .nomv 2 ...]

[v p 2

t

t

AGREE (T, NP2)
d.

[ t p N P 2 .nom

T [vP2

tNP2 .nom

v 2 ...]]

M O V E ( T , N P 2)

e.

[vP N P l.dat

V[v p i

V i [ t p N P 2 .nom

T [vP 2 tNP2 .nom v 2

.. .] ] ]

f.

T [ v P N P i.d a t

V[v p i

V i [ t p N P 2.nom

T [vP2 tNP2.nom V2

...] ] ]

g-

T [v P

N P i .dat

^ [ VP1

V i [ t p N P 2.nom

T [v p 2 t>jP2.aom

V i [ t p N P 2 . nom

T [vP 2 tNP2.nom V 2

t

t

v2

...]] ]]]

A G R E E (T , N P i)

h.

[iP N P i . d a t T [ vp tfjpi.dat

V[y p i

...] ] ] ] ]

MOVE (T, N P i )

Different from what we have seen in (158), the embedded clause contains TP in (160).
Given the assumption that non-fmite T licenses nominative Case via AGREE, NP2 is
Case-licensed in the embedded clause. As in (160g), the matrix T AGREEs withNPi and
then NPi MOVEs to the Spec of TP. However, NPi is the only argument that can
AGREE with T because NP 2 has already been valued and therefore the subsequent
AGREE does not take place (cf. (154b)). Therefore, T does not show agreement with NP 2
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because there is no AGREE relation between T and NP 2 in this case, resulting in default
agreement.
Remember that we have observed that there is no correlation between movement
of the embedded subject and agreement in the seem-type ECM in section 3.5. The
relevant examples are repeated here as in (161) and (162).

(161) a.

b.

Okkur

virtust

ekki [hestarnir

us.dat

seemed.3 pl

not the.horses.NOM be

Okkur

virtust

us.DAT

seemed.3PL the.horses.NOM not

hestarniri

ekki [ t,

vera seinir]
slow

vera seinir]
be

slow

‘It did not seem to us that the horses are slow.’

(162) a.

? Okkur

virtist

ekki [hestarnir

us.DAT seemed.3SG
b.

? Okkur
us.DAT

virtist

not
hestarnir,-

vera seinir]

the.horses.NOM be

ekki [ t,

seemed. 3 SG the.horses.NOM not

slow

vera seinir]
be

slow

‘It did not seem to us that the horses are slow.’

Under the proposed approach, this is expected, namely Object Shift does not affect
agreement at all. We allow the embedded nominative subject to undergo Object Shift
even when nominative Case is licensed by the non-fmite T (i.e., default agreement)
because as long as it has not been Spelled-Out/Transferred, it is still active and it will not
be frozen in place. Hence nothing prevents it from moving into the matrix clause.
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Remember also that when the object is a pronoun, object shift is obligatory and
that the same rule applies to the embedded subject here. As we have seen in section 3.5,
the pronominal embedded subject must overtly move to the matrix clause as repeated
here in (163). However, a shifted embedded subject does not have to AGREE with the
finite T as shown in (164b).

(163)

a. * Okkur

virtust

ekki [ J>eir

us. DAT seemed.3PL
b.

Okkur virtust
us.DAT

not
jiehj

lesa bokina

]

they.NOM read the.book

ekki [ f

lesa bokina

]

read the.book

seemed.3PL they.NOM not

‘It did not seem to us that they read the book.’

(164)

a. * Okkur

virtist

ekki [ Jieir

us. DAT seemed. 3 SG
b.

Okkur virtist
us.DAT

not
|>eirj

lesa bokina

]

they.NOM read the.book

ekki [ tj

seemed.3SG they.NOM not

lesa bokina

]

read the.book

‘It did not seem to us that they read the book.’

Under the proposed approach, when the complement clause does not contain T, we
observe agreement and when the complement clause contains T, no agreement is
involved. Thus, we expect no correlation between movement and agreement and capture
the facts correctly.
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Now let us consider the well-known intervention example. The proposed theory
of Sequential AGREE correctly derives the ungrammaticality in agreement in (165). As I
have argued, the complement of the verb seem may contain T. If this is the case, then
default agreement is expected given that there is no chance for the nominative object to
enter AGREE relation with the matrix T (no subsequent AGREE if the Goals have been
valued via prior AGREE).

(165)

a.

Okkur

virtist/*virtust

henni

us.DAT seemed.3sG/3PL

hafa likaS

her.DAT have liked

Jreir
they.NOM

‘She seemed to us to have liked them ’

b.

Mer

hefur/*hafa

alltaf

virst

often

seemed him.DAT to.like books.NOM.PL

me.DAT has.3SG/3PL

honum lika

‘It has seemed to me that he likes books’

c.

Mer

vir5ist/?*vir5ast

me.dat seems.3 sg/3 pl

Joni

baekur

(Schtitze 1997:108)

vera

John.DAT to.be

taldir

lika

believed.NOM.M.PL to.like

hestarnir
horses.NOM.M.PL

‘It seems to me that John is believed to like horses.’

(Schutze 1997:109)

The derivation of (165a) is illustrated in (167), where the higher V is corresponding to the
verb ‘seem’ and the lower TP is the complement clause

[

t p

henni hafa likadpeir].
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(166) Default agreem ent in (165a)

(1 6 7 )

Okkur

virtist

us.DAT

seemed.SsG

hafa Mkad

[ henni

her.DAT have liked

J>eir

]

they.NOM

a.

[vP N P 2.dat v [VP V N P 3]]

b.

T[vp

c.

N P 2.dat

v [vpV

T [vP N P 2 .dat v [vp
t

N P 3]]

V N P 3]]

t

A G R E E ( T , N P 2)

d.

[ t p N P 2 .d a t T [ vP tNP2 .dat V [y p V

K.

N P 3] ] ]

^
M O V E ( T , N P 2)

[tp N P 2 .d a t

T[vP

tNP2.dat V [v p V

N P 3 ]]]

t ____________________________________ t

A G R E E ( T , N P 3)

f.

[vP N P i.d a t V [vp V [ t P N P 2.d at T [v P tNP2.dat V [v p

V N P 3 ]]]]

[y p V [ t p N P 2 .d a t T [vp tNP2.dat V [v p

V N P 3 ]]]]

g-

T [ vp N P i.d a t V

h.

T [v P N P i.d a t V [vp V [ t p N P 2 .d a t T [vP tNP2.dat V [y p
t

N P 3 ]]]]]]

t

AGREE
1.

V

( T , N P j)

[TP N I* L dat T [v p j t p i . d a t

V [v p V [ t P N P 2 .d a t T [ vP tNP2.dat V [vP V

N P 3 ]]]]]]

M O V E (T , N P j)

[iP

N Pi.dat T [ vP tNPi.dat V [y p V [ t p N P 2.dat T [ vp tNP2.dat V [ y p V

N P 3 ]]]]]]

In (167), since there is an embedded T, the Case of NP3 is licensed by the embedded T
(nominative). Due to Sequential AGREE, neither NP2 nor NP3 enters into AGREE
relation with the matrix T because they have already been valued via prior AGREE with
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the embedded T. Hence, agreement between T and the embedded nominative object is
not established.
However, as we have seen, we have another option, namely, the case that the
complement clause does not contain the projection T. Locality explains that the
agreement case is not possible in (165). Remember that subsequent AGREE is possible
only when the prior AGREEd element is displaced under the proposed mechanism of
Sequential AGREE, given the observation that dative NP and nominative NP cannot stay
in their base-generated positions and the dative NP must be displaced in the double object
passive expletive constructions. The example is repeated here in (168).

(168)

a.

La5 hof8u

einhverjum student veri8

EXPL had.3PL some student.DAT

gefnar tdlvumar

been

given the.computers.NOM

‘Some student had been given the computers.’
b. *

had hof5u/haf5i veri8 gefnar einhverjum student tolvumar
EXPL had.3PL/3SG been given some student.DAT

the.computers.NOM

‘Some student had been given the computers.’

Under the proposed theory, we will have the same situation in the example (165) when
the complement o f the verb seem does not contain the projection T. Let us consider the
derivation of (165a) where the complement clause lacks TP.
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(169) Finite verb agreement with the embedded nominative argument in (165a)
* Okkur
us.DAT

(1 7 0 )

[ henni

virtust
seemed.SPL

hafa likad

her.DAT have liked

a.
b.

[vP

NPi.dat

Jjeir

]

they.NOM

[vr

N P 2.dat

v [VP V

N P 3]]

V [vp V [vP

N P 2 .dat

V [vp V N P 3 ]]]]

C.

T[vP NPi.dat V [v p V [ vp N P 2 .dat

V [vp

v N P 3 ]]]]

d.

T [ vp NPi.dat v [vp

V[vp N P 2 .dat

v [vp

V N P 3]]]]

t

t

A G R E E (T, N P i)
e.

[ tp NPl^dat T [ypJjsfPl.dat V

M OVE

f.

[tp

[vp V[vP NP2.dat

V [vp V N P 3]]]]]

(T, N P i)

N Pi.dat T [ vP tKPl.dat V [vP

V[vp NP2.dat

V [vp

V N P 3]]]]]

t___________ 1

AGREE (T, NP2)
g.

*

[tp

N Pi.dat

T [vp

tNPl.dat V

[vp V[vp NP2.dat

V

[vp V N P 3]]]]]

t____________________
t
(T, N P 3)

* AGREE

As we have observed in section 3.4.1, NP 2 cannot/must not move to the Spec of TP
because NPi.dat occupies the Spec of TP, assuming that Icelandic T does not have
multiple specifiers. Therefore, NP2 intervenes between T and NP 3 .79 Although NP 3 has
not been valued, AGREE (T, NP3) cannot take place without the displacement of NP 2 .

79 Remember that I also assume that Object Shift takes place to the edge of a certain
projection between TP and vP. Hence, even when NP 2 undergoes Object Shift, it still
intervenes between T and NP3. See footnote 23 for some discussion regarding position of
the shifted object.
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Therefore, T does not enter into an AGREE relation with N P 3 , and N P 3 will violate Case
Filter. Since the derivation involving with non-TP complement clause does not converge,
only the derivation with TP complement converges in this type of construction. Hence,
we only observe default agreement in (165).
The last optional agreement case in seem-type ECM is the case that the Case of
the deeply embedded NP in the passive complement clause is nominative. The examples
are given in (171).

(171) a.

Mer

virdast

[hafa

verid seldir

me.DAT seem.3PL [to.have been
b.

Mer

virdist

[hafa

]

sold.NOM m any horses.NOM.PL ]

verid seldir

me.DAT seem.3sG [to.have been

m a rg ir h e sta r

margir hestar

]

sold.NOM many horses.NOM.PL

]

‘It seems to me that many horses have been sold.’

(Jonas 2004 and p.c.)

In (171), we have two NPs: the matrix dative experiencer NP and the embedded
nominative NP. The fact that even the deeply embedded NP can show agreement with the
matrix T is accounted for if we assume that there is no T projection (and also no phase) in
the embedded clause and the NP margir hestar AGREEs with the matrix T via the
subsequent AGREE (because the dative NP primary AGREEs with T), resulting in
agreement with the nominative NP (cf. (171a)). However, if there is a TP projection in
the embedded clause, the embedded T AGREEs with the embedded NP. The matrix T
AGREEs with the dative NP but does not AGREE with the embedded NP as a
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subsequent AGREE because the embedded NP has already been valued by the embedded
T. Therefore, we can also observe the default agreement (cf. (171b)).
As we have seen in this section, the proposal that the complement of the verb
seem may be TP or non-TP correctly gives us an account for all the paradigms in the
seem-type ECM.

3.6.3 Seem-type raising

Icelandic seem verb does not obligatorily take an experiencer argument and when
it does not take an experiencer, the embedded NP subject moves into the matrix subject
position. The examples are given in (172) - (174).

(172) a.

Straknum

virdist

lika |>essir bilar

the.boy.DAT seem.3so like these
b.

Straknum

virdast

cars.NOM

lika ]?essir bilar

the.boy.DAT seem.3PL like these

cars.NOM

‘The boy seems to like these cars. ’

(173) Jonij

virdast

John.DAT seem.3PL

f

hafa

(Watanabe 1993:414)

likad j>essir sokkar

to-have liked

these

socks.NOM.PL

‘John seems to have liked these socks.’
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(174) a.

La5 vir5ist/vir6ast einhverjunij
expl

tj Ilka

seem.3sG/3PL someone.DAT

Jjessir sokkar

to.like these

socks.NOM.PL

‘Someone seems to like these socks.’
b.

had hafdi/hofdu einhverjunii
expl

virst

t; lika

had.3SG/PL someone.DAT seemed

Jiessir sokkar

to-like these

socks.NOM.PL

‘Someone had seemed to like these horses’

Remember that in the examples of (165), we have observed that the finite verb does not
show agreement with the embedded nominative object. However, here in (172) - (174),
we observe that such an agreement is possible. Although the embedded nominative object
never agrees with the finite verb in (165), we can nicely account for the optional
agreement facts in the examples here under the proposed theory without any extra
assumptions.

Namely, under the proposed theory, we do not have to differentiate seem

verb of ECM and that of raising. The only difference is whether the matrix v takes a
dativeexperiencer subject in its specifier position or notand the absence of the dative
experiencer makes the finite verb agreement with the nominative object possible. Let us
first consider the default agreement case. The derivation of (172a) is illustrated in (176),
where the higher V is corresponding to the verb ‘seem’ and the lower TP is the
complement clause

[

t p

(strdknum) lika pessir bilar].

(175) Default agreement in (172a)
Straknumj

virdist

the.boy.DAT seem.3sG

[tj lika jiessir bilar
like these

]

cars.NOM
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( 176)

a.

[VP N P i . dat v [v p V

NP2

]]

b.

T [ vp N P p d a t v t v p V

NP2

]]

c.

T [v P N P i .dat V [ v p V

NP2

]]

t

t

A G R E E (T , N P i)

d.

[ t p N F , ■dat

T [yP^ N P l.d a t V [ v p V NP 2

]]]

M O V E (T , N P i)

6.

[ t p N P i.d a t T [ vp tNPl.dat V [y p V

N P 2.nom] ] ]

A G R E E ( T , N P 2)

f-

[VP V [ tp NPl.dat

T [vP tNP1.dat V [VP V

N P 2.nom] ] ] ]

g.

T [ Vp V [ Tp N P l.dat T [vp tNPl.dat V [y p V N P 2 . n o m

h.

T [v p V [ t p N P i .d a t T [vP tNPl.dat V [y p V

t

]] ]]

N P 2.„om ]]]]

t

A G R E E (T , N P O

i.

[ tp N P i . d a t T [ vp V [i tp
T [vP tNPl.dat V [v p V
J P jtNPl.dat
^P

N P 2] ] ] ] ]

M O V E ( I , N P i)

[tp

N Pi.dat T [v p V [ t p tNPl.dat T [ vp tNPl.dat V [ y p V

N P 2]]]]]

t__________________________ t
* A G R E E ( T , N P 2)

Remember that the operation of Sequential AGREE allows a Goal element to enter into
AGREE relations with multiple Probes, namely multiple Case checking. Contrary to the
subsequent AGREE, the primary AGREE does not care if the Goal has been valued or
not because the Probe has not entered into AGREE relation and simply looks for the
closest active Goal (cf. (154a)). In (176h), the matrix T looks for a Goal and since NPi is
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the closest Goal to AGREE, the matrix T AGREEs with NPj (though NPi has already
been valued). Yet, the subsequent AGREE does not take place with the Goal which has
been already valued via prior AGREE (cf. (154b)). NP 2 has been valued by the embedded
T, and for the matrix T, agreement with NP 2 is a subsequent AGREE because the matrix
T enters into primary AGREE relation with NPi. Therefore, the matrix T only AGREEs
with the dative NPj but not with NP2 , resulting in default agreement.
Now, let us consider how we can account for the agreement facts in (172) - (174)
under the proposed mechanism. In case of agreement, we assume the complement of the
verb seem lacks TP projection. Therefore, both arguments in the embedded clause must
AGREE with the matrix Probe, otherwise a Case Filter violation occurs. The derivation
of (172b) is illustrated in (178), where the higher V is corresponding to the verb ‘seem’
and the lower vP is the complement clause [vp (straknum) Hkapessir bilar],

(177) Finite verb agreement with the embedded nominative object in (172b)
Straknumi

[f lika Jjessir bilar

virhast

the.boy.DAT seem.3PL

like these cars.NOM

(178) a.

[vP N P 1.dat

b.

v [vp

V

n p

2

]]

[vp V [ vp N P i.d a t

v [v p V

n p

2

111]

[ v p V [ vp N P i.d a t

v

[v p V

n p

2

]]]]

v [v p V

n p

2

]]]]

c.

T

d.

T [vp V [ vp N P i .d a t

t

]

t

A G R E E (T , N P i)
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M OVE

f.

[tp

N Pi.dat

T[vp

(T, N P i )

V [ vp tNPl.dat

AGREE

V [v p

V

N P ^ n o rn ]]]]]

(T, NP2)

In (178d), NPi AGREEs with the matrix T and moves to the Spec of TP (cf. (178e)). The
subsequent AGREE takes place with NP 2 since NP 2 has not been valued. Thus, the matrix
T AGREEs with NP 2 and shows agreement with it, as we expect.
As we have seen in this section, the proposal that the complement of the verb
seem may be TP or non-TP correctly gives us an account for all the paradigms in the
seem-type raising. Thus, the proposed mechanism captures all the optional agreement
facts in Icelandic. Most importantly, only this proposed theory clearly differentiates
mono-clausal dative nominative constructions (MDNCs) and bi-clausal dative nominative
constructions (BDNCs) with respect to the optionality of agreement. Under the proposed
Sequential AGREE, the finite verb agreement with a nominative argument is always
obligatory in MDNCs (otherwise Case Filter violation) and the finite verb agreement with
an embedded nominative argument is always optional in BDNCs due to the selectional
differences of complement clauses.

3.6.4 Believe-type E C M

In this section, I discuss and analyze the facts in Icelandic that the embedded
subject is never realized as nominative but accusative in believe-type ECM and that the
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embedded nominative object is possible in believe-type ECM. Sequential AGREE gives
an account for the long-standing issues of the nominative object in Icelandic ECM. Given
that the non-fmite T can enter into AGREE relation, I claim that multiple Case
checking/multiple agreement takes place in the believe-type ECM contexts. To answer
how the proposed theory rules out nominative Case-marked embedded subject in the
believe-type ECM is the first task in this section. As we have discussed in chapter 2,
multiple Case checking/multiple agreement is possible under the proposed theory.
Obligatory accusative marking of the embedded subject derives from the mechanism of
Sequential AGREE. As we have discussed in section 3.5, we do not observe nominative
embedded subject in the ECM context. The examples are repeated here in (179).

(179) a.

Vi 8

toldum

we.NOM believed. 1PL

hana

elska

her.ACC to.love

Harald.
Harold.ACC
(Taraldsen 1995:323)

‘We believed her to love Harold.’
b. *

Vi5

toldum

we.NOM believed. 1pl

him

elska

her.NOM to.love

‘We believed her to love Harold.’

Harald.
Harold.ACC

(Taraldsen 1995:324)

The derivation of (179a) is illustrated in (180), where the higher V is corresponding to the
verb ‘believe’ and the lower V is ‘love’.

(180) a.

[v*pNP2 v*

[v

p

V NP 3 ]]

t

i

AGREE (v*, NP3)
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b.

T [v*pNP 2 v* [Vp V NP3 ]]

c.

T [v*pNP2 v* [vp V NP3 ]]

t

f

AGREE (T, NP2)
[tp NP2 T [v*ptNP2 v* [vp V NP3 ]]]

d.

MOVE (T, NP2)
e.

[v*pNPi v*

[

f.

[v*pNPi V *

[v

v p

p

V

[

V

[t

t p

p

NP2 T [v*pI

n p

2

v*

NP2 T [v*ptNP2 v*

p

V NP3 ]]]]]

[

v p

V NP3 ]]]]]

[

v p

V NP3 ]]]]]

[v

t_______ t

AGREE (v* NP2)
g.

T [v*pNPi v*

[v

p

V

h.

T [v*PNPi v*

[v

p

V [TP NP2 T [v*PtN P2 v*

t

t

[

t p

NP2 T [vi.ptNP2 v*

[v

p

V

N P3

]]]]]

AGREE (T, NPi)
i.

[t

p

N

P

i

T[v*ptNPi v*

[v

p

V

[

t p

N P2

T [v*ptNp2 v*

[

v p

V NP3

] ] ] ] ] ]

MOVE (T, NPi)

I claim that the verb believe takes TP as its complement clause . 80 At the point where the
matrix v* merges, NP 2 has been valued by the embedded T. Etowever, NP 2 enters into
AGREE relation with v* because NP 2 is the closest NP to v* and the primary AGREE by
v* takes place with active Goal. It does not matter whether the Goal has been valued or
not. Thus, NP2 is licensed accusative by v* and never appears as nominative . 81

We will have the same result even when the complement clause of the verb believe
does not contain TP. I will come back to why I suppose that the verb believe takes TP as
its complement clause shortly.
80

81 Although I assume that in Icelandic inherent Case always wins over structural Case (ex.
quirky elements), I assume that when the competition is between structural Cases, the
secondary licensed Case always realizes. However, Zeljko Boskovic (p.c.) points out that
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Now, let us consider the case where we observe a nominative object in the
complement clause of the believe verb (see Andrews 1990a, Sigurdsson 1993, 2000,
Maling and Sprouse 1995, Taraldsen 1995, Schtitze 1997 for the discussion on
nominative objects in believe-type ECM). The examples are given in (181).

the obligatoriness of inherent Case realization and that of the secondary licensed Case
realization between two structural Cases in Icelandic should not be universal. Boskovic
(2004b) discusses a difference between Serbo-Croatian (SC) and Russian with respect to
their morphological Case realizations. He suggests that when two Cases are assigned to
the same NP and for morphological reasons only one can be overtly realized, their
morphological realization differs from language to language. For instance, inherent Case
must be preserved under passivization in SC (as in Icelandic), but not in Russian as
shown in (i) (The verb in (i) assigns instrumental case.).
(i)

a.
b.

Fabrika/* fabrikoj upravljaet-sja nasimi
factory.NOM/iNSTR manages.refl out.instr
F abrikom/* fabrika se upravlja od strane
factory.iNSTR/NOM refl manages by
‘The factory is managed by our friends.’

druz’jami
(Russian)
friends.iNSTR
nasih
drugova
(SC)
our.gen friends.gen
(Boskovic 2004b)

Moreover, Boskovic also argues that the contrast between (iia) and (iiib) can be
accounted for on a par with (i): these receives two Cases, genitive and nominative {these
is generated following five, which assigns genitive in SC/Russian, and then moves to a
position in front of it, where it becomes accessible for nominative Case assignment by T).
As in the case of (i), in SC the first case (genitive) is morphologically realized and in
Russian the second Case (nominative).
(ii)

a.
b.

Eti
pjaf devusek rabotali/*rabotalo
these.nom
five girls.GEN worked.PL/SG
Ovih/*ove
pet djevojaka radi
these.gen / nom five girls.gen works

tarn
(Russian)
there
tu
(SC)
here
(Boskovic 2004b)

Thus, in this sense, Icelandic is not straightforward when the same NP receives two Cases.
I assume that in Icelandic, when two structural Cases are assigned to the same NP, the
second Case wins, while when inherent Case and structural Case are assigned to the same
NP, inherent Case wins.
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(181) a.

Eg

taldi

[ henni

leiSast

I.nom

believed. 1SG her.DAT to.bore

Haraldur/*Harald]
Harold.NOM/*ACC

‘I believed her be bored by Harold.’ (Maling and Sprouse 1995:177-178)
b.

heir

telja

baminu

hafa

they

believe the.child.DAT have

batnaS

veikin

recovered.from the.disease.NOM

‘They believe the child to have recovered from the disease.’

c.

heir telja

honum

hafa verid

they believehim.DAT have been

gefnir

peningamir

given.NOM.M.PL the.money.NOM.M.PL

‘They believe him to have been given the money.’ (Andrews 1990a:211)

It was very puzzling why the object in the embedded clause is marked nominative under
the approach that only finite T licenses nominative Case. Frampton and Gutmann (2000)
argue that Icelandic has some mechanism of “default nominative Case assignment”,
while Chomsky (2004) assumes that the embedded object in examples like (181) has
inherent Case. To the best of my knowledge, such an exception has been proposed only
because under their analyses, finite T is the only nominative Case licenser but since
accusative Case licenser v* is intervening between the finite T and the embedded
nominative object, there is no potential Case licenser for the nominative object. Under the
approach that non-fmite T can license nominative Case, however, it is no longer a
significant issue. Remember that under Sequential AGREE, T licenses nominative to the
object, following the displacement of the dative subject (cf. (182)) and that v* of the verb
believe licenses accusative to the subject in the embedded clause (ECM) as in (179).
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© AGREE (T, NPO

® MOVE (T, NPi)

® AGREE (T, NP2)

One might think that since the matrix v* is the accusative Case licenser in (181) the
object in the embedded clause should be marked accusative following the displacement
of the dative subject to the Spec of v*P in the same way as in (182). This does not happen
under the theory of Sequential AGREE. Let us see how exactly the proposed theory
works to account for the nominative object in the ECM. The derivation of (181a) is
illustrated in (183), where the higher V corresponds to the verb ‘believe’ and the lower V
is ‘bored’.

(181) a.

Eg

taldi

[ henni

leidast

I.nom

believed. 1SG her.DAT to.bore

Haraldur/*Harald ]
Harold.NOM/*ACC

(183) a.

[vr

NP 2 v

[vp

V NP 3 ]]

b.

T [vP NP 2 v

[vp V NP 3 ]]

c.

T [vp NP2 v

[VP V NP3 ]]

t

t

AGREE (T, NP2)
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MOVE (T, NP2)
e.

fTp NP2

T [vp tNP2

v

[v p V N P 3 ]]]

t _________________ t
A G R E E ( T , N P 3)

NP2 T [vP tNP2

f-

[v p N P i

v*

[v p V

[t p

g.

[v* p N P i

V*

[v p V

[t p N P 2

v [v p V N P 3

T [ vp tjvjp2

]]]]]

V [v p V N P 3 ]] ] ] ]

t ____________ i
A G R E E ( v * N P 2)

h.

T [ v* p N P i

v*

[V P V

i.

T [v*p NP 1

v*

[VP

t

V

[t p N P 2

T [vP tNP2

[ t p N P 2 T [ vP

v

tNP2 v

[VP V NP3 ]]]]]
[VP

V NP3 ] ] ] ] ]

t

A G R E E (T , N P i)

j.

[tp N P !

T [v*ptN Pi

v*

[v p V

[Tp N P 2 T [ vP

tN P2

v

[v p V N P 3 ] ] ] ] ] ]

M O V E (T , N P i)

The theory of Sequential AGREE gives us a simple answer here. In (1 83e), N P 3 AGREEs
with the embedded T, by virtue of MOVE (T,
with

N P 2.

N P 2) .

In (183g), the matrix v* AGREEs

Since the subsequent AGREE does not take place with a valued Goal, v* does

not AGREE with

N P 3.

Notice that unavailability of AGREE (v*,

N P3)

on the movement of the NP 2 to the Spec of v*P because even when
subsequent AGREE does not take place with NP 3 any way.

NP2

does not depend
is displaced, the

Q/J

One question arises why the verb believe does not take non-TP (such as vP) as its
complement clause like seem verb does. It seems that for some speakers, the verb believe
in fact takes non-TP. Sigurdsson (1993:54) points out that there are some speakers who
tend to replace the nominative with accusative, as in (i), while others accept (ii).
82

(i)

Eg taldi
[ henni
hafa verid gefna
bllana
]
I believed her.DAT have been given.ACC.M.PL the.cars.ACC.M.PL
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The theory of Sequential AGREE correctly captures the fact that the Case of the
deeply embedded NP in the passive complement clause is accusative in the believe-type
ECM as shown in (184).

(184) Eg

tel

[ hafa

I.NOM believe

verid

to.have been

selda

marga

hesta.

sold.ACC.M.PL many.ACC.M.PL

‘I believe that many horses have been sold.’

]

horses.ACC ]

(Jonas 2004)

Remember that we observe that the Case of the deeply embedded NP in the passive
complement clause is nominative in the seem-ty^Q ECM, repeated here in (185).

(185) Mer

virdist

[hafa

verid

me.DAT seem.3sG [to.have been

seldir

margir hestar

sold.NOM many

‘It seems to me that many horses have been sold.’

(ii)

]

horses.NOM.PL ]

(Jonas 2004 and p.c.)

Eg taldi
[ henni
hafa verid gefnir
bllarnir
]
I believed her.DAT have been given.NOM.M.PL the.cars.NOM.M.PL

This dialectal variation can be accounted for by the parametric view that some speakers
in fact take non-TP as a complement clause of believe. If that is the case, since the
embedded object does not have AGREE relation in the embedded clause, it is eligible to
enter into AGREE relation with v* as a subsequent AGREE. However, a question why
we do not observe optionality is not clear and requires more data collections. Here I
simply assume this is merely due to a selection of the verb believe in Icelandic. Namely,
for some speakers, believe selects only TP complement, while for others believe selects
only smaller projection than TP.
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Different from (185), the example in (184) contains v* that values accusative. Here since
there is only one argument in the embedded clause, the embedded NP AGREEs with v*
even though it has already AGREEs with the embedded T. Therefore, we observe
accusative marked NP in the embedded clause.

3.7

Conclusion

In chapter 3 , 1 showed that non-fmite T licenses nominative Case. Some pieces of
evidence were from the person restrictions in dative-nominative constructions, Casemarked PRO, and the intervention effect in Icelandic. Then I proposed that optionality of
finite agreement with embedded nominative arguments in the bi-clausal dativenominative constructions (BDNCs) is a result of the selectional differences of the
complement clauses of the verb ‘seem’. Having these proposals, the proposed theory of
Sequential AGREE uniformly accounted for all the paradigms in Icelandic that I
discussed in this chapter. The proposals are repeated here as in (186) and (187).

(186) Sequential AGREE:
a.

Primary AGREE must take place if there is an active Goal.

b.

Subsequent AGREE (if any) takes place if there is an unvalued active
Goal.

c.

AGREE respects Locality.

d.

Cyclicity is based on highest head-by-head.
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(187) a.
b.

Nominative Case is licensed by (non-)finite T.
The sizes of complement clauses vary.

Appendix I: Wh-movement in Icelandic

Holmberg and Hroarsdottir (2003) observe that a wh-moved (or relativized or
topicalized) experiencer of ‘seem’ blocks agreement in bi-clausal dative-nominative
constructions. Compare the examples in (188) which have wh-moved experiencers with
the examples in (189) which have non-wh-experiencers.

(188) a.

Hverjum mundi

hafa virst

hestamir

vera seinir?

who.DAT would.3SG have seemed horses.the.NOM be
b. ?? Hverjum mundu

hafa virst

hestamir

slow

vera seinir?

who.DAT would.3PL have seemed horses.the.NOM be

slow

‘To whom would it have seemed that the horses are slow?’
(Halldor Armann Sigurdsson p.c.)

Mer

mundi

J3a

virdast

me. DAT

would. 3 SG then seem

Mer

mundu

j>a

me. dat

wouM.3pl

then seem

virdast

j>eir

vera hema.

they.NOM.M.PL

be

J)eir

vera herna.

they.NOM.M.PL

be

here

here

‘It would then seem to me that they are here.’
(Halldor Armann Sigurdsson p.c.)
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In this appendix, I will address this surprising but interesting puzzle in wh-movement in
Icelandic and give a possible account for it. As Holmberg and Hroarsdottir (2003) argue,
the solution to this problem here is also to claim that the wh-NP moves directly to the
Spec of CP without moving into the Spec of TP in Icelandic. One supporting argument
comes from a relation between Floating Quantifier and Object Shift in Icelandic.
It has been well known in the literature that Floating Quantifier (FQ) is licensed
by A-movement (cf. (190)), while it is not by A ’-movement (cf. (191)).83

(190)

a.

The lionsi might all have been seen f (by the tourists).

b.

The lionsj might all seem (to you) [t; to have large teeth],
(Bobaljik 2003)

(191)

a.
b.

* Which professors will Taylor have all met before the end of term?
* [ n p the professors who Taylor will have all met before the end of term]
(Bobaljik 2003)

In Icelandic, the A/A’ distinction is observed with respect to Floating Quantifier licensing.
As illustrated in (192), Floating Quantifier is observed in passive, while it is not in
relativization.

83 The A/A’ distinction is robust in many languages. The only exception that I know of is
the Irish dialect of English, as reported by McCloskey (2000).
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(192) a.

Strakanna var
boys.the

getid

allra

were all

i

rseSunni

mentioned in speech.the

‘The boys were all mentioned in the speech.’
b.

* [ n p baskumar sem

(SigurSsson 1991:331)

Jon keypti ekki allar]

books.the which Jon bought not

all

(the books, which Jon didn’t buy all of)

(Deprez 1989:202)

Icelandic Object Shift licenses FQ as in (193).

(193) Eg las
I

bffikunar

alltaf/ekki

allar

read books.the always/not all
(Deprez 1989:202)

Given that Object Shift can license FQ as in (193), let us assume that Object Shift is Amovement. 8 4,85 Notice, however, that this brings an immediate question with respect to
the example in (192b). If Object Shift can feed FQ, FQ should be possible in the example
in (192b) given that this is an Object Shift context. That is, the argument should be able
to be Object Shifted and license FQ from theObject Shift position. Then it can undergo
A ’-movement. The possible answer for this

is toassume thatIcelandicA’-movement

See Thrainsson (2001) and the references there in for discussion on the properties of
Object Shift.
84

See also Boskovic (2004a), who argues that the Object Shift position is A ’-position
above an A-position (such as the Spec of AgroP). Note that I also assume that Object
Shift may be involved with extra movement from the Spec of vP to the Spec of some
functional projection between TP and vP (footnote 23).
85
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(such as wh-movement, relativization) takes place without prior A-movement.86 If this is
the case, the reason why the example in (192b) is ungrammatical is straightforward; FQ
is not licensed in (192b). Since the object is wh-element, Object Shift (A-movement)
does not take place in (192b).
Now, coming back to the examples in (188), we have a solution to offer. Since the
movement involved is wh-movement, the same line of reasoning should hold. That is,
when the argument is a wh-element, it does not undergo A-movement. Remember that in
section 3.6.2,1 argue that the optionality of agreement in the examples like (189) is due
to the selectional difference of the complement clause. What we have seen is that we
observe agreement when the complement clause does not contain T, and we observe no
agreement when the complement clause contains T.
Under the theory that I have developed, the obligatory default agreement can be
accounted for with the assumption that I just have made here. Let us consider how
agreement is blocked. As we have discussed in 3.6.2, when we observe agreement, the
complement clause does not contain T. The derivation of (188) with finite verb
agreement (which is not acceptable) is illustrated as in (195), where V) is corresponding
to the verb ‘seem’ and VP 2 is the complement clause [vp2 hestarnir vera seinir],

(194) Finite verb agreement with the embedded nominative argument in (188)
??

Hverjum mundu

hafa virst

hestamir

vera seinir?

who.DAT would.3PL have seemed horses.the.NOM be

slow

861 must assume that not all A ’-movement skips A-positions. The movement of the
subject NP for the V2 requirement for instance should not be the case.
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(195) a.

[v

b.

[vP W H d a t

V

p

2

NPi

V 2 ...]

[vpi Vi

[VP2

NPi

V2 . . . ] ] ]

C.

T [ vp

WHdat

V [v p i

Vi

[VP2

NP,

V 2 ...]]]

d.

T [vP W H dat

v [v p ,

v,

[VP2

NPi

V 2 ...]]]

t

i

AGREE (T, WHdat)

e.

[tp

T[vP

WHdat v

[v p i

V, [vp2 NP,

V 2 ...]]]]

f-

[tp

T [ vp W H dat

v

[v p i

V,

[VP2

NP,

V 2 ...]]]]]

[vpi Vl

[vP2

NPi

V2

t______________ t

*AGREE (T, NP,)
g.

[cp

W H dat

C [tp

T [vp

tw H dat

V

...] ] ] ] ] ]

M O V E (C , WHdat)

As I have proposed, the wh-element does not move to the A-position, the Spec of TP.
Thus, AGREE (T, NP,) does not take place because the Primary AGREEd Goal

(WHdat)

has not been displaced. Once C merges with TP, T is no longer able to AGREE with NP,
even though WHdat is displace to the Spec of CP because this is a violation of Cyclicity
(see section 2.2.1). Therefore, NP, violates Case Filter and the derivation does not
converge.
Now let us consider non-agreement case in (188). The derivation of non
agreement case of (188) is illustrated in (197), where V, is corresponding to the verb
‘seem’ and the lower TP is the complement clause

[t p

hestamir vera seinir].
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(196) Default agreement in (188)
Hverjum mundi
who.dat

hafa virst

hestamir

vera seinir?

would.3SG have seemed horses.the.NOM be

slow

a.

NPi

Yz

b.

T [vP2 NPi

Yz

c.

T [vP2 NPi.nomV 2

[vp2

t

t

AGREE (T, NPi)
d.

[TP

NP l.nom T [VP2 tNP 1.nom V 2
__ '
M O V E (T , N P i)

e.

V [vPl

Vi

T [vP2

tNPl.nom

V2

f.

T [VP WHdat v [vpi Vt [TP N P l.nom T [vP2

tNPl.nom

V2

g-

T [vP W H dat V [ v p i
t
t
AGREE (T, W H dat)

v,

[ t p N P l.nom

T [vP2

tNPl.nom

V2

T

V l [ t p NPl.noro

T [vP2

tNPl.nom

V2

h.

[vP

[cP W H dat C [ t p

MOVE

[vP

WHdat

WHdat V [v p i

[ tp N P l.nom

(C , WHdat)

Different from what we have seen in (195), the embedded clause contains TP in (197).
Given the assumption that non-finite T licenses nominative Case via AGREE,

NPj

is

Case-licensed in the embedded clause. As in (197g), the matrix T AGREEs with

WHdat-

By assumption, wh-element does not move into the Spec of TP and thus WHdat directly
MOVEs to the Spec of CP. Since there is no chance for NPi to AGREE with the matrix T
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(ex. Locality, subsequent AGREE), T does not show agreement with NPi because there is
no AGREE relation between T and NPi, resulting in default agreement.
As we have seen in this appendix, if we assume that wh-element in Icelandic does
not move to A-position prior to wh-movement, we can correctly capture the obligatory
default agreement in dative-nominative constructions when wh-moved experiencer is
involved.

Appendix II: Varieties of Raising

We have observed cases where nominative Case marked NPs appear in non-finite
clauses in Icelandic. Pursuing the theory that the source of nominative NPs in nonfmite
clauses is non-finite T (when there is no agreement) leads us to conclude that multiple
Case/agreement checking occurs when there is upstairs agreement. This idea maintains
Chomsky’s (2000) proposal that structural Case (nominative/accusative) is associated to
<j)-features (Case and agreement are two sides of the same coin).

Alexiadou and

Anagnostopoulou (2002), however, argue against treating Case and licensing as the same
operation. They claim that if Case and agreement are two sides of the same coin, it is
predicted that whenever Case on the lower clause has not been checked, agreement will
be impossible. They argue that the prediction is not borne out in Greek. Based on Greek
raising out of subjunctive clausal complements, where nominative Case is not checked,
yet full agreement is present, they propose that Case is not necessarily linked to

87

This idea is originally proposed by George and Kornfilt (1981).
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agreement. Their underlying assumption is that Case can be licensed only once. Under
the theory that I have proposed, this is no longer the case. Instead, I take the facts in
Greek as another piece of evidence that AGREE takes place with non-finite T. The
question that I must answer is why in Greek a nominative NP cannot appear in the nonfinite clause.
In this appendix, I will discuss the cross-linguistic variation that Alexiadou and
Anagnostopoulou (2002) illustrate with respect to raising. I claim that nominative Case is
licensed by the non-finite T in Greek as well but the NP still undergoes movement into
the matrix clause and enters into another AGREE relation with the finite T. Therefore, I
propose that the facts in Greek can be accounted for if we assume that Greek shows
obligatory EPP and that the impossibility of such movement in Portuguese is due to the
lack of EPP.
Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2002) argue that Case is not necessarily linked
to agreement, based on Greek raising out of subjunctive clausal complements, where
nominative Case is not checked, yet full agreement is present. The examples are given in
(198).

(198) a.

b. *

Ta pedhia

arxisan

na

tre x o u n

the children.N

started. 3pl

SUBJ

run.3PL

Ta pedhia

arxise

na

trexoun

the children.N

started. 3 SG SUBJ

run.3PL

‘The children started to run.’ (Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2002:20)
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Under the multiple Case checking approach, this is no longer an argumentagainst the
idea that Case and agreement are the same phenomena,namely they derive

from the

single operation AGREE. Under the proposed theory, non-finite T values nominative
Case to an NP in the non-finite clause and the NP undergoes MOVE by EPP to the higher
clause so that it can enter into an AGREE relation with higher functional projection.
What is different from Icelandic is that Greek shows agreement in the non-finite clause
and has obligatory EPP, while Icelandic shows no agreement in the non-finite clause and
has no obligatory EPP (cf. footnote 11). Therefore, the Greek facts simply solidify the
proposal that AGREE takes place with non-finite T.
Raposo (1987) shows that Portuguese has inflected infinitives. As shown in (199),
raising out of inflected infinitives in impossible.

(199)* As criancas parecem

falarem

portugues

the children seem.3PL to.speak.3pl

Portuguese

‘The children seem to speak Portuguese.’
(Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2002:18)

This fact can be easily accounted for under the proposed theory by claiming that
Portuguese has agreement in the non-finite clause but bears no EPP.
Let us consider English last. In English, raising takes place out of infinitival
clauses (cf. (2 0 0 a)), while raising is impossible out of finite clauses (cf. (2 0 0 b)).

(200) a.

He seems [t to be happy]
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b. *

He seems [that t is happy]

As is standardly assumed, I claim that English has obligatory EPP. Under the proposed
theory, AGREE takes place with non-finite T in the embedded clause in (200a) . 88 Due to
the obligatory EPP, the embedded subject NP has to move out of the embedded clause.
An immediate question is why it does not happen in (200b). I argue that Cyclic Multiple
SpelI-Out/Transfer plays some role here .89

(201) Cyclic Multiple Spell-Out/Transfer
TRANSFER hands the narrow-syntactic derivation Dns over to PF and to LF
phase-by-phase cyclically.

(cf. Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004)

In (200b), there is CP above finite TP in the embedded clause. Contrary to the subject NP
in the non-finite clause in (200a), due to Cyclic Multiple Spell-Out/Transfer, the subject
NP in the embedded finite clause in (200a) is shipped to the interfaces when the phase CP
is complete. Therefore, movement out of the finite clause in (200b) is not possible.
In this appendix, I showed that Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou’s (2002)
argument

against

Chomsky’s

(2000)

proposal

that

structural

Case

(nominative/accusative) is associated with ^-features (Case and agreement are two sides
of the same coin) is not a counterargument under the proposed theory of multiple Case

88 Susi Wurmbrand (2004 Lecture) points out that English may not have T itself in some
non-finite clauses. Whether there is non-finite T in the embedded clause in English is
another issue here. I will leave this possibility for future research.

89

See chapter 2 for more details.
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marking. Instead, their data solidify the proposal that AGREE takes place with non-finite
T. Although what I have shown here is not conclusive, I believe that this is the right
direction to account for cross-linguistic variation of raising.
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Chapter four
4. Nominative Case licensed only by T

In this chapter, I will provide arguments that show nominative Case is licensed
only by T and not by some other functional head. In section 4 .1 ,1 will provide some new
data for the discussion of the scope of nominative objects in Japanese with respect to the
scope interactions among the nominative object, potential verb, and negation. The scope
facts in Japanese show that a nominative object can be interpreted lower than the
potential verb

( _1

> can > N o m O b j) or higher than negation (N o m O b j > -> > can), but not

between negation and the potential verb (*-■ > N o m O b j > can). The facts presented here
shed light on the approach that the Case of the nominative objects is licensed by T and
cast doubt on the approach that nominative is licensed by verbs like the potential verb in
Japanese if we assume that N P can move to the Spec of Case-licensing heads and/or the
edges of phases. Then I will give an analysis of scope data of nominative objects,
adopting Wurmbrand’s (2001b) proposal that a sentence with a nominative object
involves a restructuring verb which combines with a VP-complement, while one with an
accusative object is a non-restructuring verb which combines with a vP-complement. In
section 4.2, I establish the syntax of the so-called “V-te ar- constructions” in Japanese
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that are similar to the potential constructions in Japanese and argue that this construction
also involves restructuring vs. non-restructuring. Importantly, both potential and V-te arconstructions are interesting with respect to the nominative Case licensing to the object of
the embedded verbs. I will show that facts in both constructions are succinctly accounted
for under the assumption that nominative Case is uniformly licensed by T in Japanese as
argued in Takezawa (1987), Koizumi (1994, 1995, 1998), and Nomura (2003, Nomura
2004, 2005).

4.1

Potential constructions in Japanese

It has been observed in the literature on Japanese that the object can be marked
with either ga (nominative Case marker) or wo (accusative Case marker) when a suffix
such as the potential suffix -rare (with allomorphs -re, -e) ‘can’ is attached to the verb as
in (202) (see for instance, Kuno 1973). However, the object ordinarily cannot be marked
with ga when no such suffix is attached to the verb as in (203).90

(202) a.

John-wa

huransugo-wo

John-TOP French- acc

hanas-e-ru
speak-POT-PRES

‘John can speak French.’

90 In section 4.2.2, I show a piece of evidence that a nominative marked object in the
potential construction in Japanese is in fact an object.
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b.

John-wa

huransugo-ga

John-TOP French-NOM

hanas-e-ru
speak-POT-PRES

‘John can speak French.’

(203) a.

John-wa

huransugo-wo

John-TOP French-acc

hanas-ru
speak-PRES

‘John speaks French.’

b. * John-wa

huransugo-ga

John-TOP French-NOM

hanas-ru
speak-PRES

‘John speaks French.’

The purpose of this section is to show how nominative Case of the objects in the
potential constructions is licensed. Giving several arguments, I will conclude that the
Case of the nominative object is licensed by T in Japanese.

4.1.1 Previous approaches

The syntactic behavior of nominative objects in Japanese has received much
attention in the literature (Saito 1982, Takezawa 1987, Dubinsky 1992, Kubo 1992, Tada
1992, 1993, Morikawa 1993, Koizumi 1994, 1995, 1998, Zushi 1995, Ura 1996, 1999,
2000, 2001a, 2001b, Niinuma 1999, Yatsushiro 1999, Wurmbrand 2001b, Nomura 2003,
2004, 2005, Takano 2003).
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In this section, I will briefly review previous major approaches to the nominative
objects and the accusative objects in potential constructions in Japanese with respect to
the Case-licensing. First of all, I discuss Tada (1992), who, to my knowledge, first gives
an analysis on the nature of nominative objects under the minimalist approach (though
the original observation is in Sano (1985)). Under the Agr-based Case theory (proposed
by Chomsky 1993), Tada (1992) claims that under the Spec-Head configuration, the
nominative object is Case-licensed by Agro. Second I introduce Koizumi (1994, 1995,
1998) who proposes that the nominative object must enter into a checking relation with T
(possibly at LF), pointing out a problem in Tada’s analysis. Third I show Ura (1996, 1999,
2000) who proposes that the nominative object enters into a checking relation with T via
feature movement at LF under the Agr-less Case theory (proposed by Chomsky 1995).
Their arguments are all based on the difference between nominative objects and
accusative objects by virtue of the scope interactions between the nominative object and
potential verb (and negation). Tada’s analysis that intermediate projection between TP
and the potential verb licenses the Case of the nominative object becomes important
when I discuss Takano’s argument that nominative object can be interpreted in the Spec
of the potential verb (which I will reject). Koizumi’s analysis, on the other hand, is
important in a sense that I will argue for some of his observations and I also conclude that
n o m in a ti v e

object is licensed by T. I will show that Ura’s analysis is not correct from

empirical grounds but a part of his analysis for the structure of potential constructions in
Japanese becomes relevant when I introduce Wurmbrand’s (2001b) view of infinitival
complements.
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4.1.1.1 Tada (1992)

Tada (1992) argues that the nominative object can take scope over the potential
verb -(rar)e (or, ~(r)e), while the accusative object is within the scope of the potential
verb:91

(204)

a.

John-ga

migime-dake-iw

tumur-e-ru.

John-NOM right eye-only-^ cc close-Por-PRES
b.

John-ga

migime-dake-ga

tumur-e-ru.

John-NOM right eye-only-MMf close-Por-PRES
‘John can only close his right eye.’

According to Tada (1992), the sentences in (204) have the following interpretations:

(205)

a.

b.

91

It is possible for John to close his right eye only, while keeping his left eye
open.

(interpretation of (204a))

It is only his right eye that John can close.

(interpretation of (204b))92

The original observations of this type of scope interaction were made by Sano (1985).

Tada (1992), Koizumi (1994) and Ura (1996, 1999, 2000) analyze the sentences in
(204) based on Tada’s (1992) observation that (204b) only has the interpretation (205b).
However, as I have reported in Nomura (2003), my informants show that when the object
is marked as nominative, it can take both narrow and wide scopes with respect to the
potential verb, while their judgments are consistent with the claim that the accusative
object can take only narrow scope with respect to the potential verb. I will come back to
this point later.
92
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Assuming that scope relations reflect structural hierarchical relations among scopebearing elements at LF, Tada (1992) argues that the accusative object is within the
complement of the potential verb, whereas the nominative object is outside the
complement domain at LF. Since the two sentences in (204) are identical except for the
Case marking of the object, Tada concludes that the nominative object obligatorily moves
into a position higher than the potential verb, the Spec of AgroP:

(206) The structure of (204a) assigned by Tada (1992) (cf. Koizumi 1994:216)
VP

Agro’

—► N P ( a c c )

VP

Agro
ty

V

Agro

(207) The structure of (204b) assigned by Tada (1992)
AgroP
-► N P (n o m )

VP

top

Agro’
Agro

V
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In the structure in (206), AgroP is placed in between the lower VP and the potential VP
and the amalgamation of V + Agro (established by Head-movement) licenses accusative
Case on the NP in the Spec of AgroP so that the object is structurally lower than the
potential VP; hence it has narrow scope with respect to the potential verb.

QO

In the

structure in (207), on the other hand, AgroP is assumed to be in a position higher than the
potential verb, and the amalgamation of Vcan + Agro licenses nominative Case on the NP
in the Spec of AgroP so that the quantified nominative object is structurally higher than
the potential verb; hence it has scope over the potential verb.
In sum, Tada (1992) argues that the accusative object is licensed by a functional
head lower than the potential verb while the nominative object is licensed by a functional
head higher than the potential verb because no Case licenser lower than the potential verb
exists in the nominative object constructions. As I will argue later, his analysis that the
embedded predicate lacks Case licenser in the nominative object constructions is
essentially correct. Nevertheless, I will reject the proposal that the Case of the nominative
object is licensed by Agro. Next, I will discuss Koizumi (1994) who points out a problem
of Tada’s analysis.

4.1.1.2 Koizumi (1994)

Although it appears promising, Tada’s (1992) analysis has a problem. Koizumi
(1994) points out some problems of Tada’s (1992) analysis and proposes an alternative

93 Tada (1992) does not explicitly discuss how accusative Case is licensed in (204a). I
simply follow Koizumi’s (1994) interpretation of Tada’s paper.
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account for the nominative object. Koizumi (1994) argues that Tada’s (1992) analysis
makes a wrong prediction when we introduce negative counterparts of the sentences in
(204). Assuming Chomsky’s (1991) configuration, where NegP occurs between TP and
AgroP, Tada’s (1992) analysis would assign the structures in (208) to the negative
counterparts of the sentences in (204).

( 208 )

a.

...

[ t p [NegP

[vp [AgroP NPAcc

b.

...

[ t p [NegP [A groP NPnom [ v p

[vp

top V ] Agro]

[v

top V ]

p

V can]

V can]

Neg] T]

Agro] Neg]T]

Under Tada’s (1992) analysis, it is predicted that negation always takes wide scope over
the object, whether it is a nominative or accusative object. However, this prediction is not
borne out, as shown in (209):

(209) a.

John-ga

migime-dake-wo

tumur-e-na-i

(koto)

John-NOM right eye-only-^cc close-POT-NEG-PRES (the fact)
‘(the fact that) John cannot close only his right eye.’
n e g > can > only (It is not possible for John to close his right eye only.)
b.

John-ga

m igim e-dake-ga

tumur-e-na-i

(koto )94

John-NOM right eye-only-MMf close-POT-NEG-PRES (the fact)
only > neg > can (It is only the right eye that he cannot close.)

For my informants, a nominative object can take narrow scope with respect to negation
(neg > can > only), in addition to wide scope over negation (only > neg > can). See
footnote 92.
94
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The

accusative object in (209a) is in the scope of the negation, as is predicted by Tada’s

(1992) analysis. Notice however that the nominative object in (209b) can take wide scope
over the negation, contrary to the prediction of Tada’s analysis. This contrast shows that
the nominative object seems to rise to a position above negation, whereas the accusative
object remains below negation .95

Jonathan Bobaljik (p.c.) points out that the syntactic position of negation is often used
as a diagnostic for scrambling/Obj ect Shift/movement to the Spec of AgroP in the early
minimalist theory. For instance, for Scandinavian languages, it was assumed that Agro is
generated structurally higher than negation. First, let us consider the structures that
negation is lower than Agro (I ignore the subject NPs in the structures).
95

(i)

a.
b.

[t p

[ v p U g r o p N P acc

[tp

[A groP

[NegP

NP NOM [N egP

[vP

Agro]

[v p tD p V J N e g ]

V can]

V can ] N e g ]

[vP tDP V ]

T]
Agro] T]

If negation appears lower than Agro, then we will wrongly predict that the accusative
object can scope over negation, contrary to fact. On the other hand, if we assume that
negation appears right above the highest verb phrases, we will have the following
structures:
(ii)

a.

[t p

b .

[T P [A g ro P

[N e g P

NP NOM

[V P [A g r o P N P a c c

[N e g P

[vp

[ V P tD P

V]

[vP t D P

V]

AgrO] V can ] Neg]
T]
V Ca n ] Neg] Agro] T]

These structures give us correct scope interactions among the nominative/accusative
object, potential verb, and negation. Although this derives correct interpretations, if the
nominative Case licensing Agro is located in between Neg and T as in (ii), we will have
wrong prediction with respect to the predicate fronting. Consider (iii).
(iii)

[uisukii-ga
nom-e]j-sae
[ t p Taro-ga
f
whiskey-NOM drink-POT-even
Taro-NOM
(lit.) ‘Even can drink whiskey, Taro did not.’

si-nakat-ta ] (koto)
do-NEG-PST
fact

As one can see, the predicate phrase that has been raised contains the nominative object
and the potential verb leaving negation behind. If the nominative object is licensed in the
Spec of AgroP as in (iib), sentences like in (iii) should not be possible because even if we
assume that covert movement of the nominative object takes place, it will be downward
movement which is prohibited under the standard assumption that movement must be
upwards (see Lasnik 2002b). Thus I will not consider the structure in (iib) to be correct in
Japanese.
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Based on the fact that the nominative object has scope over negation, Koizumi
(1994) claims that unlike the accusative object, the Case-checking position of the
nominative object is higher than negation. Therefore, Koizumi (1994) proposes that the
nominative object is in the Spec of Tense, as shown in (210):

(2 1 0 ) a.

U g r s p N P Subj .NOM [ t p

NPobj.NOM

[N egP

[vp

[A groP

[ v P tN P o b j

V] AgTO]

U g rO P

N P 0 bj.ACc[vP tN P obj

V] AgrO]

Vcan] Neg] T] Agrs]
b.

U g rsP

NP subj.NOM

[tp

[N egP [ v p

VCan] Neg] T] Agrs]

This structure solves the problem with Tada’s (1992) analysis. Hence, Koizumi
concludes that the nominative object in Japanese is Case-licensed in the Spec of Tense.
At this point, Koizumi’s (1994) analysis seems to be on the right track. In fact, I
will also argue that the Case of the nominative object is licensed by T. In addition to the
problem that I will raise in section 4.1.1.4 with respect to LF A-movement, once we
consider the data that I have found show that the nominative object can be interpreted in
the base-generated position, Spec-Head agreement analysis becomes problematic because
NPs are interpreted in the Case-checking position which is corresponding to the position
of scope interpretation at LF and the narrow scope of the nominative object is never
expected. In the next section, I discuss Ura (1996, 1999, 2000) as one of the featuremovement approaches to nominative objects in Japanese.
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4.1.1.3 Ura (1996,1999,2000)

Under the Agr-less Case theory (proposed by Chomsky 1995), Ura (1996, 1999,
2000) proposes that the nominative object enters into a checking relation with T at LF.
Ura proposes that the potential suffix -(rar)e optionally absorbs the accusative Casefeature of a transitive verb and that T allows multiple feature-checking in Japanese. 96 He
illustrates the following two underlying structures for potential constructions in
Japanese: 97

(211) a.

Accusative object construction
TP

[nom]
D P i (n o m )

(rar)e
[null]

96

Ura (1996, 1999, 2000) assumes (rar)e (or, -(r)e) as a potential suffix, but not as a verb.

97

«sP in (211) stands for the maximal projection of the potential suffix -(rar)e.
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b.

Nominative object construction
TP

T
T
[nom]
-(rar)e
[null]
absorb
[aee]
Y

DP 2

As in (211), Ura assumes that the potential suffix takes the two-layered VP-shell for a
transitive verb as its complement. In (211a), PRO and DP2 are assigned Agent by v and
Theme by V, respectively. Since v in (211a) retains its accusative Case-feature, DP2 is
required to check it off for convergence. Assuming that the potential suffix has a null
Case, and it assigns a 0-role to be discharged to its Spec, Ura argues that PRO is required
to check off the null Case of the potential suffix. Thus, DPi is marked as nominative by
the higher projection T. Therefore, (212) is derived:

(212)

[

t p

John-ga*

[ 5p

PRO* huransugo-wo

John-NOM

French-ACC

hanas-e-ru]].
speak-POT-PRES

‘John can speak French’

In this case, there is no way for the object to be marked as anything other than accusative.
(2 1 1 b), on the other hand, is the situation where the potential suffix absorbs the
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accusative Case-feature. Since v’s accusative Case-feature is absorbed, only T can enter
into a Case-checking relation with DP2 via multiple feature-checking. Hence, (213) is
derived:

(213) John-ga huransugo-ga/*-wo hanas-e-ru.

According to Ura (1996, 1999, 2000), PRO does not prohibit the nominative Case-feature
of DP2 from entering into a checking relation with T at LF, despite its intervention
between them. Ura argues that this is because PRO is invisible for the LF
attraction/checking by T’s weak nominative-feature in Japanese since PRO’s Casefeature (null Case) does not match with T’s Case-feature (nominative).
Now, let us consider Tada’s (1992) paradigm under Ura’s (1996, 1999, 2000)
analysis. Following Homstein (1995) and Kitahara (1996), Ura assumes that the featurechecking position of NP a counts as a ’s LF position relevant to its scopal interpretation.98
Then he argues that the data in (204) indicate that the feature-checking position of the
nominative object is higher than the potential suffix at LF. According to Ura, the
nominative Case-feature of the nominative object moves onto T at LF in order to enter
into a checking relation with T; as a result, the nominative Case feature checking position
of the nominative object is as high as the position of T at LF. Thus, the scopal domain of
the nominative object is the same as the c-command domain of T at LF. Since T ccommands the potential suffix at LF, the nominative object has scope over the potential

This is problematic under the standard feature-movement approaches. I will point out
the problem in the next section.
98
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suffix, as required. On the other hand, the accusative object has its accusative Casefeature checked against v in the structure illustrated in (211a). Thus, according to Ura
(1996, 1999, 2000), the accusative object cannot take scope over the potential suffix. This
analysis can also correctly capture Koizumi’s (1994) examples in (209) (negative
counterparts of the sentence in (204)), repeated here as (214):

(214) a.

John-ga migime-dake-wo

tumur-e-na-i

(koto)

John-NOM right eye-only-^cc close-POT-NEG-PRES (the fact)

‘(the fact that) John cannot close only his right eye.’
neg

b.

> can > only (It is not possible for John to close his right eye only.)

John-ga migime-dake-ga

tumur-e-na-i

(koto)

John-NOM right eye-only-M>M close-POT-NEG-PRES (the fact)
only > NEG > can (It is only the right eye that he cannot close.)

Under Ura’s (1996, 1999, 2000) analysis, this contrast is also accounted for assuming that
negation is generated between TP and sP. Thus, he concludes that the nominative object
has its Case-feature checked against T at LF and as a result, it can take wide scope over
negation/potential suffix.
In the next section, I will discuss an apparent problem in the previous analyses.
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4.1.1.4 Problem in previous approaches

Chomsky (1986) introduced an instance of covert A-movement: covert movement
of the ‘associate’ to the position occupied in overt syntax by there, as in (215).

(215) a.
b.

There

is a woman here

A woman is

t

t____ 1

here

S-structure
LF

It is often assumed that the agreement facts in there construction are captured by
movement of some sort. In Chomsky (1986) it was assumed that this expletive
replacement operation (covert phrasal movement of the associate) allowed for the
agreement with Infl to be appropriately established, while in Chomsky (1995) it was
assumed that feature movement o f the associate did so.
As pointed out in Chomsky (1991) for scope, and in den Dikken (1995) for
binding, covert movement creates neither new scope relations nor new binding
relations." Lasnik (1995b, 1995c) provides an overview of the issue. The following
representative examples are taken from Lasnik (1995b, 1999b). Consider (216) and (217).

(216) a.
b.

M any linguistics students aren’t here

(Lasnik 1995b: 19)

Some linguists seem to each other [t to have been given good job offers]
(Lasnik 1995b:21)

99

The original observation is attributed to L. Davis.
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c.

No good linguistic theories seem to any philosophers [t to have been
formulated]

d.

(Lasnik 1995b:21)

Some defendants seems to his; lawyer [t to have been at the scene]
(Lasnik 1999b: 183)

(217) a.

There aren’t many linguisticsstudents here

(Lasnik 1995b: 19)

b. * There seem to each other [t to have been some linguists given good job
offers]
c. *

(Lasnik 1995b:21)

There seem to anyphilosophers
theories formulated]

d. *

[t tohave been no good

linguistic

(Lasnik 1995b:21)

There seems to his,- lawyer [t to have been some defendants at the scene]
(Lasnik 1999b: 183)

The examples in (216) are the pairs involving overt raising to subject position. On the
other hand, the examples in (217) are the pairs involving no overt rasing. In all of these
cases, the examples in (216) crucially differ from the corresponding examples (217). For
example, in (217a), many linguistics students does not take scope over negation, while in
(216a) it does. As we see in the other examples, when the movement is overt, anaphor
binding, negative polarity licensing, and bound pronoun licensing are satisfied. When the
movement is covert, however, they fail to provide their higher licensing. Hence, it is
concluded that only the formal features of the associate undergo covert movement,
leaving everything else behind.
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Now, we have a conflict between Tada’s (1992) observation and previous
approaches to nominative objects in Japanese. As we have shown in section 4.1.1.1, Tada
observes that nominative objects can take high scope over potentials. Under the previous
approaches, movement for Case checking is LF-movement. If LF-movement (more
exactly, LF A-movement) does not affect scope, how can Tada’s observation be
accounted for by LF-movement? 100 If we argue for Agr-based Case theory, we must say
that the nominative object overtly moves to the Spec of the Case-licensing head or
different from what we have seen here, there is a covert phrasal A-movement in Japanese
that feeds scope. Ura’s feature movement analysis apparently conflicts with the
observations here and he also has to argue that the movement is not a feature-movement
but it is a covert phrasal movement. In the following sections, I will show that the
nominative object can be interpreted in the base-generated position contrary to what is
claimed in most of the literature cited above. By so doing, I will also show that there is no
scope position for the nominative object in between negation and potential verb. Given
the assumption that NP can only move to the Spec of Case-licensing head or the edge of
the phases, I will conclude that the Case of the nominative object is licensed by T.

For discussion of LF A’-movement and its scope effects, see May (1985) and Fox
(2 0 0 0 ), among many others.
100
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4.1.2 Scope o f nominative objects in Japanese

As we have seen in the previous sections, it has been argued that the nominative
object obligatorily takes wide scope over the potential verb -rare ‘can’, while the
accusative object does not as shown in (218). The interpretation of (218a) is that John can
close both eyes but also has the ability to wink with his right eye, that is, to close his right
eye alone, while leaving his left eye open. The sentence cannot mean that it is only his
right eye that John can close (he cannot close his left eye. ) . 101 On the other hand, it has
been argued that this reading is allowed for (218b) and that it is the only reading that the
sentence in (218b) has.

(218) a.

John-wa

migime-dake-wo

tumur-e-ru

John-TOP right.eye-only-^icc close-POT-PRES

‘John can close only his right eye.’
(i)

(unless the object is stressed)

can > only (John can wink his right eye.)

(ii) ?* only > can (It is only his right eye that he can close.)

As Koizumi (1994) has already pointed out, the object-wide scope reading is possible
when the object is stressed or focused, suggesting that it may be induced by focus
movement, independent of Case-related movement. The informants that I interviewed did
not stress/focalize objects in their judgments. Therefore, I focus on discussing the scope
of objects related to A-movement here.
101
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b.

John-wa

migime-dake-ga

tumur-e-ru

John-TOP right.eye-only-iVOAf close-POT-PRES

(i) (*) can > only102
(ii)

only > can

However, in Nomura (2003), I show that examples such as (219) are judged as non
contradictory, which is only possible if the nominative object is interpreted in the scope
of the potential (“can > only” ) . 103

Here I put * in a parenthesis because I do not consider this interpretation is
ungrammatical. Although I also have a strong preference to have the interpretation of (ii)
in this sentence, I consider this to be grammatical but just it is hard to get for pragmatic
reasons without context. The cases that can have the interpretation of (i) will be given in
this section shortly.
102

103

(i)

The example given in Nomura (2003) was the following:
Taro-ga vodka-dake-ga nom-e-ru
no
wa yuumei-da-ga,
Taro-NOM vodka-only-NOMdrink-POT-PRES nominl top famous-cPL-but,
(kare-ga) gin-dake-ga
nom-e-ru
no
mo yoku sir-arete-iru
(he-NOM) gin-only-NOM drink-POT-PRES nominl also well know-PASS-PRES
‘It is famous that Taro can drink vodka straight (lit. only vodka), but it is also well
known that he can drink gin straight.’

Yuji Takano (p.c.), however, points out that the reason why the example in (i) is
acceptable is because we may interpret ‘vodka-dake-ga’ as ‘vodka-dake-no-nomimonoga’ (a drink that contains only vodka). If this is the case, then ‘only’ does not take wide
scope over the potential. However, the example in (219), where the nominative object is
interpreted in the scope of the potential, shows Takano’s objection does not hold given
that such a reinterpretation is not available in (219).
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(219) Taro-ga

koyubi-dake-ga

mage-rare-ru

no

wa

Taro-NOM pinkie-only-nom crook-POT-PRES nominl top

sit-te-ita-ga,

(kare-ga) kusuriyubi-dake-mo mage-rare-ru

know-being-PAST-but, (he-NOM) ring-finger-only-also crook-POT-PRES

no-m-wa

odoro-ita

nominl -D- top

surprise-PAST

‘I have known that Taro can crook only his pinkie but I am surprised that he can
also crook only his ring finger.’

Considering what I have observed in Nomura (2003), I propose that the reported
judgments in the literature represent (apparently strong) preferences but that narrow
scope readings (“can > only”) are available for nominative objects in the potential
construction, contrary to what is claimed in the literature cited above. 104 Thus, I argue
that the narrow scope readings emerge given a different set of contexts. In section 4.1.7,1
will show another instance of narrow scope readings of nominative objects.

The immediate question why there is a preference must be addressed. Masatoshi
Koizumi (p.c.) suggests that this may be due to some pragmatic principle. One instance
of such principle is Grice’s (1975) maxims. What seems to be relevant here is one of
Grice’s maxims of manner, namely, “avoid ambiguity”. For instance, suppose, as I have
observed, that nominative object constructions (218b) have two readings (can>only,
only>can), while there is only one reading (can>only) in accusative object constructions
(218a). If one likes to utter a sentence whose meaning is can>only, then the principle
tells him/her to use the expression that does not have ambiguity. Thus, this may be the
reason why there is an apparent preference that the sentence in (218b) seems for many
speakers not to have can>only reading in out-of-the-blue contexts.
104
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4.1.3 Scope o f nominative objects with negation

In addition to the scope interaction between nominative objects and potential
verbs, Koizumi (1994) introduces negation into the discussion of the potential
construction. As we have seen in section 4.1.1.2, he argues that the accusative object in
(2 2 0 a) is in the scope of negation, while the nominative object in (2 2 0 b) has scope over
negation. The examples are repeated here in (220).

(220)

a.

John-wa

migime-dake-wo

tumur-e-na-i

John-TOP right.ey e-onIy-,4 cc close-POT-NEG-PRES
‘John cannot close only his right eye.’

-> > can > only (John cannot wink with his right eye.)
b.

John-wa

migime-dake-ga

tumur-e-na-i

John-TOP right.eye-only-M?M close-POT-NEG-PRES

only > -> > can (It is only the right eye that he cannot close.)

Takano (2003), who claims that a nominative object is base-generated in the Spec of a
[+stative] verb such as

(ra r)e ,

argues that narrow scope of the nominative object with

respect to negation becomes possible if we replace dake with another scope-bearing
element such as subete ‘all/every’. For example, (221) allows for partial negation (-< >
V).105

1051

will call the scope relation “V > -■” total negation and “-> > V ”partial negation,
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(221) John-wa

subete-no mondai-ga

John-TOP all-GEN

tok-e-nai.

problem-NOM solve-POT-not

‘John cannot solve every problem’

It is not the case that, for every problem x, John can solve x. (Takano 2003:817)

Takano claims that the partial negation reading of (221) is

> V > can”. However, if

this interpretation is correct and it is also true that nominative objects can be interpreted
in the scope of the potential as I have reported in Nomura (2003), there should be three
LF representations available for the scope of nominative objects as illustrated in (222) . 106

(222) a.

N om O bj

>

-. >

b.

-> >

c.

-> >

can
N om Obj

>

can
can >

N om O bj

106 Actually, there are six logical possibilities with respect to negation, the modal can,
and the nominative object:

(i)

a.
b.

(ii)

a.
b.

> N om O bj > can
can > N om Obj > -■

(iii)

a.
b.

>
can >

N om O bj
N om Obj

>
>

-> >
can >

can

can >
>

N om Obj
N om O bj

However, “can >
is not possible in Japanese so that (ia), (iia), and (iiia) are the only
possibilities for these scopal elements.
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4.1.4 Claim

I claim that nominative objects in Japanese cannot be interpreted as in (222b)
contra Takano (2003), while they can be interpreted as in (222a) and (222c); i.e., the
sentence in (221) can have interpretation (222c) but not (222b). I argue that a simple
account for this fact can be captured by the approaches given in Koizumi (1994) and
Nomura (2003), where nominative Case is assigned by T, but not by those in Tada (1992)
and Yatsushiro (1999), where nominative Case is assigned by a [+stative] verb, can.107

4.1.5 Truth value judgments

Takano (2003) takes it for granted that the nominative object takes wide scope
over the potential verb, based on what is claimed in the literature. Thus, he claims that the
partial negation reading of (221) is

> V > can”. However, if we consider the

judgments of (219), then we need to justify whether nominative objects can be interpreted
in the three ways as in (222). The Truth Value Judgments Test may show which
interpretations nominative objects have. Let us reconsider (221). In order to examine
whether (2 2 1 ) has a partial negation reading (i.e., -■ >

V ),

we need a context that does not

describe the LF scope representation in (222a). The relevant context is given in (223).

Takano (2003) does not commit himself on the Case licenser of the nominative object.
Whether the Case of the nominative object is licensed by T or by a [+stative] verb is not
the main focus of his study.
107
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(223) Context 1: John can solve three questions out of four questions but he cannot
solve the fourth.

The potential LF scope representations of (221) in Context 1 are given in (224).

(224) a.

F(alse): V >

-> >

b.

T(rue):

-> >

c.

T(rue):

-> >

can
V >

can
can >

V

Context 1 does not describe the LF scope representation in (224a) because there are three
questions that John can solve. On the other hand, it does describe both (222b) and (222c)
and therefore we are not able to tell which LF representation is available for (221) in
Context 1. In order to know whether (224b) is available or not, we must use a context
which differentiates between (224b) and (224c) (i.e., (224b) is true and (224b) is false).
Let us consider the following context.

(225) Context 2: John has a white bookshelf and he wants it to be orange colored. He
has two different color paints, red and yellow (Mixing red and yellow will yield
orange).

The relevant example is given in (226).108

assume that distributive and collective readings of the universal quantifier are scope
derived from its syntactic position. Here I take the distributive reading of V to be a wide
1081
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(226) John-wa

subete-no iro-ga

John-TOP all-GEN

tuka-e-nai.

color-NOM USe-POT-NEG

‘John cannot use every color.’

The potential LF scope representations of (226) in Context 2 are given in (227).

(227) a.

T:

b.

T:

-» >

c.

F:

-. >

V >

-> >

can
V >

can
can

>

V

Context 2 does not describe (227c). (227c) denies that using all the paints is a way of
achieving the desired result: orange. However, given that the mixture of red and yellow is
orange, this is a false assertion in Context 2. (227b) denies that any one of the paints
would be sufficient to achieve the desired result. This denial is a true statement. In this
designated context, (226) can be truthfully uttered. Notice that Context 2 distinguishes
(227b) and (227c), but Context 2 also describes (227a), given that (227a) means that none
of the paints (on its own) would be sufficient, which is a true statement in Context 2.

scope reading with respect to the modal and negation, while the collective reading is
narrow scope with respect to the modal and negation. Note that this is not the only way to
approach it (see for instance Landman 1996) and that my conclusion rests on this
assumption. If we treat it this way, we can distinguish interpretations of
> V > can”
and
> can > V”.
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Thus, although (226) is felicitous in Context 2, we cannot conclude that (227b) is
available because the sentence might have the scope relation in (227a). Now consider
Context 3.

(228) Context 3: John has a white bookshelf and he wants it to be orange colored. He
has three different color paints, red, yellow, and orange.

The potential LF scope representations of (226) in Context 3 are given in (229).

(229) a.

F:

>

>

b.
c.

V >

F:

>

can
V >

can
can

>

V

Context 3 does not describe (229a) and (229c) with respect to the sentence in (226).
Under the interpretation of (229a) (for every color x, John cannot use x), there has to be
no color that John can use. It is true for red and yellow but he can use the orange paint.
Hence, this is a false assertion in Context 3. (229c) denies that using all the paints is a
way of achieving the desired result: orange. However, given that the mixture of red,
yellow, and orange is orange, this is also a false assertion. (229b) denies that any one of
the paints would be sufficient to achieve the desired result. Although one of the paints is
orange and he can use the orange paint to get the desired result, if he paints the bookshelf
with red or yellow, then it will not be orange colored. Hence, this denial is a true
statement. In this designated context, (226) cannot be truthfully uttered. The
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interpretation that can be described in Context 3 is only (229b), but (226) is not felicitous
in Context 3. This means that the LF scope representation in (229b) is not available in
(226).109 Therefore, we conclude that although there is a partial negation reading
available to the nominative object V, it is not

> V > can” but

> can > V” and that

the felicitous reading of (226) in Context 2 is due to the availability of the interpretation
of (227a) no
The last context that I would like to introduce here shows again that nominative
objects can be interpreted in the scope of the potential (“ -> > can > V”). Consider Context
4.

(230) Context 4: John has a white bookshelf and he does not want it to be orange
colored. He has two different color paints, red and yellow (Mixing red and yellow
will yield orange).

Now the relevant example is (231).

Yuji Takano (p.c.) judges (226) to be felicitous under Context 3. However, all of my
informants report that (226) is not felicitous at all. Note, however, that one of my
informants points out that the intermediate scope seems to become available if we replace
the case maker of the nominative object ‘ga’ with a topic maker ‘w a’. I suspect that his
judgment of the intermediate scope is focus-related. See also footnote 114.
109

Although I do not have any discussion of accusative objects with respect to all the
cases that I have worked out in this sub-section, it is as reported in the previous literature
that accusative objects take narrow scope
> can > V” but not “V > -> > can” unless the
object is stressed. Importantly, the intermediate scope “-< > V > can” is not possible
unless we replace the case maker of the accusative object ‘wo’ with a topic marker ‘wa’
as I have noted in footnote 109.
110
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(231) John-wa

subete-no iro-ga

John-TOP all-GEN

tuka-e-nai.

color-NOM USe-POT-NEG

‘John cannot use every color.’

The potential LF scope representations of (231) in the above context are given in (232).

(232) a.

F:

b.

F:

c.

T:

V > - >

can

-i > V > can
>

can

>

V

Context 4 does not describe the LF scope representation in (232a) with respect to the
sentence in (231). Under the interpretation of (232a) (For every color x, John cannot use
x), there has to be no color that John can use. However, given that he can use a non
orange color, this is a false assertion. (232b) (It is not the case that for every color x, John
can use x) denies that John can use any one of the colors. This denial is a false statement
because he can use any single color. Context 4 describes (232c). (232c) denies that using
all the paints is a way of achieving the undesired result: orange. However, given that
mixture of red and yellow is orange, this is a true assertion in Context 4. In this
designated context, (231) is felicitous. Thus, the LF scope representation of (231) under
Context 4 must be

> can > V”, i.e., an interpretation where the nominative object is in
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the scope of the potential. 111 A summary of the (im)possible LF positions of the
nominative objects is illustrated in (233).

(233)

can

4.1.6 Implications

There are two competing hypotheses about the source of the Case of the
nominative object in the potential constructions: (a) the Case of the nominative object is
licensed by the potential verb -rare ‘can’ and (b) it is licensed by T (somehow in tandem
with a feature of the verb [+stative]). Assuming that only Case-assigning heads have
optional EPP; in other words, NPs can freely/only move to the Spec of their Case-

Absence of intermediate scope of a nominative object is also observed when the
nominative object is only.
111

(i)

John-wa oyayubi-dake-ga mage-rare-nai
John-TOP thumb-only-NOM crook-POT-NEG
‘John cannot crook only his thumb.’

This sentence is not felicitous at all under the contexts where it is possible for John to
close only the thumb and only his pinkie. However, if the intermediate scope such as in
(iib) exists, (i) should be truthfully uttered given that it is the only possible interpretation
in such a context.
(ii)

a. * only >
b. S
c. *

>

>
>

only

>

can
can
can >

only
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assigning head (the head that Agrees with NPs (cf. Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004)), I argue
that the Case of the nominative object is licensed by T but not by the potential verb.
If the Case of the nominative object comes from -rare, then given the above
assumptions, the object should be able to move to the Spec of -rare on the way to moving
above -> to get the scope “n q m

obj

> -> > can”, and there should be an intermediate trace,

hence a priori, intermediate scope should be possible. 112 Additional assumptions would
be needed to exclude this possibility. However, if the Case of the nominative object
comes from T, then there is no reason to posit that the object moves to the Spec of -rare
rather than moving directly to the Spec of TP. Hence, there is no expectation of
intermediate scope and it can be excluded with no additional assumptions. 113 All else
being equal, the absence of intermediate scope would thus argue in favor of T rather than
-rare as the source for the Case of the nominative object. 114

As Howard Lasnik (p.c.) points out, the movement above negation is not possible at
all if the movement is only to the Spec of the Case licensing head if -rare is the source of
Case. Therefore, we must already make additional assumption that movement of
nominative object above negation is focus-related (ex. Spec of FocP located between TP
and NegP), even though the object does not need to be focused/stressed to get a scope
over negation. Such an assumption is not necessary under the approach that the
nominative object is licensed by T, as I will show shortly.
112

Thus, there is no reason to assume that movement of the (unfocused/unstressed)
nominative object above negation is focus-related.
113

The absence of intermediate scope would also argue against Takano’s (2003)
approach where the nominative object is base-generated in the Spec of -rare. However,
as I have noted in footnote 109, Takano can take the intermediate scope. Given the fact
that the intermediate scope is possible if ga is replaced with wa, I assume that such a
scope becomes available if the nominative object is contrastively focused and thus such
an interpretation is not a Case-related movement into the Spec of -rare. Since this is
obviously related to focus/stress movement, I assume that in such cases, FocP is
generated (ex. between Neg and the potential verb). I will not take such movement into
consideration in the discussion here.
114
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The new data also entails an interesting consequence for phase theory, that
is -rare is not a phase head. As we have seen in chapter 2, it is argued in Chomsky’s
(2000, 2001, 2004) theory of phases that at least C and transitive v (Case-assigning verbal
head) are phase heads, while T and V are not. One part of phase theory requires
successive cyclic movement through phase edges (a Spec of each phase head). A standard
diagnostic for these positions is reconstruction/intermediate scope. If the potential
verb -rare is a phase head, then the nominative object should go through the Spec
of -rare. However, the absence of intermediate scope would suggest that -rare is not a
phase head.

4.1.7 Scope freezing effect

A focus particle such as sae ‘even’ solidifies the argument that the nominative
object cannot be interpreted in the Spec of -rare and it does not go through the Spec
of -rare. As shown in (234), a focus particle sae can be attached to a verbal element (as
well as to a nominal constituent), but cannot be attached to Neg or T . 115

1 1 5 1 label the potential verb head F to indicate that it is a functional head rather than a
lexical head adopting Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (To appear). They claim that while a
lexical verb induces anti-reconstruction effect, a functional verb does not. Since the facts
that we have seen obviously show that the nominative object can be interpreted in its
base-generated position, I analyze the potential verb as a functional verb.
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(234)

a.

Taro-wa

[vp uisukii-wo

Taro-TOP

nomi]-sae

whiskey-ACC drink-even

si-ta
do-PST

‘Taro even drank whiskey’
b.

Taro-wa

[pp uisukii-wo

Taro-TOP

nom-e]-sae

si-ta

whiskey-ACC drink-POT-even do-PST

‘Taro could even drink whiskey’
c.

Taro-wa

[pp uisukii-wo

Taro-TOP

nom-e]-sae

si-nakat-ta

whiskey-ACC drink-POT-even do-NEG-PST

‘Taro could not even drink whiskey’

d.

* Taro-wa

[isiegp uisukii-wo

Taro-TOP

nom-e-na(i)]-sae

si-ta

whiskey-ACC drink-POT-NEG-even do-PST

‘Taro could not even drink whiskey’

e.

* Hanako-wa
Hanako-TOP

[c p [t p

Taro-ga

uisukii-wo

Taro-NOM whiskey-A

nom-e-ta]-sae

to]

drink-POT-PST-even C

it-ta
say-PST

‘Hanako said that Taro could even drink whiskey’

As is observed in (234), sae can attach to the potential verb (phrase). Nominative objects
can appear with this focus element as shown in (235).
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(235) a.

Taro-wa

[fp uisukii-ga

Taro-TOP

nom-e]-sae

si-ta

whiskey-NOM drink-POT-even do-PST

‘Taro could even drink whiskey’
b.

Taro-wa

[f p

Taro-TOP

uisukii-ga

nom-e]-sae

si-nakat-ta

whiskey-NOM drink-POT-even do-NEG-PST

‘Taro could not even drink whiskey’

Now consider the example in (236).

(236) John-wa
John-TOP

[fp migime-dake-ga tumur-e]-sae

si-ta

right.eye-only-NOM close-POT-even do-PST

‘John could even close only right eye.’
(i)

can > only

(ii) * only > can

Interestingly, the nominative object is interpreted in the scope of the potential verb (“can
> only”), while it cannot take wide scope over the potential verb (* “only > can”) in (236).
Notice that the example in (236) is a minimal pair with (218b), repeated here in (237).

(237) John-wa

m igim e-dake-ga

tumur-e-ru

John-TOP right.eye-only-/V0M close-POT-PRES

(i) * can > only
(ii)

only > can
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Although there is a strong preference that the nominative object tends to take wide scope,
I have shown that we can find some cases that show that the nominative object takes
narrow scope. The example in (236) is an instance of such a case. The question is why we
cannot get wide scope of the nominative object in (236).
The fact presented in (236) can be accounted for if we assume that the focus
element sae blocks movement of the scope-bearing element (the nominative object) to
take wide scope over potential as is illustrated in (238) (where L-R order reflects ccommand).

(238) a.

[ even

...

can ...

only ]

->

b.

only ... [ even

...

can

t

->

...

]

can >only
* only > can

Suppose that this is the case. Now there are two possible structures with respect to the
landing sites of the nominative object depending on the theory. Since it is obvious that
the nominative object can be in the scope of the potential verb, I assume that the
nominative object is base-generated lower than the potential verb in both structures
(contra Takano 2003, Saito and Hoshi 1998, Hoshi 1999, Saito 2000). The issue here is
whether the nominative object can land in the Spec of the potential verb. The structure of
(239a) is the structure where the nominative object is licensed by T and can move to the
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Spec of TP, while that o f (239b) is the structure where the nominative object can move to
the Spec of the potential verb

(239) a.

- r a r e . 116

TP
SUBJ

VP

TP
SUBJ

VP

As in (239a), the nominative object cannot move to the Spec of TP, assuming that sae
creates some impenetrable domain for movement of the scope-bearing element. If the
nominative object moves to the Spec of TP, then it will be outside of the domain and
therefore this movement is not allowed. However, if the Spec of -rare is available, the
movement into the Spec of -rare will take place within the domain. Therefore, under the
approach that the nominative object can move to the Spec of the potential verb, we

116 Whether the nominative object is licensed by the potential verb is not at issue at this
point.
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should expect that the nominative object can take wide scope over the potential verb,
regardless of the presence of sae contrary to fact.
Thus, this suggests that the nominative object does not go through the Spec
of -rare but rather it stays in its base-generated position when the movement option is not
available. If the Case of the nominative object comes from -rare, then the object should
be able to move to the Spec of -rare (even if it cannot move higher), though this is not the
case. On the other hand, if the Case of the nominative object comes from T and the Spec
of -rare is not available, then the possible interpretation is predicted as “can > only” only,
given that the movement of the nominative object out of the impenetrable domain into the
Spec of TP is not allowed. Hence the latter approach can correctly account for the fact
that the interpretation “only > can” is not available in (236). Most importantly, I show
that the nominative object can be interpreted in its base-generated position and thus we
can get the interpretation “can > only”.

4.1.8 Two types o f complement clauses in the potential constructions: VP
and \ P

As we have seen in the previous sections, I have shown that a consistent account
can be given assuming that the Case of nominative objects is licensed by T, and not by
some other functional head like the potential verb -rare ‘can’ in the potential
constructions in Japanese. Hence, I will not adopt Tada’s (1992) proposed structures of
nominative object constructions and accusative object constructions. On the other hand,
Koizumi (1994, 1995, 1998) and Ura (1996, 1999, 2000) both assume that T is the Case
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licenser for nominative. However, their proposed structures are virtually identical
between nominative object constructions and accusative object constructions with the
assumption that the accusative Case-feature of a transitive verb is optionally absorbed in
the potential constructions.
In this section, I will argue that the structure of nominative object constructions is
different from the one of accusative object constructions and that whether the Case of
objects is marked with accusative or nominative resides in which functional heads are
selected from the lexicon.117
As I have assumed for some constructions in Icelandic, following Wurmbrand
(2001b), I will propose that a sentence with a nominative object involves a restructuring
verb which combines with a VP-complement, while one with an accusative object is a
non-restructuring verb which combines with a vP-complement in Japanese. On the basis
of this and the assumption that nominative Case is uniformly licensed by T as argued in
Takezawa (1987), Koizumi (1994), and Nomura (2003), the structures of the potential
constructions with negation such as (240) are illustrated in (241).

(240) a.

John-wa

subete-no iro-ga

John-TOP all-GEN

tuka-e-nai.

color-NOM use-POT-NEG

‘John cannot use every color.’

117 For instance, Lasnik (1999a) discusses that the optionality of raising in ECM
constructions in English as the optionality of Agro, having a hint from Chomsky
(1995:350-351).
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b.

John-wa

subete-no iro-wo

John-TOP all-GEN

tuka-e-nai.

color-ACC use-POT-NEG

‘John cannot use every color.’

(241) a.

Restructuring Infinitive (NOM: O -• > can > V / © V > - > > can)
TP
T’

N O M sub j

►© V n o m o b j

T’

NegP
FP

Neg

tsUBJ

F ’

VP
--—'
—
© V

nom obj

T■

F
can
V

Agree
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Non-restructuring infinitive (ACC: -> > can > V)
TP
N O M

T’

subj

VACCOBJ

v* ’

v* = phase
tA C C O B J

V

Agree

According to Wurmbrand (2001b), restructuring infinitives (RIs) are reduced structures
which lack their own Case-assigning functional projections and that the Case of the
object in RIs depends on properties of the selecting matrix predicate. In (241a), since
restructuring infinitives do not contain a Case-licensing element, the embedded object has
to AGREE with something in the matrix clause. Given that T is the only Case-licensing
head in the matrix clause, assuming that the potential verb does not license Case, the
object AGREEs with T. Although AGREE is sufficient for licensing, an NP may move to
the Spec of its Case-licensing head (AGREE + MOVE). Via Sequential AGREE, T first
AGREEs with the subject NP and the NP MOVEs to the Spec of TP. Then T AGREEs
with the object NP. Hence, nominative Case is assigned to the object NP. Note that the
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movement of a nominative object into the Spec of TP does not take place without
movement of the subject. I assume that MOVE can take place either by solely moving the
subject NP or by moving the subject NP followed by movement of the nominative object
NP in a Tucking-in fashion. This follows from the proposed theory of Sequential
AGREEE because the subsequent AGREE takes place only when the primary AGREEd
goal is displaced. Thus, the nominative object may be interpreted in the scope of the
potential O (AGREE) or it may scope over the negation © (AGREE + MOVE). In non
restructuring infinitives such as (241b), on the other hand, the infinitival complement
projects its own vP. The closest Case-licensing head for the object is hence the embedded
v* (accusative Case-licenser) rather than the matrix T (nominative Case-licenser). The
object AGREEs with v*, licensing accusative Case, and may move to the Spec of v*P.
Although in principle multiple Case marking is allowed, the object cannot enter into an
AGREE relation with T because it is not the primary AGREE. The subsequent AGREE is
possible only when the goal has not been valued. Since Case is already assigned to the
object NP by v* and T primary AGREEs with the subject NP, the object NP does not
enter into an AGREE relation with T nor does it move into the Spec of TP; i.e., it cannot
move above negation for Case reasons.118 Hence, the accusative object does not scope
over negation.119
If the reason why the intermediate scope of nominative objects

>

N

o m O bj

>

can” is not possible is because the potential verb is not a Case-licenser (nor a phase), we

118 It is claimed that quantifiers are assigned surface scope and do not undergo Quantifier
Raising (QR) in Japanese (see for instance Hoji 1985 among many others).
119 The object-wide scope reading over negation is possible when the object is stressed or
focused (see also footnote 101).
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predict that such an interpretation exists if a higher predicate contains v* (a phase).
Koizumi (1994) in fact has an observation that shows that our prediction is correct.
Consider the following examples.

(242) John-wa

migime-dake-ww

(=(2 18a))

tumur-e-ru

John-TOP right.eye-only-ACC close-POT-PRES

‘John can close only his right eye.’
(i)

(unless the object is stressed)

can > only (John can wink his right eye.)

(ii) ?* only > can (It is only his right eye that he can close.)

(243) John-ga

ringo-dake-wo tabe-hazime-ta

John-NOM apple-only-ACC eat-start-PAST
‘John started to eat only apples.’

(i)

only > start (It is only apples that John started to eat.)

(ii)

start > only (It is eat only apples that John started to do.)
(Koizumi 1994:216)

As Koizumi observes, unlike (242), (243) is clearly ambiguous with respect to the scope
of the object and the higher verb. The ambiguity of the sentence in (243) is readily
accounted for by postulating that verbs like hazime are lexical verbs and the higher
predicate contains a phase. At issue in such sentences is not movement into the Spec of
TP since accusative Case is licensed either by the matrix v or the embedded v (the
relevant structures will be given shortly). We thus expect that the object will be in the
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scope of negation when the sentence is negated because it does not move over the
negation. This scope fact has already been reported in Koizumi (1994:222). Koizumi has
the example in (244) and reports the scope interpretations as follows:

(244) Niku-dake-wo

tabe-tuzuke-na-i

koto-ga

taisetu-da.

meat-only-ACC eat-continue-NEG-PRES that-NOM important-PRES
‘It is important that one should not continue to eat only meat. ’
a.

y

-i >

continue >

b.

y /?

-> > only >

continue

c.

?* only >

-. >

continue

only

(unless the object is stressed)

Based on what Koizumi observes and presents, I use the same type of the test as we have
had in section 4.1.5 to test the existence of the intermediate scope interpretation as in
(244b) even when the nominative object is subete ‘all/every’. The result is compatible
with what Koizumi reports. Consider a context in (245).

(245) John tried to read all the books that he has on his desk in a week. However, since
he was very busy this week, he could only read five books and failed to read the
rest of the books.

The relevant example is given in (246).
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(246) John-wa

subete-no hon-wo yomi-sokonawa-nakat-ta.

John-TOP all-GEN book-ACC read-fail-NEG-PAST
‘John did not fail to read all the books.’

The potential LF scope representations of (246) in (245) are given in (247).120

(247) a. *

V >

-

>

b. S

>

c. *

>

fail
V >

fail
fail

>

V

The context in (245) does not describe the LF scope representations in (247a) and (247c)
with respect to the sentence in (246). Under the interpretation of (247a), there has to be
no book that John fails to read (in other words, John read all the books.). Since there are
some books that John could not read, this is a false assertion in (245). (247c) denies that
to read all the books is what John fails to do. However, given that it is true that reading
all the books is what John fails to do in (245), the denial of this assertion is a false
assertion. (247b) denies that for every book, John fails to read it. Given that the assertion
that for every book, John fails to read it is false in (245), the denial of this assertion is a
true statement. In this designated context, (246) can be truthfully uttered as we expect.
The structures of examples such as (246) are illustrated in (248).

120 Note that (247a) and (247c) are logically equivalent. Since what we are looking for
here is whether the sentence in (246) has the interpretation of (247b), I ignore this
complexity here and simply follow the contrast that Koizumi found in (244) in this type
of construction.
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(248) a.

Restructuring Infinitive ( ( 0 -> > fail > V ) / © - > > V > fail)
TP
NOM subj

T’

NegP
v*P

T
Neg

tsUBI

V *’

► ©VaCCqbj

V *’

VP

v* = phase
V
fa il

VP

x

-(O V a CCqbj)V

Agree
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b.

N on-restructuring Infinitive (- 1 > fail > V)

TP
T’

N O M sub j

NegP
v*P
ts U B J

T

Neg
V* ’

VP
v*P

v* = phase
V
fa il

PRO
V a C C qbj

VP
’ tACCoBj

v* = phase
V

\

i __________

Agree

In (248a), since restructuring infinitives do not contain a Case-licensing element, the
embedded object has to AGREE with the matrix v* and may move to the Spec of the
matrix v*P.121 Therefore, the scope of the object is

> V > fail” (and

> fail > V”).

The fact that the object does not scope over the negation follows from Sequential
AGREE. T primary AGREEs with the subject NP and hence the subsequent AGREE

1211 leave open the possibility that the object may stay in the Spec of the embedded vP
(AGREE without MOVE) and that the object is in the scope of ‘fail’ O in the structure of
(248a). But see Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (To appear) who discuss Anti-Reconstruction
Effects in lexical restructuring infinitives.
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between T and the object that has already been valued will not take place. Therefore, the
object NP does not move over the negation for Case reasons.122 In non-restructuring
infinitives such as (248b), on the other hand, the infinitival complement projects its own
vP. The object AGREEs with the embedded v* and may move to the Spec of the
embedded v*P. Assuming that PRO can get structural Case as we have seen in Icelandic
PRO in section 3.3, the matrix v* may AGREE with PRO but the object NP does not
enter into an AGREE relation with the matrix v* nor does it move into the Spec of v*P,
since Case is already assigned to it by the embedded v*. Hence the scope of the object is
predicted to be

> fail > V”.123

4.1.9 Conclusion

The facts that I have shown here indicate not only that nominative objects can
take narrow scope in the potential construction (can > NomObj) but also that they cannot
take intermediate scope between negation and potential verb -rare ‘can’ (*not > NomObj
> can), while they can take wide scope over negation (NomObj > not > can). These facts
favor an approach where the Case of the nominative object is licensed by T (Koizumi
(1994) and Nomura (2003)) over an approach under which verbs like the potential verb

122 Again, we are disregarding the possible interpretation of the object over negation
when the object is focalized.
123 Although I do not work out all the possible LF scope representation with contexts for
the relevant examples, what is important here is that there is certainly an intermediate
scope reading in these examples different from what we have seen in the potential
constructions.
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license nominative Case (Tada (1992) and Yatsushiro (1999)). Hence, I conclude that
only T licenses nominative Case.

4.2

V-te ar- constructions in Japanese

4.2.1 Two types o f transitive V-te ar- constructions

In this section, I will establish the syntax of the so-called “V-te ar- constructions”
in Japanese (Sugioka 1985, Martin 1975, Miyagawa 1989, Hasegawa 1992, Matsumoto
1990), which is exemplified in (249).

(249) Soto-ni

kuruma-ga tome-te

outside-LOC car-NOM

stop-GER

ar-u
be-PRES

Lit.‘The car is in the state of having been parked outside.’

In this construction, a verb in the active gerundive form (with a suffix -te) is followed by
a verb ar- “be (in the state of ...)”. This construction expresses a current state as a result
of some previous action of an agent. In (249), for instance, the current state of the car is
expressed in terms of the result of someone having parked it outside. What is remarkable
in this construction is that the argument of the gerundive verb that is realized as an
accusative marked object in an active sentence can be marked nominative. Note that no
passive morphology appears on the gerundive verb.
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The -te ar- sequence also allows the arguments of the gerundive verb to appear
with canonical Case marking.

(250) Taro-ga soto-ni

kuruma-wo tome-te

Taro-N outside-LOC car-ACC

ar-u

stop-GER be-PRES

L it.‘Taro is in the state o f having parked the car outside. ’

In this pattern, the object of the transitive verb is marked accusative just as it is
without ar-.

(251) Taro-ga

soto-ni

kuruma-wo tome-ta

Taro-NOM outside-LOC car-ACC

stop-PST

‘Taro parked the car outside.’

In the pattern like (249), the object of the transitive verb is marked nominative
and the subject is suppressed. Hence, the subject cannot appear when the object of the
transitive verb is marked nominative, as shown in (252).

(252)* Taro-ga
Taro-NOM

soto-ni

kuruma-ga

outside-LOC car-NOM

tome-te

ar-u

stop-GER be-PRES

L it.‘The car is in the state o f having been parked outside.’
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Let us call the transitive V-te ar- pattern in which the object of the verb is marked
accusative Accusative Transitive te ar- construction (henceforth AT te ar- construction)
and the one in which the object of the verb is marked nominative NominativeTransitive
te ar- construction (NT te ar- construction). While the AT te ar-construction is typically
used to describe the state of the “logical subject” of the gerundive verb (V-te), the NT te
ar- construction is typically used to describe the state of the “logical object” (the
argument that is realized as an object in an active sentence) of the gerundive verb.
An intransitive verb can also be used in these constructions as in (253).

(253) Boku-wa kyoo
I-TOP

gussuri nemur-te ar-u

today soundly sleep-GER be-PRES

L it. ‘I am in the state o f having slept enough today.’

Since the intransitive V-te ar- pattern does not raise relevant syntactic issues here, I will
focus on the two transitive V-te ar- patterns in these constructions. I will argue that
syntactic differences between the two transitive V-te ar- patterns can be attributed to
whether the complement clause is a restructuring infinitive or a non-restructuring
infinitive (Wurmbrand 2001b).
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4.2.2 Is a nominative marked argument in Nominative Transitive te arconstruction a subject?

NT te ar- construction is particularly interesting in that the logical object of a
gerundive verb is marked nominative. At first glance, this nominative marking in the NT
te ar- construction is reminiscent of the nominative marked object of stative predicates.
As we have seen in section 4.1, in Japanese the object can be marked with either ga
(nominative Case marker) or wo (accusative Case marker) when a suffix such as the
potential suffix -rare ‘can’ is attached to the verb as in (254).

(254) John-wa

huransugo-wo/ga

John-TOP French-ACC/NOM

hanas-e-ru
speak-can-PRES

‘John can speak French.’

In this sentence, huransugo ‘French’ is apparently the object of the stative predicate
hanas-e-ru, even when it is marked nominative. A difference between the nominative
object in the stative predicate construction such as the potential construction and the
nominative marked argument in the NT te ar- construction is that while the former
functions as an object, the latter behaves as a subject.
That the nominative marked argument in the NT te ar- construction is a subject is
supported by the subjecthood test constructed by Matsumoto (1990). The grammaticality
of (255) indicates that the subject of the passive verb yom-are ‘be read’ in the zu-ni
clause is controlled by the nominative argument sono hon ‘that book’, while the
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ungrammaticality of (256) shows that the same argument that is marked accusative
cannot be the controller.

(255)

(dare ni mo) yom-are-zu-ni,
who by too

sono hon-ga

hondana-ni

read-PASS-NEG-coNJ that book-NOM bookshelf-LOC

at-ta

(koto)

be-PST

fact

simat-te
keep-GER

‘(the fact that) the book was in the state of having been kept on a bookshelf
without being read (by anybody).’

(256)* (dare ni mo) yom-are-zu-ni,
who by too
at-ta
be-PST

sono hon-wo

hondana-ni

simat-te

read-PASS-NEG-coNJ that book-ACC bookshelf-LOC keep-GER

(koto)
fact

‘(the fact that) the book was in the state of having been kept on a bookshelf
without being read (by anybody).’

The contrast is not particular to the te ar- construction and in fact we observe the
same contrast without te ar- as shown in (257) and (258).
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(257)

(dare ni mo) yom-are-zu-ni,
who by too

sono hon-ga

souko-ni

read-PASS-NEG-CONJ that book-NOM warehouse-LOC

simaw-are-ta

(koto)

keep-PASS-PST

fact

‘(the fact that) the book was put away in the warehouse without being read (by
anybody).’

(258) *(dare ni mo) yom-are-zu-ni,
who by too

Taro-ga

sono hon-wo

souko-ni

read-PASS-NEG-coNJ Taro-NOM that book-ACC warehouse-LOC

simaw-ta(koto)
keep-PST fact

‘(the fact that) Taro put away the book in the warehouse without being read (by
anybody).’

This contrast shows that PRO in the Japanese -zuni clause cannot be controlled by any
non-subject and hence supports that the nominative marked argument in the NT te arconstruction is a subject. Moreover, the same subject-hood test that we have conducted
with zu-ni clause in the te ar- construction is applicable in the potential construction. It
shows that nominative objects in the potential construction do not control PRO, while
nominative arguments in the te ar- construction do.
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(259)

[PRO*/*, sake-wo noma-zu-ni],

John-ga*

Mary-wo* damasi-ta (koto)

sake-ACC drink-NEG-coNJ John-NOM Mary-ACC cheat-PST

fact

‘(the fact that) without PRO*/*, drinking sake, John* cheated Mary,.’

(260)

[PRO*/*, sake-wo noma-zu-ni],

John-ga*

Mary-ga, damas-e-ru

(koto)

sake-ACC drink-NEG-CONJ John-NOM Mary-NOM cheat-POT-PRES fact
‘(the fact that) without PRO*/*; drinking sake, John* can cheat Mary,.’

It is a well-known fact that the nominative marked object of the stative predicate is in fact
an object. As the ill-formedness of (261) shows, PRO in the Japanese -nagara
construction cannot be controlled by any nonsubject (Perlmutter 1984, Ura 2000).

(261)

[PRO*/*, sake-wo

nomi-nagara], John-ga* Mary-wo, damasi-ta (koto)

sake-ACC drink-while

John-NOM Mary-ACC cheat-PST

fact

‘(the fact that) while PRO*/*, drinking sake, John* cheated Mary;.’

In the potential construction, we also observe that the nominative object cannot control
PRO as shown in (262).

(262)

[PRO*/*, sake-wo

nomi-nagara], John-ga* Mary-ga, damas-e-ru

sake-ACC drink-while

John-NOM Mary-NOM cheat-POT-PRES

‘(the fact that) while PRO*/*, drinking sake, John* can cheat Mary,.’
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(koto)
fact

What the discussion above shows is that the nominative argument in the NT te arconstruction is a subject, while the nominative marked object in the potential construction
is in fact an object. Thus it is interesting to explain how a grammatical function changing
in the NT te ar- construction is taking place, while no grammatical function changing is
taking place in the potential construction. Although we have observed the difference
between the potential constructions and the te ar- constructions, I argue that they share
something in common.

4.2.3 Two types o f complement clauses in the V-te ar- constructions: VP
and \ P

As I have argued in section 4.1.8, following Wurmbrand (2001b), I assume that a
sentence with a nominative object involves a restructuring verb which combines with a
VP-complement, while one with an accusative object is a non-restructuring verb which
combines with a vP-complement.124 On the basis of this and the assumption that
nominative Case is uniformly licensed by T, the structures of the potential construction
are illustrated in (263).

124 See Wurmbrand (2001b) and Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2004b) for more detailed
discussions.
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(263) a.

Restructuring infinitive
TP
noM sub,

t

►noMobi

t

FP

TF’

t.■SUBJ

VP
tN O M O BJ

F
can
V

AGREE

b.

Non-restructuring infinitive
TP
NOMctmr

T’

v* = phase
tA C C O B J

A G REE
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Turing now to the structures for the te ar- constructions such as (249) and (250), I
propose that (249) involves a restructuring verb which combines with a VP-complement.
The example in (250), on the other hand, is a non-restructuring verb which combines with
a vP-complement. What is different from the potential constructions is that the functional
verb ar- does not take an external argument while the verb rare ‘can’ does.

(264) a.

Restructuring infinitive
TP
N OM subj

T’

F

VP
tN O M O B J

F
ar
V -te

t
AGREE
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b.

Non-restructuring infinitive
TP
NOM.-S U B J
FP

T

v*P

F

tN O M S U B J

r * AC C ob j

v*’

— tAccoBj

N-te

t ________________
AGREE

As we have seen in the case of the potential construction, since restructuring infinitives
do not contain a structural case position, the embedded object has to AGREE with the
matrix functional head to check its Case. Given that T is the only Case-licensing head in
the matrix clause, the object AGREEs with T and may move to the Spec of TP.

19S

Remember that under the proposed theory, the primary AGREEd Goal with T functions
as a subject of the clause. Since there is no agentive vP in (264a) and hence no agent
argument, the logical object of the embedded verb is the only argument that can promote

123 Movement into the Spec of FP may take place if FP is a phase and successive cyclic
movement through these phase edges (ex. passive/unaccusative vP) is also required. Here
I will simply assume that movement occurs directly to the Spec of TP since it is not
relevant for the focus of this section. See Legate (2003) for discussion on some properties
of phase.
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to be the subject of the matrix verb (cf. raising construction) by primary AGREE with T.
In non-restructuring infinitives such as (264b), on the other hand, the infinitival
complement projects (at least) its own vP and contains the agent NP in the Spec of vP.
Therefore this NP enters into AGREE relation with the matrix T and become the subject.
In the embedded clause, the embedded object AGREEs with v*. As I have been arguing,
the subsequent AGREE does not take place with the valued Goal(s). Hence, the
embedded object cannot AGREE with the matrix T.
Assuming an analysis along these lines, we expect to find differences between the
two examples in (264). One piece of evidence comes from the availability of sentential
adverbials. Suppose that sentential adverbs like kinoo ‘yesterday’ have to adjoin to vP (or
TP), but not VP; matrix vP or TP are possible positions in (264a), while the embedded vP
and the matrix vP or TP are possible positions in (264b). Then we predict that such
adverbs are not available to modify the embedded event in (264a) but available in (264b).
Our prediction is in fact borne out.

(265) watasi-wa
1-top

kinoo

kippu-wo kaw-te

at-ta/ar-u

yesterday ticket-ACC buy-GER be-PST/be-PRES

PST Lit. ‘Yesterday, I was in the state o f having bought a ticket.’
pres

Lit. ‘I am in the state of having bought a ticket yesterday’
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(266)

kippu-ga

kaw-te at-ta/*ar-u

kinoo

ticket-NOM yesterday buy-GER be-PST/be-PRES
PST Lit. ‘Yesterday, the ticket was in the state of having been bought.’
PRES Lit. ‘The ticket is in the state of having been bought yesterday.’

In the AT te ar- construction such as (265), the adverb kinoo can be interpreted as a
matrix adverb and an embedded adverb. The verb ar- corresponds to the tense marker
depending on where kinoo adjoins, kinoo can be either a matrix adverb or an embedded
adverb when the matrix tense is past, but it must be an embedded adverb when the matrix
tense is present because it cannot be with present tense as shown in (267).

(267)

watasi-wa kinoo
I- top

yesterday

kippu-wo kaw-ta/*u
ticket-ACC buy-PST/PRES

‘I bought a ticket yesterday.’
* ‘I buy a ticket yesterday.’

Thus, I conclude that the NT te ar- construction involves a restructuring verb and takes
restructuring infinitives (a VP-complement), while the AT te ar- construction contains a
non-restructuring verb which combines with non-restructuring infinitives (a vP or TPcomplement). Hence, this Japanese te ar- construction is another piece of evidence for
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Wurmbrand’s (2001b) proposal

th a t in f in it iv a l

complements fall into different classes:

restructuring infinitives and non-restructuring infinitives.126

Appendix: VP-compIementation v.s. Complex Predicate
Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2004a, 2004b) argue against complex predicate
approaches (Saito and Hoshi 1998, Hoshi 1999, Saito 2000), showing that the potential
verb

-rare

combines

with

full-fledged

VPs.

Two

relevant

structures:

VP-

complementation and derived complex predicate (V-V Incorporation) are given below:

(268) a.

VP-complementation
FP
SUBJ

OBJ

V

Full-fledged VP (Object originates below can)

126 Wurmbrand shows that infinitival complements fall into four basic classes: lexical
restructuring infinitives, functional restructuring infinitives, reduced non-restructuring
infinitives, and non-restructuring infinitives. See Wurmbrand (2001b) for the summary of
the distribution and properties of these types of infinitival constructions.
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b.

Derived complex predicate (Y-V Incorporation)
VP
OBJ

V’
VP
V°

V i°

tvi
’L

A

J

Deficient, non-thematic VP (Object originates above can)

The structure I have assumed is the one in (268a), while the structure in (268b) is the one
that is assumed under complex predicate approaches. Saito and Hoshi (1998), Hoshi
(1999), and Saito (2000) argue that the high scope of nominative object follows from
complex predicate formation. However, the data that I have showed challenge such a
view, given that the nominative object can be interpreted below can. Namely, it is not
possible for the complex predicate approaches to derive the scope of nominative objects
below can at all.
One piece of evidence against a complex predicate approach that Bobaljik and
Wurmbrand (2004a, 2004b) show is based on the presence of object (trace) and modifiers
in the lower VP, namely, aspectual properties. According to Bobaljik and Wurmbrand
(2004b), it is expected under the complex predicate approach that there is only one event
since the lower VP is non-thematic and theta-roles are assigned compositionally by both
verbs. Under the VP-complementation approach, which I have assumed, on the other
hand, it is expected that multiple event modifiers of the same type are possible
simultaneously since there are two events and no event unification. The following
examples support the view of VP-complementation.
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(269) a.

Taro-wa

terebi-ga

Taro-TOP TV-nom

iti-nen-kan
one-year-for

san-jikan

mir-e-ru

three-hour-for

watch-POT-PRES

‘For one year, Taro can watch TV for three hours.’
b.

Taro-wa hon-ga

hutu-ka-kan-no-aida

iti-byoo-de yom-e-ru

Taro-TOPbook-NOM 2-days-period-GEN-during 1-second-in read-POT-PRES
‘For two days, Taro can read the book in one second.’
(Bobaljik and Wurmbrand 2004b)

The examples in (269) show that multiple event modifiers of the same type are possible.
Moreover, as is expected under VP-complementation approach, modifiers (in the
unmarked, non-focused use) appear in the order matrix modifier » embedded modifier
because the examples in (270) where modifiers appear in the order embedded modifier »
matrix modifier are not acceptable.

(270) a. (*) Taro-wa terebi-ga
Taro-TOP TV-nom

san-jikan

iti-nen-kan

mir-e-ru127

three-hour-for

one-year-for

watch-POT-PRES

‘For one year, Taro can watch TV for three hours.’
b. ?? Taro-wa hon-ga

iti-byoo-de hutu-ka-kan-no-aida

yom-e-ru

Taro-TOPbook-NOM 1-second-in 2-days-period-GEN-duringread-POT-PRES
‘For two days, Taro can read the book in one second.’
(Bobaljik and Wurmbrand 2004b)

127 The sentence is fine in the marked/focused use.
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Thus, Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2004b) conclude that VP-complementation makes the
right predictions regarding the distribution and ordering of modifiers, while under
complex predicate approaches, modification is non-compositional and cannot be treated
as targeting syntactic structure and ordering restrictions among adverbials are unexpected
at all.
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Chapter five
5. Conclusion

In this chapter, I will give a summary of the dissertation and discuss some
remaining issues.

5.1

Summary

In chapter 1, I started to discuss apparent discrepancies between Case and
agreement. Thus I set the following research question in this dissertation:

(271) How is it that nominative case can surface on NPs other than fin ite subjects?

In addressing this question, I developed in chapter 2 a new theory of Case and agreement
based on Chomsky’s (2000, 2001, 2004) recent proposed theory of long distance
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agreement (AGREE) between two linguistics expressions: Probe, which is a functional
category that contains uninterpretable (j)-features and Goal, which is an argument NP that
contains interpretable ^-features and uninterpretable structural Case feature. I showed
that examples like (272) and (273) are derived via multiple application of AGREE by a
single head, namely, structural nominative Casefeaturesof both a dative/nominative
subject and a nominative object are licensed by a singlehead T.

(272) a.

Joni

likubu

]oessir sokkar

John.DAT liked.3PL these

sock.NOM.PL

‘John liked these socks.’
b.

Joni

voru

(Jonsson 1996:143)

gefnir

John.DAT were.3PL

jjessir sokkar

given

these

sock.NOM.PL

‘John was given these socks.’

(273) a.

Taro-ni/ga

eigo-ga

(Jonsson 1996:144)

waka-ru

Taro-DAT/NOM English-NOM

(koto)

understand-PRES fact

‘Taro understands English.’
b.

Taro-ni/ga

kono

Taro-DAT/NOM this

hon-ga

yom-e-ru

(koto)

book-NOM read-POT-PRES fact

‘Taro can read this book.’
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I proposed that AGREE by a single Probe with multiple Goals can take place sequentially
(Sequential AGREE) and argued that AGREE never takes place crossing a potential
closer Goal to Probe that can enter into AGREE relation as in (274).

(274)* P

> Gi

> G2

t______ t

AGREE (P, G2)
(‘> ’ is a c-command relation)

I also argued that no simultaneous multiple AGREE operation such as proposed by
Hiraiwa’s (2001a, 2001b, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2004) series of work occurs (cf. (275)).

(275)* P

> Gi

> G2

t__ t___ t

AGREE (P, G,, G2)
(‘>’ is a c-command relation)

Following Chomsky (2000), I assumed that the unavailability of such AGREE relations
comes from Locality (closest c-command). Locality for AGREE is the following:

(276) Locality for AGREE
P

> Gi

> G2

P AGREEs with G2 only if there is no Gi, Gi closer to P than G2, such that P
AGREEs with Gi.
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Gi is closer to P than G2 is and hence G2 cannot have AGREE relation with P due to the
presence of Gi. I proposed that multiple application of AGREE takes place step-by-step
as in (277).

(277) a.

P

>

t

b.

Gi >

P

c.

Gi >

P

>

Gi >

G2

AGREE (P, GO

tGl >

G2

MOVE (P, GO

toi >

G2

AGREE (P, G2)

t

t______ t
First AGREE (P, GO takes place. Locality does not allow AGREE (P, G2 ). Second,
MOVE (P, GO takes place. Third, AGREE (P, G2 ) takes place. In (277c) as well a phrase
with (j)-features intervenes between matrix T and G2 , namely, the trace of Gi. As
Chomsky argues, it is only the head of an A-chain but not the trace of the A-chain that
blocks AGREE under the locality condition.
The difference between the proposed Sequential AGREE and simultaneous
MULTIPLE AGREE was from double object passive expletive constructions as in (278).

(278) a.

Ea3 hofSu

einhverjum student veri5

ex p l had.3PL some student.DAT

been

gefnar tolvumar
given the.computers.NOM

‘Some student had been given the computers.’
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b. *

bad

hof8u/haf5i veriQ gefnar einhverjum student

td lv u r n a r

expl

had.3PL/3SG been given some

the.computers.NOM

stu d en t.D A T

‘Some student had been given the computers.’

(Halldor Armann SigurSsson p .c .)

This word order fact can be

e x p la in e d

if we assume that the higher NP that AGREEs with

T must be displaced in order for T to have an AGREE relation with a lower target. Thus,
the displacement of the higher NP must be obligatory for the second sequence. If it does
not take place, the lower NP does not get a Case. Hence, the derivation does not converge
due to the violation of the Case Filter. MULTIPLE AGREE, however, predicts that
sentences like (278b) are good unless an additional assumption is made.
Based on this, I proposed that (the primary) AGREE obligatorily takes place with
the closest Goal (cf. Gi) if possible. Namely, if there is a Goal, AGREE must take place
(to check uninterpretable features of Probe) but if there is no Goal, AGREE will not take
place (default agreement). On the other hand, the subsequent AGREE takes place only
when it is necessary. Namely if G2 has not entered into an AGREE relation, the
subsequent AGREE must take place (to avoid violating the Case Filter) but if G2 has
already entered into AGREE relation, the subsequent AGREE does not take place
(economy principle). Based on these proposals, I reached the conclusion that multiple
Case marking is possible if the conditions are met. Namely, the primary AGREE with a
valued active Goal is possible, while the subsequent AGREE is not. Since the primary
AGREE takes place with an active Goal (by assumption), it does not matter whether the
Goal has been valued or not. On the other hand, a valued active Goal is never multiply
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Case marked via subsequent AGREE since subsequent AGREE is an instance of a last
resort operation.
Chapter 3 and 4 presented evidence that supports the idea that nominative Case is
uniformly licensed by T via AGREE. Chapter 3 presented the argument that not only
finite T but also non-fmite T licenses nominative Case based on Icelandic data. I
presented various phenomena that are related to nominative arguments in non-fmite
clauses and reached the conclusion that non-finite T licenses nominative Case. The first
piece of evidence that supports the idea that AGREE takes place even with non-fmite T
was from a person restriction in Icelandic. We observed that a nominative argument in
the infinitival clause does not show a person restriction if it is not in an agreement
relation with a finite predicate. The examples are given in (279).

(279) a.

Henni

mundu

pa

virSast

her.DAT would.3PL then seem

fieir

vera

they.nom .pl be

herna.
here

‘It would then seem to her that they are here.’
b.

* Henni

mundum

pa

virQast

her.DAT would. 1pl then seem

[ viQ

vera

we.NOM.PL be

hema].
here

‘It would then seem to her that we are here.’
c.

* Mer
me.DAT

mundud

pa

wouM.2pl

then seem

virSast

[ JnS

vera

you.NOM.PL be

hema].
here

‘It would then seem to me that you are here.’
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d.

Mer

J>a

mundi

virQast [ viQ

me.DAT would.SSG then seem

vera

we.NOM.PL

be

hema].
here

‘It would then seem to me that we/you are here.’
e.

Mer

\>&

mundi

virQast [ JnQ

me.DAT wouid.SsG then seem

vera

you.NOM.PL be

hema].
here

‘It would then seem to me that we/you are here.’

Strikingly, however, a person restriction was observed even in infinitival clauses if the
nominative element is in the object position as shown in (280).

Raising infinitives

(280) a.
*

Joni

virtist [ Bjama

hafa

likaQ

eg/vi5/J>id

John.DAT seemed Bjami.DAT have

liked

I/we/you.NOM.PL

‘It seems to John that Bjarni likes me/us/you’
b.

(Boeckx 2003)

Control infinitives
ViQ

vonumst

we.NOM hope.PL

til [aQ leiQast
for [to

ekki ]

hun/*Jiid

bore.inf

she.NOM/you.NOM.PL not

‘We hope not to be bored with her/*you.’
c.

]

]

(Bobaljik 2004 lecture)

ECM infinitives
Eg

taldi

I.nom believed

[ Joni

lika

John.DAT to.like

‘I believed John to like me/us/you.’

*eg/*vid/*?|»id

]

I.NOM/we.NOM/you.NOM.PL

(Halldor Armann SigurQsson p.c.)
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Based on these facts, I stated the generalization on person restrictions as follows:

(281) a.

There is a person restriction on embedded nominative subjects that agree
with the matrix predicate,

b.

There is a person restriction on nominative objects (agreeing and non
agreeing).

Thus, the agreement relation with finite predicate was not crucial to the person
restrictions. In order to capture the generalization, I proposed that non-finite T licenses
nominative Case via AGREE, following Bejar and Rezac (2003) that the second
sequence of AGREE does not induce person feature checking.
The second piece of evidence was from PRO in Icelandic. SigurQsson (1991) has
argued that Icelandic PRO is case-marked and that the evidence comes from
morphological case chains in infinitives. Icelandic lexical NPs head morphological case
chains, involving floating quantifiers, (the secondary predicates and etc.) as shown in
(282).

(282) a.

Strakarnir

komust allir

the.boys.NOM got

i

skola

all.NOM.PL.M to school

‘The boys all managed to get to school.’
b.

Strakunum

leiddist ollum

the.boys.DAT bored

all.DAT.PL.M

i skola
in school

‘The boys were all bored in school’
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As we see in (282), the quantifier must show up in exactly the same form in the
infinitives as in corresponding finite clauses. Thus, Icelandic PRO heads morphological
case chains in the same way as lexical subjects do. It seems obvious that it does so by
virtue of being case-marked.

(283)

a.

Strakamir

vonast til

the.boys.NOM hope
b.

Strakamir

for

vonast til

the.boys.NOM hope

for

[ a5 PRO komast
to

nom

allir

get

[ ad PRO leidast
to DAT bore

1

skola

]

all.NOM to school
ekki ollum
not

1

skola

]

all.DAT in school

(Sigurdsson 1991:331)

Thus this fact indicated that Icelandic non-fmite T licenses nominative Case.
The last piece of evidence was from a well-known intervention effect in Icelandic;
that is, the dative NP is inaccessible for agreement, but nevertheless blocks agreement
with the nominative NP when it occurs between the finite verb and the nominative NP in
V2 controlled contexts. Thus when there is a dative NP between the finite verb and
nominative NP, intervention is observed as in (284a), while it is not when there is no
intervening dative NP as in (284b).
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(284) a.

Mer

hefur/*hafa

alltaf virst

me.DAT has.3sG/*3PL often

seem

honum

lika baskur

him.DAT like books.NOM.PL

‘It has often seemed to me that he likes books. ’
b.

Mer

virSast

[hafa

veriS

me.DAT seem.3PL [to.have been

seldir

(Schiitze 1997:108)
margir

sold.NOM many

‘It seems to me that many horses have been sold.’

hestar

]

horses.NOM.PL ]

(Jonas 2004 and p.c.)

I showed that even in non-intervention contexts, a nominative NP in the embedded clause
does not have to be in an agreement relation with finite verb (default agreement is
possible) as in (285).

(285) a.

Sitraknum virSist

lika Jjessir bilar

the.boy.DAT seem.3sG like these
b.

Sitraknum virSast

cars.NOM

lika |>essir bilar

the.boy.DAT seem.3PL like these

‘The boy seems to like these cars.’

cars.NOM

(Watanabe 1993:414)

Thus, I argued that these non-agreeing cases are merely instances of non-fmite T
licensing nominative Case.
In favor of Wurmbrand’s view that the sizes of the complement clauses vary, I
gave accounts for optional agreement in Icelandic Rasing/ECM constructions. I proposed
to extend Wurmbrand’s (2001b) selectional differences to account for the Icelandic
optional agreement facts. The relevant examples are repeated here as in (286) and (287).
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(286) a.

Manninumi

virQist/virSast t; [hestarnir

the.man.DAT

seem.3sG/3PL

vera seinir. ]

[the.horses.NOM be

slow

]

‘The man finds the horses slow.’ (Holmberg and Hroarsdottir 2003:1000)
b.

Mer,-

m undi/m undu |?a

me.dat would.3sG/3PL then

t;

virSast

|>eir

vera hema.

seem

they.NOM.M.PL be

here

‘It would then seem to me that they are here.’

(287) a.

f»a8 virSist/virdast

einhverium manni

e x p l seem.3sG/3PL

some

hestarnir

vera seinir

man.DAT the.horses.NOM be

slow

‘The horses seems to some man to be slow.’
b.

TaS m undi/m undu einhverium manni
EXPL wouM.3sg/3 pl some

virSast

man.DAT seem

hestarnir
the.horses.NOM

vera seinir
be

slow

‘The horses would seem to some man to be slow.’

I proposed that the optionality comes from whether the infinitival complement contains
TP or not. This approach gave a unified account for the distribution of nominative NP in
the non-fmite clause and its agreement facts in Icelandic. The Icelandic constructions that
I investigated with respect to Case and agreement in this chapter are summarized below:
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Seem-t y p e ECM

PL

D FLT

]

u

✓

(cf. (150))

. N O M .p l ]

*

u

(cf. (165))

a.

DAT

V/Aux

.

tDAT [

NOM.PL..

b.

DAT

V/Aux

. ••

tDAT

[

DAT

c.

DAT

V/Aux

. ••

tDAT

[

.

N O M .p l ]

U ✓

(cf. (171))

.

[ tDAT

.

N O M .p l ]

S

U

(cf. (172))

NOM V/Aux

.

[

ACC

.. . ACC

]

(cf. (179a))

NOM V/Aux

.

[

NOM

. ACC

]

(cf. (179b))

NOM V/Aux

.

[

DAT

. NOM

]

(cf. (181))

NOM V/Aux

.

[

DAT

. ACC

]

(cf. (181), fn 82(i))

NOM V/Aux

.

[

Seem-t y p e raising
d.

DAT

V/Aux

Believe-t y p e ECM
a.
b.

*

c.

d.
e.

(* )

. ACC ]

(cf. (184))

Under the proposed theory, we derive the sentences that show finite verb agreement with
the embedded nominative argument when the complement clauses contain TP, while the
sentences do not show finite verb agreement with the embedded nominative argument
when the complement clauses do not contain TP. Moreover, the nominative object in the
embedded clause in the believe-type ECM is licensed by the embedded non-finite T.
Then I concluded that the reason why the embedded subject in the believe-type ECM
cannot be morphologically realized as nominative is a result of the multiple Case
checking.
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Chapter 4 presented an argument that only T but not some other category between
T and the nominative argument licenses nominative Case based on Japanese facts. I
provided some new data for the discussion of the scope of nominative objects in Japanese.
The key example is given in (290).

(290) John-wa

subete-no iro-ga

John-TOP all-GEN

tuka-e-nai.

color-NOM use-POT-NEG

‘John cannot use every color. ’

I claimed that the example in (290) has two interpretations with respect to the scope
interactions among the nominative object, potential verb, and negation.

(291)

a.

N om O bj

>

-■ >_______________ can

b.

->

.»

c.

-■ >

N o m O bj

>

can
can

>

N om O bj

I showed that (290) has interpretations (291a) and (291c), but not (291b). Based on this
fact, I reached the conclusion that only T but not some other category between T and
nominative argument licenses nominative Case, assuming that NPs do not move to the
Spec of any non-Case-licensing or non-phase heads.
In favor of Wurmbrand’s view, I gave accounts for Case alternations in Japanese
stative verb constructions. I argued that Case alternation in potential constructions in
Japanese derives from the size of the complement clause of the potential verb.
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(292) a.

Taro-ga osake-wo

nom-e-ru

Taro-NOM alcohol-ACC drink-POT-PRES
b.

Taro-ga

osake-ga

nom-e-ru

Taro-NOM alcohol-NOM drink-POT-PRES

(koto)
fact
(koto)
fact

‘Taro can drink alcohol.’

When the

complementclause contains v*, accusative Case is licensed on the object.

When the

complementclause does not contain v*,nominative

Case islicensed by the

matrix T via Sequential AGREE. As another instance of supporting evidence for this
view, I established the syntax of the so-called “V-te ar- constructions” in Japanese that
are similar to the potential constructions in Japanese and argued that this construction
also involves restructuring vs. non-restructuring. I focused on the two transitive N-te arpattems in these constructions as in (293) and (294).

(293) Nominative Transitive te ar- construction (NT te ar- construction)
Soto-ni

kuruma-ga tome-te

outside-LOC car-NOM

ar-u

stop-GER be-PRES

Lit. ‘The car is in the state of having been parked outside.’
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(294) Accusative Transitive te ar- construction (AT te ar- construction)
Taro-ga soto-ni

kuruma-wo tome-te

Taro-N outside-LOC car-ACC

ar-u

stop-GER be-PRES

L it.‘Taro is in the state o f having parked the car outside.’

I showed that the nominative argument in NT te ar- construction is a subject by
conducting the subject-hood test. Then, I argued that syntactic differences between the
two transitive V-te ar- patterns in this construction can also be attributed to whether the
complement clause contains v*P or not.
Importantly, both potential and V-te ar- constructions are related to the
nominative Case licensing to the object of the embedded verbs. I showed that facts in
both constructions are succinctly accounted for under the assumption that nominative
Case is uniformly licensed by T in Japanese.
In sum, I made two significant assumptions: (i) nominative Case is uniformly
licensed by T and (ii) sizes of infinitival complement clauses vary. With these
assumptions, all the data in Icelandic and Japanese that I presented in this dissertation
were succinctly accounted for under the proposed theory of Sequential AGREE.
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5.2

Remaining issues

5.2.1 Wh-movement in Icelandic revisited

Although I managed to give an account for wh-movement data in Icelandic in
Appendix I in chapter 3, there is a very controversial case of wh-movement. These data
are from a letter that Halldor Armann SigurQsson wrote to Noam Chomsky, Anders
Holmberg, and Christer Platzack in 2001. In (295a), we can observe the person restriction,
while there is no restriction when the finite verb does not show agreement with the
embedded nominative NP as in (295b).

(295) a. * Hverjum

b.

myndum J>a

hafa virst

[ vid

vera gafuQ

whom.DAT would. 1pl then

have seemed we.NOM be

Hverjum

hafa virst

myndi

whom.DAT would. 3 SG then

[ viQ

intelligent

vera gafuS

have seemed we.NOM be

]?

]?

intelligent

These are not surprising given the assumption that the person restriction occurs when the
NP that has l st/2nd person-feature enters into subsequent AGREE relation with T.
Interestingly, movement of the embedded nominative NP across an experiencer NP is
•

observed only when the experiencer is wh-moved as illustrated in (296).

128

128 Movement across experiencer is generally impossible in Icelandic as shown in (i).
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(296) a.

Hverjum

myndum vi6

Jm

hafa virst

[ vera gafuQ

whom.DAT would.I pl we.NOM then have seemed be
b. *

Hverjum

myndi

J>a

vid

hafa virst

intelligent

[ vera gafuS

whom.DAT would.3SGwe.NOM then have seemed be

]?

]?

intelligent

What is most surprising in (296) is that agreement between finite verb and the nominative
NP becomes possible and in fact obligatory. This is apparently problematic under the
proposed theory. As we have analyzed wh-constructions in Appendix I in chapter 3, the
wh-dative NP remains between T and the nominative NP until C merges without
undergoing movement to the Spec of TP. If this is the case, the nominative NP has no
chance to move to AGREE with T nor MOVE to the Spec of TP.
One very tentative solution that I can offer is hinted at by the agreement facts in
(296). Remember that the person restriction occurs only when subsequent AGREE takes
place (by assumption). Since there is no person restriction observed in (296a), this
suggests that the nominative NP in fact enters into primary AGREE relation with T. How
could it happen? Recall that German dative NP never enters into AGREE relation with T
because of the lack of structural Case. Suppose that Icelandic dative in this instance
behaves like German dative NP. If that is so, T simply ignores wh-dative NP. Therefore,

(i)

a.

b.
c.
d.

HafSi Jieim
virst
[ Olafur
vera gafaSur
]?
had
them. DAT seemed
Olaf.NOM be intelligent
‘Did it seem to them that Olaf was intelligent.’
* Haf5i Olafurj Jieim virst [f vera gafaSur]?
* Haf5i Olafurj virst Jieim [t; vera gafaSur]?
* Haf5i Jieim Olafurj virst [tj vera gafaSur]?
(SigurSsson 1996)
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T finds the lower NP to AGREE with and moves it to the Spec of TP. Here AGREE
relation is primary and hence there is no person restriction.
For this account, there are two questions remaining. One is why Icelandic quirky
NP behaves like German dative NP only in this example. The second one is why the
embedded nominative NP must move to the Spec of TP only when the dative NP behaves
like German dative NP, given that Icelandic shows no obligatory EPP.129 At this point, I
have no good account of these data.

5.2.2 Phrase-structural differences among Icelandic infinitives

Although I was able to collect a certain amount of Icelandic data that could
support the proposed theory, I could not conduct the tests to justify the assumption that
Icelandic infinitival complements may differ with respect to whether the complement
clauses contain TP or not. What we need to show is whether the availability of a TP
projection in the embedded clause is in fact correlated with agreement. Since this is a
phrase-structural difference, phrase-structural evidence should converge.
SigurSsson (1989) has already tried to investigate the internal structures of
infinitives and has suggested the following analysis with respect to the infinitives.

129 And Wurmbrand (2004a) shows that German has no EPP.
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(297) Seem-type ECM:

either a small clause (with no Infl) or a bare IP (having Infl)

Seem-type raising: a small clause (with no Infl)
Believe-type ECM: a small clause (with no Infl)130

However, as SigurQsson himself has mentioned, the data that he presented were difficult
to understand. For instance, Sigurdsson shows that sentential adverbs like sennilega
‘probably’ and varla ‘hardly’ are normally infelicitious inside all relevant Icelandic
infmitivals.

(298) Seem-ty^Q ECM
a.

Mer

hafdi

me.dat had

virst

[ Maria

seemed Mary.NOM

lesa

bokina

read

the.book.ACC

b. * Mer

hafdi

virst

[ Maria sennilega lesa

c.

hafdi

virst

[ Maria

* Mer

]

bokina

]

lesa sennilega bokina

]

(Sigurdsson 1989:85)
(299) Seem-XypQ raising
a.

Maria;

hafdi

Mary.NOM had

virst

[ t;

seemed

b.

* Maria;

hafdi

virst

[ t;

c.

* Maria;

hafdi

virst

[ t;

lesa

bokina

read

the.book.ACC

sennilega lesa

]

bokina

]

lesa sennilega bokina

]

(Sigurdsson 1989:85)

130 Sigurdsson (1989) discusses standard complement clauses (cf. (179a)) and does not
discuss dative-nominative complement clauses (cf. (181)) in the believe-type ECM.
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(300) Believe-type ECM
a.

Eg

hafdi talid

I.nom had believed

[ Mariu
Mary.ACC

lesa

bokina

read

the.book.ACC

b.

* Eg

hafdi talid

[ Mariu sennilega lesa

c.

* Eg

hafdi tali5

[ Mariu

lesa sennilega

]

bokina

]

bokina

]

(Sigurdsson 1989:85)

However, Sigurdsson (1989:85) also shows that these infinitivals tolerate sentential
1 -3 i

adverbs marginally if they also contain a modal verb.

(301) Seem-type ECM
a.

?? Mer

hafdi

me.DAT had
b.

?? Mer
me

virst

[hun

varla vilja

seemed she.NOM hardly want

hafdi

virst

[hun

had

seemed she

vilja varla

snerta matinn

]

touch the.food
snerta matinn

]

want hardly touch the.food
(Sigurdsson 1989:85)

131 Note that Icelandic modal verbs can appear in infinitivals.
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(302) Seem-type raising132
a. ?? Hun

haf5i virst

she.NOM had
b. *

Hun

snerta matinn ]

not want

touch the.food

seemed

hafdi virst

she.NOM had

[ekki vilja

[

vilja

seemed

ekki snerta matinn ]

want not

touch the.food
(Sigurdsson 1989:85)

(303) Believe-type ECM
a. ?? Eg

hafdi

I.NOM had
b. *

Eg

hafdi

I.NOM had
cf.

Eg

hafdi

I.NOM had

talid
believed
talid
believed
talid
believed

[ hana

varla

mundu lesa

her.ACC hardly would read
[ hana

mundu varla

lesa

her.ACC would hardly read
[ hana
her.ACC

varla

lesa

hardly read

bokina

]

the.book.ACC
bokina

]

the.book.ACC
bokina

]

the.book.ACC

(Sigurdsson 1989:85)

Because of these marginal judgments, it is certainly not clear if we can make any
conclusion about the structures of these infinitives. However, it may be worth examining
whether the relevant data that I discussed in this dissertation show any systematic
patterns or not. In addition to what Sigurdsson (1989:85) tested to look into the phrase
structures of Icelandic infinitives, there should be more cases that we can examine. For

132 Recall that Halldor Armann Sigurdsson does not take ekki in the complement of the
seem-YQrb normally.
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instance, Wurmbrand (2001b) correlates presence/absence of TP with tense properties
(only tenseless infinitives can lack TP) and presents some tests to distinguish whether
infinitives contain TP or not. If we could show some systematic difference among these
relevant infinitives, the proposal that I made in this dissertation would be more solid and
• •
133
promising.

As I have mentioned, Sigurdsson (1989:85) has already had a similar insight to
what I have argued for. Namely, he tries to find and propose phrase-structural differences
among Icelandic infinitives. Sigurdsson’s insight that Icelandic infinitives may have
different phrase-structures had not received much attention but I believe it is time that we
reconsider it. Thus, I would like to conclude my dissertation with a passage from Lasnik
(2002a:3): “As has happened not infrequently in recent syntactic research, what’s old is
new again.”

133 See Thrainson (1993) on Icelandic infinitives. See also Bobaljik and Thrainson (1998)
who suggested verb raising differences might follow from structural difference a la
Wurmbrand (2001b).
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